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1. Introduction 
The current document presents the report of the Master Final Project A platform for 
automatic 3D reconstruction through multi-view stereo techniques for mobile devices. The 
main goal of the project is to present a complete solution to generate 3D models from 
collections of images. 
 
First of all, it’s a good idea to know what multi-view stereo means. Stereo vision is a generic 
problem formulation that, given several images of an object or scene, computes a 
representation of its 3D shape. This technique requires an arbitrary number of images to get 
the depth information of a given point in the scene, since each image can be regarded as a 
camera that contains a subset of points in the scene. At least two images are required to get 
the depth information of a point through triangulation. These cameras can be calibrated or 
not, and all of them have arbitrary positions. Lastly, the solution for the problem could be a 
representation of the scene as a collection of depth maps, polygonal meshes, point clouds, 
patch clouds, volumetric models or layered models. 
 
Why do we develop this project for mobile architectures? There’s no doubt about mobile 
devices are growing up year after year. There has been a rapid change on our society provoked 
by the intrusion of these mobile devices in our lives. The new generation of mobile phones, 
smart phones and PDAs, has advanced computing capabilities and connectivity. For the 
purpose of the project, we have a perfect candidate as a front-end device to take photos, 
upload them to a server, generate extra data that could be needed and finally, show the 
results or the resulting representation of the scene in 3D. All this mandatory characteristics are 
fulfilled for almost all the current smartphones and it also eases all the steps that complete the 
integrated solution.  
 
This project is extended with a back-end server in order to compute all the mathematical 
operations for the reconstruction of the scene, the execution of the complex pipeline and the 
management of the users’ information. The server uses web technologies to allow the users 
upload information and process it remotely from any mobile device. 
 
This document describes the definition of the goals, analysis of feasibility and precedents, the 
complete development of the project and the stages that is passed through, experimental 
results, explanation of the concordance between goals and results and the global economic 
analysis. 
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2. Background 
The Structure From Motion techniques encompass those processes that serve to obtain an 
inferred 3D structure from a set of 2D images.  
 
Even though we are not thinking about it all the time, people are used to perceive 3D 
structures in a given scenario by moving themselves through it, and at the same time getting 
information of the scenario from the images sensed over the space and time. The current 
project aims to create an integrated solution using these powerful techniques. To the best of 
our knowledge, there is not any integrated solution so far that can produce a complete, 
triangulated colour mesh using mobile applications. 
 
There are existing solutions which deal with the reconstruction of a scene from a given set of 
images, some of them are open source solutions and others are free only for academic 
purposes. We will discuss those applications that we consider more relevant for this project, 
but plugins for other applications such as Matlab are out of the scope of this report. In Section 
6 we will explain with more detail Bundler, Sift, CMVS[Fur10] and PMVS[FP10], which are the 
programs we selected for our “Structure From Motion” pipeline to reconstruct the 3D models.  
 
2.1. Bundler 
Bundler[Sna10,SMS07] is an open source “Structure From Motion” system and its initial 
version was used for the Photo Tourism project[SMS06, SSS+13]. The main goal of the Photo 
Tourism project was the reconstruction of 3D models from large datasets of images, which 
could belong to private collections or extracted from Internet. Bundler does not have UI and all 
the processing is performed using a script that uses the included applications. The output of 
bundler is a sparse geometry of the scene, and the relative orientation and position of the 
cameras. Bundler is explained with more detail in the chapter of architecture in this project. 
We only want to point out that this is the software that, in combination with other 
recommended programs, we are going to use for this project. 
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2.2. Visual SFM 
The VisualSFM is a GUI application developed by Changchang Wu and it is used to reconstruct 
3D models. This application includes some of his previous works: 
 Sift on GPU (SiftGPU). 
 Multicore Bundle Adjustment. 
 Towards Linear-time Incremental structure from motion. 
These are the main characteristics of VisualSFM: 
 It exploits the multicore capabilities of the computers.  
 SiftGPU uses the architecture CUDA of Nvidia to speed up the process for some 
binaries of windows. 
 It has a graphical interface where we can see where the cameras are located and the 
resulting point set. Users can configure the options of the reconstruction. 
 It’s prepared to run PMVS/CMVS among one of its options. 
 It also supports external binaries of Sift (for instance David Lowe’s Sift or the VLFeat 
version). 
 It contains a command line program to perform the operations that are done with the 
GUI. 
 It allows us to specify the pair-list for matching. This means if we already know the 
pairs of cameras that have features in common, we can specify in a TXT file these pair 
of images and save time instead of realizing a full-pairwise matching. 
 We can use our own feature files for the images and we can also define our own 
feature detector. 
 It can store animations of our movements inside the application for future 
presentations. 
 The reconstruction can be intervened manually. The process is performed 
incrementally, so we can pause it or delete the current work in each iteration. 
The author also presents some problems and solutions that the program can have: 
 SiftGPU tries to fit the memory available in the GPU so, for GPU with not much 
memory will provoke that SiftGPU downscale automatically the images and 
consequently, the reduction of features for the images. 
 There’s only one radial distortion parameter that could work for cameras with a low 
distortion but it could not work properly for cameras with large distortion. 
 Some binaries of 32 bits can run out of memory because the limitations of the OS. 
 
Without any doubt this program is the fastest, the main drawback is that over the same set of 
images we obtained better solutions using Sift, Bundler and PMVS, on an early study of the 
feasibility of the project. If we have to rank this program, we set it on the second place. 
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2.3. SFMToolkit 
SFMToolkit[Ast11] is a script developed by Henri Astre that uses existing Open Source 
applications. The main drawback of this solution is its requirements: 64-bit Windows version 
and Nvidia cards. Internally, it ends using Bundler to find the position and the orientation of 
the cameras, CMVS to make clusters and PMVS to reconstruct the scene. The next diagram 
summarizes the steps that the script performs: 
 
Figure 1: Pipeline of the script for the SFMToolkit[Ast11].  
Our current solution also uses Bundler, CMVS and PMVS2. 
 
 
2.4. 3DF Samantha 
3DF Samantha[Sam] is another “Structure from Motion” pipeline that is able to automatically 
recover the relative camera position and orientation along with a sparse reconstruction of the 
scene from a set of images as Bundler does. This program is not Open Source and it can be 
only used for academic purposes. Besides, it’s only compatible with Windows as the 
SFMToolkit. Among its main characteristics, we find: 
 It uses NVIDIA CUDA Technology to speed up the process. 
 It’s prepared to work with multiple cores architectures of CPU.  
 SSE4 optimization1. 
 Tree-based reconstruction to handle a high number of photos. 
 Completely auto calibrated:  manual camera calibration is not needed. 
This solution did not provide better results that we obtained using Bundler even though it is 
faster than Bundler.  
                                                          
1 SSE4 (Streaming SIMD Extensions 4) is a CPU instruction set used in the Intel Core microarchitecture and AMD K10 
(K8L). Wikipedia. 
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3. Requirement analysis 
 
3.1. Goals of the project 
We are going to specify the goals of the project keeping in mind the mnemonic SMART 
principals for goals. This mnemonic was firstly used by George T. Doran2.  The words for every 
initial are: 
 Specific. The goals have to be well defined and clear to anyone that knows the 
project. 
 Measurable. We have to know if the goal is obtainable and how far the completion is. 
 Agreed upon. Agreement with all the stakeholders what the goals should be. 
 Realistic. Within the availability of resources and knowledge. 
 Time bound. When the goal must be achieved. 
All the goals of the project are presented in the next table: 
Goal Description 
G1 Reconstruct 3D models using stereo-view techniques through a set of images of them. 
G2 Develop a mobile application to manage the process of reconstruction of the models. 
G3 The mobile application has to allow users to create projects, which is the way of 
organizing and collecting the images and models of a given object, easily and in less 
than 5 minutes. 
G4 The mobile application has to allow the user to store images inside a project. 
G5 The mobile application has to allow the user to store models inside a project. 
G6 The mobile application has to allow the user to define the zone of interest, where the 
object is located in order to reconstruct the 3D model of that zone of interest, in less 
than half hour. 
G7 The mobile application has to allow the user to see the stored images in less than 5 
minutes. 
G8 The mobile application has to allow the user to see the stored images with the overlaid 
mask of the zone of interest, for those images that have it in less than 5 minutes. 
G9 The mobile application has to allow the user to see the resulting 3D model of the 
reconstruction. 
G10 The mobile application has to upload the images and masks for the reconstruction of 
the 3D model in the web application. 
G11 The mobile application has to allow the users to delete the projects they do not want to 
keep stored. 
G12 The mobile application has to receive the resulting 3D model of the reconstruction as 
soon as possible while the mobile application is operative. 
G13 Develop a web application to reconstruct and answer the requests of the mobile 
application. 
                                                          
2 Doran, G. T. (1981). There's a S.M.A.R.T. way to write management's goals and objectives. Management Review, Volume 70, 
Issue 11(AMA FORUM), pp. 35–36. 
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G14 The web application has to construct the resulting 3D model using stereo-view 
techniques as fast as possible and not taking more than a day. 
G15 The web application has to send the resulting 3D model to the mobile application. 
 
3.2. The stakeholders 
There could be many people interested in the reconstruction of 3D models from a collection of 
images such as: 
 Architects. An architect can be interested in storing some models of any part of the 
furniture in order to add them in further representations of buildings or indoors of 
houses. Even when a new building is created, the final resulting version can be stored 
in order to have 3D models for showing to the clients. 
 Videogame designers/programmers. The 3D models can be used to introduce them in 
3D videogames in order to reduce the cost of creating models from scratch. Nowadays, 
the 3D scanner is taking an important role in the industry. This solution will be 
oriented for those studios or producers which can not afford a great investment in 3D 
scanners. 
 CGI animators. Similar to the videogame industry, the people in the CGI have to add 
models to the 3D scene. This integrated solution can provide a fast way of getting an 
initial model to adapt it to the 3D scene. 
 General users. Anyone who wants to store a building or object during her/his holiday 
travelling around. Since the mobile phone arrived, people are able to take photos in 
any moment without difficulties. This huge market and opportunity of introducing this 
technology can have a deep impact in the way of our personal story is recorded. 
 
Other stakeholders related with this project but not target users of the final integrated 
solution are: 
 The tutor of the project. The feedback of the resulting integrated solution and the 
suggested ideas are an important key for the success of the project. 
 The developer in charge of the construction of the project. The interest of the 
developer is to bring the best integrated system with special attention to the final 
quality of the system. 
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3.3. Requirements 
The representation of the requirements is going to follow the standard IEEE 830-1998. This 
standard collects the good practices and recommendations to elaborate the requirements for 
a given project. The requirements are divided in the following categories and ordered as the 
standard IEEE 830-1998 recommends: 
 Functional requirements. The functionality that the system has to have in order to 
fulfil the goals and what it has to do. 
 External interface requirements. These requirements are related with the 
communication among the users and different systems. 
 Performance requirements. This category collects all the requirements related with 
the speed, availability, response time, recovery time of various software functions and 
so on. 
 Design constraints. The constraints of the construction phases, such as: standards to 
accomplish, programming languages, limitation of memory, etc. 
 Software system attributes. The consideration about the portability, correctness, 
maintainability, security, etc. 
 Other requirements. This category encloses those requirements which are outside the 
mentioned previous categories.  
 
The template we are going to follow to present the different requirements is the following 
one: 
Code The code of the requirement is detailed in function of the category. For 
instance, the code F1 refers to the functional requirement 1. 
Title A short title to describe the requirement. 
Description The complete description of the requirement. 
Importance The importance of the requirement. It is categorized following one of the three 
next levels: 
 Essential: if this requirement is not fulfilled, the final system will not 
accomplish the requested goal. 
 Conditional: this requirement achieves the final result of the system 
but its implantation is not critical. 
 Optional: the requirement is not needed to accomplish the goals and 
they normally help to improve the final quality of the system. 
Stability The probability that the requirement can change along the time. They are also 
divided in three different levels: 
 High: it’s very likely that the requirement could change along the time. 
 Medium: It’s usual that the requirement could change along the time 
 Low: it’s unusual that the requirement could change along the time. 
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3.3.1. Functional requirements 
This section shows the most important functions that the whole integrated system has to fulfil 
to reach the proposed goals of the project. 
Code F1 
Title Creation of the project 
Description The mobile applications should allow the creation of a unique project. The 
project is composed by a collection of models and a collection of images. Some 
images might have an associated mask. The project is linked to the current user 
who is interacting with the mobile application. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Low 
 
Code F2 
Title Addition of images to the project 
Description The mobile applications should allow the addition of a collection of images to 
the project which can be empty or not. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Low 
 
Code F3 
Title Visualization of images of the project 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to visualize the images that 
composed that current project. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Low 
 
Code F4 
Title Addition of mask to a given image 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to create an overlaid mask over a 
given image of the project. This mask indicates the zone of interest where the 
project to be reconstructed is, that is, it separates the foreground objects from 
the background. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Low 
 
Code F5 
Title Visualization of the mask to a given image 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to visualize the overlaid mask over 
a given image of the project. The mask is show as it was stored by the user the 
last time. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
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Code F6 
Title Visualization of the models of a given project 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to visualize the resulting 3D 
models of the project. The user can also rotate and scale the model in order to 
see it completely. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code F7 
Title Uploading of images and masks 
Description The mobile application should upload all the images and masks of a given 
project in order to store the needed information to process it afterwards. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code F8 
Title Launching the reconstruction of the 3D model 
Description The mobile application should launch the process of the reconstruction of the 
3D model remotely with all the uploaded images and masks of the project. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code F9 
Title Reception of the resulting model 
Description The mobile application should be prepared to receive the resulting 3D model of 
the remote request of the reconstruction of the object, given a collection of 
images and masks. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code F10 
Title Storage of the images and masks of the project on the web application 
Description The web application should store the images and masks associated to the 
images for a given project.  
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code F11 
Title Launch the pipeline 
Description The web application should be able to run the complex pipeline to reconstruct 
the 3D model using third-parties programs. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
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Code F12 
Title Launch the process of reconstruction of the 3D model 
Description The web application should run the process of reconstruction of the 3D model 
when the mobile application requests it. Afterwards, the resulting model is sent 
to the mobile application when it’s available.  
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code F13 
Title Information of the project 
Description The web application should provide all the current information of the project to 
the user. The number of images, the number of masks and the number of 
models have to be shown clearly. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code F14 
Title State of the project 
Description The web application should update the current state of the project in function 
of the received inputs. When the project does not have any images or at least 
three masks, it is not allowed to reconstruct the model. It’s available to upload 
the whole information and after that, to run the process of reconstruction 
remotely. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Low 
 
Code F15 
Title Downscale factor to process the reconstruction in the mobile application 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to choose a downscale factor in 
order to downsample the images, and their masks, to reduce the time in the 
reconstruction of the 3D model.  
Importance Conditional 
Stability Low 
 
Code F16 
Title Downscale factor to process the reconstruction in the web application 
Description The web application should be prepared to receive a downscale factor to scale 
the images and their masks before processing the reconstruction of the 3D 
model.  
Importance Conditional 
Stability Low 
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Code F17 
Title Library of projects 
Description The mobile application should show all the projects for the current user. It 
should allow the user to access to its projects as well. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code F18 
Title Clean point set 
Description The web application should clean all the noise and the outliers of the resulting 
point set of the third-party programs. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
 
 
3.3.2. External interface requirements 
 
The external interface requirements collect all the specifications of the communication among 
the systems. This section also reflects the desired communication between the user and the 
interface of the applications. 
Code EI1 
Title Main options 
Description The mobile application should show the main options in the initial interface. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code EI2 
Title Option new project 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to create a new project from the 
initial interface. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code EI3 
Title Option projects 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to visualize her/his current 
projects. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
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Code EI4 
Title Option setting 
Description The mobile application should allow the user to configure and personalize the 
parameters of the mobile application. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Medium 
 
Code EI4 
Title Notification of long processes 
Description The tasks that can take few minutes have to be notified to the user when they 
have finished. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code EI5 
Title Informative messages 
Description The mobile application should inform the user about common tasks which are 
performed. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Low 
 
Code EI6 
Title Ask user about important events 
Description The mobile application should always ask the user about important events for 
the management of the projects. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code EI7 
Title Contextual menus 
Description The mobile application dispose contextual menus and they have to change in 
function of the use case that the user is invocating. 
Importance Optional 
Stability Medium 
 
Code EI8 
Title Language of the interface 
Description The whole mobile application should be available in English. 
Importance Optional 
Stability Medium 
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Code EI9 
Title Interaction between the mobile application and the web application 
Description The mobile application should interact with the web application using web-
based protocols and W3C standards. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
 
3.3.3. Performance requirements 
 
This section summarizes the performance requisites of the systems. 
Code P1 
Title Load time of the images and the masks 
Description The load of the images should take the same time as the mobile system 
applications dedicated to the same purpose. 
Importance Optional 
Stability Medium 
 
Code P2 
Title Load time of the models 
Description The time loading the models should be similar to other 3D viewer of models. 
Importance Optional 
Stability Low 
 
Code P3 
Title Availability of the web application 
Description The web application should be available at any moment and if it is not available, 
the mobile application should notify the user about this fact. 
Importance Optional 
Stability High 
 
Code P4 
Title Stability of the mobile application 
Description The mobile application should not block the interaction between the user and 
the interface of the application any time. The application should be as reactive 
as possible to the user’s actions and the long and consuming tasks should not 
block that interaction. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
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3.3.4. Design constraints 
 
All the technical and design constraints of the integrated system are presented above. 
Code D1 
Title Mobile application operating system 
Description The mobile application should use the Android operating system and the Jelly 
Bean version(4.1.X) because it’s the last stable version of Android and the 
number of devices which have installed is reaching more than 50% of the 
Android devices. Consequently, the mobile application should be stable and 
compatible with the future versions. At least, up to the last released version of 
Jelly Bean, this version is the 4.3. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code D2 
Title Programming languages 
Description The programming language to the mobile application should be Java because of 
the nature of the Android operating system. Android offers us the Dalvik virtual 
machine that is done for Java programming language. The programming 
language to the web application should be Java. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code D3 
Title Web application environment 
Description The web application should be installed in a Linux-based operating system 
because of the deep dependency of the pipeline to reconstruct the 3D model. 
These third-parties programs used to reconstruct the 3D model were developed 
in Linux and C++/C. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
 
Code D4 
Title W3C standards 
Description The mobile application and the web application should communicate between 
them using the W3C standards. We can guarantee that the mobile can operate 
with other system, if the opportunity happens, easily following the standards. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
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Code D5 
Title Web application based servlets 
Description The web application should use the Java Servlet API in order to expand the 
capabilities of the server. We chose the most simple way for working on web 
capabilities and Java programming language. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Medium 
 
Code D6 
Title Web application server 
Description The web application server should be the Apache Tomcat 7.0.40 version. This 
lightweight server helps us to deploy the WebApp easily and it’s open source. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Medium 
 
Code D7 
Title Multithreading for the mobile application 
Description The mobile application should use multithreading techniques in order not to 
block the interaction with the user for long and time-consuming tasks. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code D8 
Title Pre-installed applications 
Description The mobile application should take advantage of the pre-installed application of 
the mobile device. The pre-installed application of the camera should be used 
before implementing a new camera application. With this constraint we do not 
waste time implementing existing applications and we can focus on the new 
part of the mobile application. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Medium 
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3.3.5. Software system attributes 
 
This section presents the considerations about the portability, maintainability, robustness, 
security and so on.  
Code S1 
Title MVC 
Description The mobile application should follow the Model-View-Controller design pattern 
as much as possible. This design pattern helps us separate the dependent part 
of the mobile application to the View part from to the operating system, the 
data (Model) we use to store the permanent information and the Controller to 
manage the flow of the application. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code S2 
Title Utility classes 
Description The functionalities in common and are used in different parts of the 
applications, should be grouped in a Utility class. 
Importance Optional 
Stability Low 
 
Code S3 
Title Commented coded 
Description The critical parts of the applications should be commented properly to improve 
the readability and maintainability of them. 
Importance Optional 
Stability Low 
 
Code S4 
Title Documentation 
Description The most important parts of the applications should be documented properly 
using all the needed information for a complete understanding, and it’s a good 
practice to support the information with activity graphs, class diagrams, flow 
diagrams, etc.  
Importance Optional 
Stability Low 
 
Code S5 
Title Unitary tests 
Description The applications should pass all the unitary tests for every change on the code. 
Importance Essential 
Stability High 
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Code S6 
Title Integration tests 
Description The applications should pass all the integration tests once the code has been 
integrated. 
Importance Essential 
Stability Medium 
 
Code S7 
Title Design patterns in general 
Description The applications should use the software design patterns to common problems 
of software engineering. 
Importance Conditional 
Stability Medium 
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4. Planning 
 
4.1. Methodology 
From the point of view of a software engineer, it is required to document and specify the 
complete process of software development in order to prove that the requirements are 
fulfilled at the end and guide the project to a happy ending, when the solution is deployed, 
released o delivered to the client. There are many approaches or methodologies to develop 
applications. On one hand, some of them focus in the complete, extensive task of 
documenting every single detail in each step of the process. IBM Rational Unified Process 
(RUP) is an example of this kind of approaches, which every single stage produces some 
artifacts or updates them, and at the same time, they help us to handle the next stage of the 
project. Normally, the RUP methodology is used for medium or large projects where there’s no 
uncertain and the requirements will not vary through the time.  On the other hand, there are 
others that tend to focus more on the iterative and incremental development of the final 
solution. Among them, there’s one which is obtaining and gaining many followers, the Agile 
software development. This approach is more convenient for the development of projects 
which have an evolving set of requirements and have to be prepared to changes during the 
development. This methodology is used to short-term projects such as simple web services. 
 
Between these two different methodologies, there’s Agile Unified Process (AUP)[Ske, Wik01]. 
AUP is a simplified version of RUP developed by Scott Ambler. It tries to take advantage of 
agile techniques and yet maintaining some concepts of RUP. Another advantage of AUP over 
RUP, is that there are iterative deliveries during the development. This prototype-based 
approach can help to know if the development is fulfilling the requirements and if it is not, 
correct them as soon as possible. 
 
AUP is divided in 7 disciplines: 
1. Model. Understand the business of the organization, the problem domain being 
addressed by the project, and identify a viable solution to address the problem 
domain. 
2. Implementation. Transform model(s) into executable code and perform a basic level 
of testing, in particular unit testing. 
3. Test. Perform an objective evaluation to ensure quality. This includes finding defects, 
validating that the system works as designed, and verifying that the requirements are 
met. 
4. Deployment. Plan for the delivery of the system and to execute the plan to make the 
system available to end users. 
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5. Configuration Management. Manage access to project artifacts. This includes not only 
tracking artifact versions over time but also controlling and managing changes to 
them. 
6. Project Management. Direct the activities that take place within the project. This 
includes managing risks, directing people (assigning tasks, tracking progress, etc.), and 
coordinating with people and systems outside the scope of the project to be sure that 
it is delivered on time and within budget. 
7. Environment. Support the rest of the effort by ensuring that the proper process, 
guidance (standards and guidelines), and tools (hardware, software, etc.) are available 
for the team as needed. 
 
AUP also establishes 4 different phases during the development. In each phase, a discipline is 
responsible of performing the needed tasks for the next stage. In some cases, there are 
disciplines that do not take part of one phase. These phases are the following ones: 
1. Inception. The goal is to identify the initial scope of the project, a potential 
architecture for our system, and to obtain initial project funding and stakeholder 
acceptance. Some common tasks performed in this phase are: 
a. Define project scope 
b. Estimate cost and schedule 
c. Define risks 
d. Determine project feasibility 
e. Prepare project environment 
2. Elaboration.  The goal is to prove the architecture of the system. Some common tasks 
performed in this phase are: 
a. Identify architecture 
b. Validate architecture 
c. Evolve project environment 
3. Construction.  The goal is to build working software on a regular, incremental basis 
which meets the highest-priority needs of our project stakeholders. Some common 
tasks performed in this phase are: 
a. Model the system 
b. Build the system 
c. Test the system 
d. Develop the supporting documentation 
4. Transition.  The goal is to validate and deploy our system into our production 
environment. Some common tasks performed in this phase are: 
a. System testing 
b. User testing 
c. System review 
d. Deployment of the system 
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Once the disciplines and the phases have been described, we presents the cross-reference 
between the workload of every discipline for every phase of the project: 
 
Figure 2: Phases of the Agile Unified Process[Ske].  
 
 
It’s important to point out that the planning of this project is based on the AUP methodology. 
Consequently, the Work Breakdown structure and Gantt’s diagram reflects the phases 
explained above in the document. Furthermore, it was decided to add only the most important 
deliveries of this methodology, avoiding to waste time in artifacts or components which are 
not required for the project now. The minimum deliverables are the working system, source 
code, regression test suite, installation, system documentation, release notes, requirement 
model and design model. 
 
Philosophies behind AUP 
AUP also specifies some principles that we have to keep in mind for every phase. The 
principles are: 
 Our staff knows what they are doing.  People are not going to read detailed process 
documentation, but they will want some high-level guidance and/or training from time 
to time.   
 Simplicity.  Everything is described concisely using a handful of pages, not thousands 
of them. 
 Agility.  The AUP conforms to the values and principles of the Agile Alliance. Some of 
these principles are; the highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and 
continuous delivery of valuable software, continuous attention to technical excellence 
and good design enhances agility, etc. 
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 Focus on high-value activities.  The focus is on the activities which actually count, not 
every possible thing that could happen to us on a project. 
 Tool independence.  We can use any toolset that we want with the AUP. 
 We'll want to tailor this product to meet our own needs.  The AUP product is easily 
tailorable via any common HTML editing tool. 
 
Justification of the choice 
This methodology offers us the flexibility that we need to reach the main goals of the project 
and fulfil the requirements. The importance of writing the sufficient quantity of 
documentation to explain how the system works is a key reason for the choice as well. The 
experience tells us that the fewer generated artifacts, the better when we have to maintain or 
change functionalities. It’s really important, and sometimes critical, to know when the 
documentation is needed and when it is not. For instance, all the tests plans have been 
skipped for this project. So if the functionality is properly described, it is known when there’s 
an error or there is not because the functionality does not perform what it is expected. 
Even knowing that our requirements are not likely going to change substantially like other 
projects, the iterative deliveries which are proposed in AUP helps us check that we are working 
in a good direction. Furthermore, we decided to program the most important parts of the 
project in isolated modules which have been tested separately and they have been presented 
to the tutor of this Master Final Project in every scheduled meeting.    
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4.2. Project management (Work Breakdown 
structure) 
 
Master Final 
Project 
Inception 
Requirement 
analysis 
Planning 
Project 
management 
Gantt's diagram 
Risk 
management 
Cost 
management 
Elaboration 
Study of the 
technologies 
and tools 
Architecture of 
the project 
Configuration 
Construction 
ProjectMesh 
Main module 
Viewer module 
(OpenGL) 
DrawMask 
module 
Project module 
WebApp 
Synchronization 
Run pipeline 
remotely 
Preprocess 
images 
Preprocess 
masks 
Launch SFM 
pipeline 
Clean point set 
Build mesh 
Send result 
Transition 
Testing 
Resolution of 
incidents 
Review of the 
documentation 
Conclusions and 
results 
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4.3. Gantt’s diagram 
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The next table presents all the tasks which are grouped by their phase.   
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4.4. Risk management 
The risk can have a huge impact on organizations in terms of economy, performance, 
reputation, natural environment and safety. Because of that, this is a relevant section and we 
are going to present the standard ISO 31000:2009[Iso31000] which includes some principles, 
guidelines and frameworks for managing the risk. 
 
As it is stated in the ISO 31000:2009, a risk is internal and externals factor and influences that 
can make uncertain whether and when the objectives will be achieved. The organizations have 
to face the risks in order to prevent, eliminate, mitigate and correct them. For these reasons, 
the standard presents some principles showing us why we have to consider deeply the risk 
management: 
a) Risk management creates and protects value. Risk management contributes to the 
demonstrable achievement of objectives and improvement of performance in, for example, 
human health and safety, security, legal and regulatory compliance, etc. 
b) Risk management is an integral part of all organizational processes. Risk management is 
part of the responsibilities of management and an integral part of all organizational processes, 
including strategic planning and all project and change management processes. 
c) Risk management is part of decision making. Risk management helps decision makers make 
informed choices, prioritize actions and distinguish among alternative courses of action.  
d) Risk management explicitly addresses uncertainty. Risk management explicitly takes 
account of uncertainty, the nature of that uncertainty, and how it can be addressed. 
e) Risk management is systematic, structured and timely. A systematic, timely and structured 
approach to risk management contributes to efficiency and to consistent, comparable and 
reliable results. 
f) Risk management is based on the best available information. The inputs to the process of 
managing risk are based on information sources such as historical data, experience, 
stakeholder feedback, observation, forecasts and expert judgement.  
g) Risk management is tailored. Risk management is aligned with the organization's external 
and internal context and risk profile. 
h) Risk management takes human and cultural factors into account. Risk management 
recognizes the capabilities, perceptions and intentions of external and internal people that can 
facilitate or hinder achievement of the organization's objectives. 
i) Risk management is transparent and inclusive. Appropriate and timely involvement of 
stakeholders and, in particular, decision makers at all levels of the organization, ensures that 
risk management remains relevant and up-to-date.  
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j) Risk management is dynamic, iterative and responsive to change. Risk management 
continually senses and responds to change. As external and internal events occur, context and 
knowledge change, monitoring and review of risks take place, new risks emerge, some change, 
and others disappear. 
k) Risk management facilitates continual improvement of the organization. Organizations 
should develop and implement strategies to improve their risk management maturity.  
 
The next diagram presents the relation between those described principles, the framework 
that we’d have to adopt in the elaboration of the processes to manage the risks, and the 
mentioned processes: 
 
Figure 3: Relation between risk management principles, framework and processes[Iso31000]. 
We are going to skip the creation of the integral framework to go on with the definition of the 
risks through risk management process.  
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First of all, we have to establish our current context. Our context is the project of an integrated 
system which is divided in two parts, the mobile application and the web application. The 
mobile part is the front-end system that has to be delivered to the final users or stakeholders, 
and the success or failure will be held by the quality and intuitive interaction of the mobile 
application. On the other hand, the web application will have to manage the users’ projects. 
Both applications have an inherited risk provoked by its interconnected nature. It’s unusual 
that sooner or later the applications have to deal with an online attack in order to obtain 
information or to overload the services. 
 
Established the context, we can pass to enumerate the different types of risk that the project 
could face along its lifecycle: 
 Schedule: the risks that are produced when the deadlines are not accomplished 
because a task is not performed in the expected time. 
 Cost: they are produced when we do not have enough money to reach the established 
objectives. They are usually exclusive to the project management. 
 Operational: they are characterized by the inability to implement huge changes 
properly. 
 Technological: they happen when the election of the tools, the technological 
decisions, performance stability and so on, are wrong or improper.  
 External: they are produced by external factors such as hacking attacks, infrastructure 
problems, failures of the equipment, political and social issues, etc. 
 
So the next steps of the risk management process are going to be presented following 
formatted table: 
Risk # Number of the risk Risk type Type of the risk. 
Description A brief description of the risk. 
Rationale Reason why this project can happen for our current context.  
(Risk identification, risk evaluation and risk analysis) 
Mitigation Explanation of the mitigation plan in order to avoid occurrence of the risk.  
(Risk treatment) 
Contingency Explanation of the contingency plan once we have not avoided the risk with the 
mitigation plan.  
(Risk treatment) 
Probability 1 up to 10 where 1 
represents unlikely and 10 
represents that it will 
happen surely. 
(Risk evaluation and Risk 
analysis) 
Cost 1 up to 10 where 1 represents low cost 
and 10 high cost. 
(Risk evaluation and Risk analysis) 
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4.4.1. Schedule risks 
 
Risk # S1 Risk type Schedule risk 
Description The tasks are not well estimated 
Rationale The development of the mobile or web application can be delayed because the lack 
of experience or knowledge using new technologies and tools. 
Mitigation Try to consult the books or online documentation that is available on libraries and 
Internet in order to approach a determinate problem. 
Contingency Those functionalities which require more time that it’s dedicated will balance the 
non-important functionalities that can be delivered in the future. This means we are 
going to spend more time working on the main functionalities and skipping those 
which are not important. 
Probability 8 Cost 6 
 
Risk # S2 Risk type Schedule risk 
Description Resources are not available 
Rationale The human resources or the environment resources are not available. Related with 
the equipment, this can be stolen. The human resources can get sick any time 
during the lifetime of the project. 
Mitigation Related with the environmental resources, it’s a good idea to have different 
workspaces with different devices.  
Related with the human resources, we can not have control over this topic and we 
can not mitigate the availability of the human resources. 
Contingency When an environmental resource is needed, we try to acquire it if it’s possible and 
we do not risk the budget of the project. 
Probability 7 Cost 4 
 
Risk # S3 Risk type Schedule risk 
Description Unexpected expansion of the project 
Rationale The project can evolve to different requirements or solution to achieve the goals of 
the project because of that, the workload can vary and impact strongly in the 
schedule. 
Mitigation Balance and study if the new requirement or functionality is more important that 
we have planned so far. 
Contingency If there’s a needed requirement, we’ll assess the current state of the project 
removing some others requirements or functionalities. 
Probability 4 Cost 7 
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4.4.2. Costs risks 
 
Risk # C1 Risk type Cost risk 
Description Poor estimation or errors that result in unforeseen costs 
Rationale Analysing the impact of unpredicted costs will be so important in order to reach an 
affordable solution. 
Mitigation In order to deal with the unforeseen cost, we’ll have to save some extra money. The 
low-cost nature of this project, which tends to use open source programs and tools, 
will mitigate this kind of risks. 
Contingency If we have spent the whole budget of the project, we’d have to request a loan in 
order to fulfil the goals of the project. 
Probability 2 Cost 7 
 
Risk # C2 Risk type Cost risk 
Description Thievery of the environmental resources 
Rationale There’s no the certainty that a property can not be stolen so it’s important to 
protect assesses that we have got.  
Mitigation The intangible assesses of the project are replicated online through different 
hosting web services in order to avoid the loss of the information. 
We’ll try to protect the tangible assesses of the project keeping a close look to the 
security in a locked place. 
Contingency If some environmental resource is stolen, we can recover the information data 
through one of the hosting services where we have the data replicated. 
Probability 5 Cost 8 
 
Risk # C3 Risk type Cost risk 
Description Loss or failure of a device 
Rationale There are some devices which could end broken because of its lifecycle or by 
accident.  
Mitigation We will work with at least two different devices which allow us to switch between 
devices if one is broken. 
Contingency If there’s no any working device, we’ll have to buy a new one. 
Probability 4 Cost 9 
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4.4.3. Operational risks 
 
Risk # O1 Risk type Operational risk 
Description Inadequate resolution of priorities or conflicts 
Rationale The prioritization of the different tasks of the project is a key part to reach the 
goals. For instance, we can not start to develop the module to render a particular 
3D model if we do not have available some library that can load the model in 
comprehensive way to the render. 
Mitigation We’ll order properly all the tasks of the project taking into account that sometime 
an error or conflict can occur. 
Contingency The only contingent plan we can establish is to prioritize again the tasks to avoid 
expending time again. 
Probability 3 Cost 2 
 
Risk # O2 Risk type Operational risk 
Description Lack of understanding between the stakeholders about the requirements or goals 
Rationale Every person can have her/his own idea about a goal or requirement of the project. 
The common understanding between stakeholders is important to fulfil the their 
expectations. 
Mitigation We’ll write the requirements and objectives as simple and understandable as 
possible. 
Contingency Rewriting the requirements or goals of the project. 
Probability 2 Cost 2 
 
 
4.4.4. Technological risks 
 
Risk # T1 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Immature or untested technology 
Rationale Using the last released technology can derive in unpredicted problems. For 
instance, the problems related with the disk access in an operating system can 
provoke a huge impact in the performance when we are accessing to the disk. 
Mitigation We’ll try to use stable versions of the technologies we are going to use. 
Contingency Studying and balance the change of technology or its version. 
Probability 5 Cost 5 
 
Risk # T2 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Wrong tools 
Rationale The tools, which we have selected, do not adapt well enough to our requirements 
or goals.  
Mitigation Studying deeply the tools we are going to use. 
Contingency Switching to another tool that can save us a lot of time or effort. 
Probability 3 Cost 2 
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Risk # T3 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Integration problems among systems 
Rationale When we are working between different systems, it is usual to find some 
unexpected problem among the system’s interfaces. For instance, we are working 
with W3C standard protocol to upload information to the server but if this protocol 
was not defined and prepared on the server side, we’ll have to deal or even invent 
some communication protocol. 
Mitigation Using the standards that W3C establishes as the same way that other companies. 
It’s also good to follow the different examples that are proposed in the reviewed 
documentation. 
Contingency Finding the proper book to integrate different system or ask in dedicated webpages, 
such as stackoverflow.com. 
Probability 6 Cost 7 
 
Risk # T4 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Performance issues in the mobile application 
Rationale The limited resources that a mobile system has, it’s far lower than a current 
personal computer. The most critical part is the battery consumption. 
Mitigation We’ll have to respect the recommendations that are proposed to reduce the 
quantity of resources to run the mobile application. Improving the efficiency of the 
application will also help to reduce the consumption of battery. 
Contingency Searching implemented and recommendations to improve the efficiency through 
books and webpages. 
Probability 7 Cost 5 
 
Risk # T5 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Errors in the mobile application 
Rationale It’s usual to find errors when the application is deployed in different mobiles. 
Mitigation Trying to test the application in different devices to find and resolve the problems 
that can appear. 
Contingency Having a prepared team to deal with the errors that can be found. 
Probability 8 Cost 6 
 
Risk # T6 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Inconsistency of the user’s information 
Rationale It can happen that the user’s information is corrupted because of an internal or 
external problem. For instance, when a hard disk is working properly and it stored 
some corrupted data. 
Mitigation Trying to implement and control the information is stored in the servers and check 
the information that is upload there as well. 
Contingency Deleting the corrupted information. 
Probability 2 Cost 5 
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Risk # T7 Risk type Technological risk 
Description Install update that alters the workspace 
Rationale The development team can be programming in an operating system that can be 
updated automatically periodically. This periodical updates can alter the workspace 
and provoke unexpected problems. 
Mitigation Trying to control all the automatic updates of the operating system and by 
extension the installed programs. 
Contingency Disabling the automatic updates of the system or the installed programs. 
Probability 4 Cost 3 
 
 
4.4.5. External risks 
 
Risk # E1 Risk type External risk 
Description Interference from outside electrical sources, causing disruption 
Rationale The infrastructure is connected to the electrical wiring so we have to count that the 
current can be stopped if there’s some incident.  
Mitigation In order not to lose the work done, we’ll try to invest some part of the budget on 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) or try to work with auto-sync tools to maintain 
the documents up to date. 
Contingency Buying more UPS. 
Probability 3 Cost 5 
 
Risk # E2 Risk type External risk 
Description Changes on guidelines of the user interface 
Rationale The world of the mobile application is changing abruptly along the time. It’s usual 
that the guidelines on users’ interfaces can change. When this fact happens, the 
user can feel that the application is old-fashioned or unattended. 
Mitigation Updating the mobile application to the new guidelines in order to take a 
homogeneous experience to the user.  
Contingency Adapting the interface of the project to the new guidelines. 
Probability 3 Cost 5 
 
Risk # E3 Risk type External risk 
Description Proper translation of the literals to the most used languages 
Rationale The mobile applications have to be prepared to any person for her/his culture. 
Mitigation Localizing the application to each market that is released. 
Contingency Enabling the English language until the localized language will be added. 
Probability 6 Cost 2 
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Risk # E4 Risk type External risk 
Description Changes on the policy of the third-party software used in the project 
Rationale The nature of the project depends on the rest of third-party programs. If an 
application change is policies about using it, it can affect our project directly. 
Mitigation Searching alternatives to any program or external library. 
Contingency If it’s necessary, it has to be studied to buy some license to use the third-party 
program. 
Probability 3 Cost 8 
 
Risk # E5 Risk type External risk 
Description Sabotage, hacking, and security breaches 
Rationale The two applications that compose the system are connected to Internet, so we’ll 
have to deal with online attacks. 
Mitigation Configuring firewalls, the access of the users, encryption of the data, etc. 
Contingency Closing the any kind of access to the server and the connection to the network. 
Probability 8 Cost 8 
 
Risk # E6 Risk type External risk 
Description Change-driven factors 
Rationale Both applications can evolve to external factor. For instance, the way a library is 
used can change and not become backward compatible with the last version of an 
operating system. 
Mitigation Trying to adapt the application to the changes. 
Contingency Keeping two different versions of an application until the older one was not longer 
used. 
Probability 3 Cost 6 
 
Risk # E7 Risk type External risk 
Description Communications systems failures 
Rationale When the network or some servers are collapsed because of the massive users’ 
accesses, it can provoke the discontinuous connection to the Internet. 
Mitigation There is not much we can do to prevent these problems. The only thing we can do is 
to be prepared to attend a huge quantity of requests as fast as possible. 
Contingency Storing the responses that can not be sent and after a while, trying to send the 
responses again. We’ll have to repeat this process until we get to send the 
response. 
Probability 3 Cost 1 
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4.5. Cost management 
 
4.5.1. Human resource accounting 
 
This section describes the cost of the human resources accounting.  This project needs five 
different roles to fulfil all its requirements. These roles are: 
 Project manager: the person who is in charge of the management of the project. 
 Requirement engineer: the person who will collect all the requirements and chose the 
proper technologies to deal with them. 
 Android programmer: the person who will develop and test the Android application. 
 Web programmer: the person who will develop and test the Web application. 
 Tester: the person who will test the application in order to guarantee the quality of it. 
 
The following table shows the cost of the required role per hour (the taxes are included that 
will be around 40%): 
Role Cost per hour 
Project manager 40,00 €/h 
Requirement engineer 35,00 €/h 
Android programmer 25,00 €/h 
Web programmer 25,00 €/h 
Tester 15,00 €/h 
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Defined the roles that are needed for the project, we present the estimated total cost per task: 
Task Hours Cost per task Involved roles 
  Inception phase 720 13,200.00 €  
    Requirement Analysis 240 8.400,00 € Requirements engineer 
    Planning 120 4.800,00 €  
      Cost management 48 1.920,00 € Project manager 
      Risk management 40 1.600,00 € Project manager 
      Gantt's diagram 32 1.280,00 € Project manager 
  Elaboration phases 136 5.600,00 €  
    Study of the technologies and tools 80 2.800,00 € Requirements engineer 
    Project environment configuration 56 2.800,00 € Android programmer, 
Web programmer 
  Construction phase 1.660 44.000,00 €  
    ProjectMesh 816 20.400,00 €  
      Viewer module (OpenGL) 280 7.000,00 € Android programmer 
      Project module 80 2.000,00 € Android programmer 
      DrawMask module 240 6.000,00 € Android programmer 
      ModelPLY library 16 400,00 € Android programmer 
      Main module 200 5.000,00 € Android programmer 
    WebApp 704 17.600,00 €  
      Synchronization 120 3.000,00 € Web programmer 
      Run pipeline remotely  584 14.600,00 €  
        Preprocess masks 72 1.800,00 € Web programmer 
        Launch SFM pipeline 200 5.000,00 € Web programmer 
        Clean point set 160 4.000,00 € Web programmer 
        Build mesh 32 800,00 € Web programmer 
        Preprocess images 40 1.000,00 € Web programmer 
        Send results 80 2.000,00 € Web programmer 
    Resolution of incidents 120 6.000,00 € Android programmer, 
Web programmer 
  Transition 560 11.400,00 €  
    Testing 120 1.800,00 € Tester 
    Review documentation 200 8.000,00 € Project manager 
    Conclusions and results 40 1.600,00 € Project manager 
Master final Project (Total) 3.076 74.200,00 €  
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In the following chart, we can see the distribution of the human resources per trimester. It’s 
good to point out that the more or less constant cost of the project related with the human 
resources during the whole life of the project, except the last trimester. The last trimester, the 
project manager would have to end and review the generated documentation.  
 
 
As we can see, we’d have an initial cost of 4.200 € the third trimester of 2012. After that, we’d 
have a cost of 14.600 € related with management and requirements engineering in the fourth 
trimester of 2012. In the first trimester of 2013, the Android programmer would start the 
Android application costing 8.000 € to the budget of the project. Then the project would 
continue its construction phase during the two following trimesters costing 13.000 € in the 
second trimester of 2013 and 14.000 € in the third trimester of 2013. Finally, the project would 
end with a cost of 20.400 € due to the revision and ending of the documentation, and the tests 
of the Web and Android application. 
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4.5.2. Environmental accounting 
 
This section covers all the costs that are derived from the infrastructure. For this particular 
project, it is only counted the cost of all the devices which were used to develop, test and run 
the application. 
 
Samsung Galaxy Nexus (GT-I9250) 
The Galaxy Nexus[Wik11] is a touchscreen Android smartphone developed by a partnership 
between Google and Samsung. The phone and operating system were developed 
collaboratively by engineers from both companies. It is the third generation successor to 
Google's previous flagship phones: the Nexus One and Nexus S. 
 
 
Figure 4: Samsung Galaxy Nexus front view (left) and rear view (right) [Wik11]. 
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The following table shows the full list of technical specifications: 
Model Samsung Galaxy Nexus GT-I9250 
Brand Google / Samsung 
OS Android 4.3 Jelly Bean 
SoC  Texas Instruments OMAP 4460 
CPU 1.2 GHz dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 
GPU 307 MHz PowerVR SGX540 
Memory 1 GB 
Storage 16 GB 
Removable 
storage 
None 
Battery 1,750 mAh (HSPA+ version) 
1,850 mAh (LTE version) 
internal user-replaceable, rechargeable Li-ion 
Display 4.65 in (118 mm) diagonal HD Super AMOLED with RGBG-Matrix 
1280×720 px *(316 ppi) 16:9 aspect-ratio 10 μs response time 
Rear camera 5 MP (2592×1936 px) 
Autofocus, zero shutter lag, single LEDflash 
1080p video recording (1920×1080 @ 24 fps) 
Front camera 1.3 MP, 720p video (1280x720 @ 30 fps)  
Connectivity 3.5 mm TRRS, GPS, DLNA, Micro USB 2.0 with USB On-The-Go, MHL, 
Bluetooth 3.0, NFC and Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n (2.4/5 GHz) 
Other Wi-Fi hotspot, Wi-Fi Direct, USB tethering and Oleophobic display coating 
 
Concept Price 
Samsung Galaxy Nexus GT-I9250 295.00 € 
Total taxes of the device (I.V.A. 18 %) 53.10 € 
Shipping 12.00 € 
Total 360.10 € 
 
Additionally, the smartphone that we used to work was stolen. Therefore we had to invest 
more money to get a new one. The same model was bought again but the price was 5% off due 
to the common loss of value of the technology. The first mobile was bought on September 26 
2012 and the second one was bought on November 19 2012. 
Concept Price 
Samsung Galaxy Nexus GT-I9250 277.35 € 
Shipping 5.85 € 
Total taxes of the device (I.V.A. 21 %) 59.47 € 
Total 342.67 € 
 
Concept Price 
Samsung Galaxy Nexus GT-I9250 (stolen) 360.10 € 
Samsung Galaxy Nexus GT-I9250 342.67 € 
Total 702.77 € 
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Nexus 7 (2012 version) 
The Nexus 7[Wik18] is a tablet computer developed by Google in conjunction with Asus. It is 
the first tablet in the Google Nexus series, a family of consumer devices that use 
the Android operating system and are built by an original equipment manufacturer partner. 
The main highlights of the Nexus 7 (2012 version) are the 7-inch (180 mm) display, 
Nvidia Tegra 3 quad-core chip, 1 GB of memory, Wi-Fi and near field communication 
connectivity. 
 
Figure 5: Front view of the Nexus 7 (first edition)[Wik18]. 
The following table shows full list of technical specifications: 
Model Nexus 7 Wi-Fi (2012 version) 
Manufacturer Asus 
Status Discontinued 
Release date July 2012 
Android version 4.1 Jelly Bean upgradeable to 4.3 Jelly Bean 
Size 198.5 mm (7.81 in) H, 120 mm (4.7 in) W and 10.5 mm (0.41 in) D 
Weight 340 g (12 oz) 
Processor 1.2 GHz quad-core Nvidia Tegra 3 T30L ARM Cortex-A9 
Graphics Twelve-core Nvidia ULP GeForce @ 416 MHz 
Memory 1 GB 
Storage 16 GB (it's also available for 8 and 32 GB) 
Power 4,325 mAh 
rechargeable Lithium-ion polymer battery 
Display 7 in (180 mm) diagonal LED-backlit IPS LCD capacitive touchscreen.  
1280 x 800 pixels (216 ppi) 
Front camera 1.2 MP, 720p video recording @ 30 fps 
Media formats Audio: MP3, WAV, eAAC+, WMA. Video: H.263, H.264, MP4 
Connectivity 3.5 mm headphone jack, Bluetooth 3.0, Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g/n @ 2.4 GHz), 
NFC, Micro USB 2.0 and Docking pins. 
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Concept Price 
Nexus 7 2012 version (16 GB) 
(shipping included in the price) 
219.48 € 
Total taxes of the device (I.V.A. 18 %) 39.51 € 
Total 258.99 € 
 
Laptop Dell XPS 15 
A good computer is also required to develop the Android application and the dedicated server 
to process all the information which is sent from the mobile device. The Dell brand has a good 
quality/price ratio. The next table presents the full technical specifications: 
CPU Intel® Core™ i7-2720QM second generation of 2,2 GHz with Turbo 
Boost 2.0 to 3,3 GHz 
Memory SDRAM DDR3 double channel of 6144 MB [1x4096 + 1x2048] at 
1333 MHz 
Graphics card NVIDIA ® GeForce ® GT 540M of 2GB 
Hard disk Serial ATA of 500 GB (7200 rpm) 
Operating systems Windows® 7 Home Premium original 64 bit and Ubuntu 10.03 32 bit 
Optical unity DVD+/-RW a 8x 
Connectivity Intel ® Centrino ® Wireless-N of 1000 and Bluetooth 
Primary Battery Main battery of lithium-ion battery with 9 cells and 90 Whr 
LCD 40 cm(15.6") FHD B+ RGLED TL (1920x1080) 1080p with integrated 
camera of 2.0 Mega Pixel 
Power Supply 130W AC Adapter 
 
Concept Price 
Laptop Dell XPS 15 1180.52 € 
Shipping 8.0 € 
Total taxes of the device (I.V.A. 18 %) 213.94 € 
Total 1,402.44 € 
 
Total cost for the environmental accounting 
At the end, we have to count how much money we spent in the different devices to have a 
global value of the environmental accounting. The next table presents the different concepts 
exposed so far in the environmental accounting section and the total of the expenses. 
Concept Price 
2 x Samsung Galaxy Nexus (16 GB)4 702.77 € 
Nexus 7 2012 version (16 GB) 258.99 € 
Laptop Dell XPS 15 1,402.94 € 
Total 2,364.70 € 
 
                                                          
4 This concept includes the smartphone that was stolen. 
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4.5.3. Project accounting 
 
Once we have calculated the cost derived from the human resources and environmental 
accounting, and then we can continue with the total cost of the project.  
Concept Cost 
Human resource accounting 74.200,00 € 
Environmental accounting 2,364.70 € 
Total 76,564.70 € 
 
As we can see in the total cost of the project, the most expensive part is related with the 
Human resource accounting. Logically, the people involved in the project are a key part to 
accomplish and reach the goals of the project. 
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5. Tools and technologies 
 
5.1. Tools and technologies used to develop the 
android application 
This section describes the main technologies that are used to develop the Android application. 
The Android application is called with the codename ProjectMesh. 
 
5.1.1. Android 
Android is an open source and Linux-based operating system designed primarily for 
touchscreen mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet computers. Initially developed by 
Android, Inc., which Google backed financially and later bought in 2005, Android was unveiled 
in 2007 along with the founding of the Open Handset Alliance. The first Android-powered 
phone was sold in October 2008[Wik02]. 
 
 
Android has experienced a big growth during the last years. The low-cost, customizable, 
lightweight operating system have contributed that all the big providers of smartphones trust 
it. Initially, this operating system was developed for high-technological mobile devices without 
having to develop an operating system from scratch. Apart from smartphones, Android has 
expanded is realm through tablets, televisions, videogame consoles, digital cameras and other 
electronics thanks to its Open Source nature and flexibility.  
 
 
Figure 6: Logo of Android[Wik02]. 
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Justification of the choice 
There have been a lot of market studies that show Android is overtaking its main rivals, iOS, 
BlackBerry OS and Windows phone. One of them is the Gartner's[RV13] study which is 
presented in the extracted table of the document below. This table shows the accumulated 
quantity of worldwide smartphones sales to end users by operating system in the second 
quarter of 2013 respect of the same quarter of the previous year: 
 
Operating  
system 
2Q12 Units 
(Thousands of units) 
2Q12 Market share 
(%) 
2Q13 Units 
(Thousands of units) 
2Q13 Market share 
(%) 
Increment 
(%) 
Android 98,664.0 64.2 177,898.2 79.0 + 14.8 
iOS 28,935.0 18.8 31,899.7 14.2 + 4.6 
Microsoft 4,039.1 2.6 7,407.6 3.3 + 0.7 
BlackBerry 7,991.2 5.2 6,180.0 2.7 - 2.5 
Bada 4,208.8 2.7 838.2 0.4 - 2.3 
Symbian 9,071.5 5.0 630.8 0.3 - 4.7 
Others 863.3 0.6 471.7 0.2 - 0.4 
Total 153,772.9 100.0 225,326.2 100.0  
Figure 7: Table of market share for operating system. Source: Gartner (August 2013)[RV13]. 
 
As we can see in the Increment column, the most significance growth was to the Android, 
followed by the Apple's iOS. The figures shown above points out the change of winds that 
Android has brought. Recently, iOS was dominating the market because of the good sales on 
the iPhone and iPad.  
 
 
It's also good to point out the emerging sector of the tablets as mobile platforms to develop 
applications. These devices have similar capabilities as the smartphones (or better in some 
case) and some people think they are called to replace the current sector of PC computers 
[Goo13]. It's too soon to affirm it, because the computation power that we have with a 
personal PC computer is hardly reached by a tablet. It's true that the tablets can replace the 
personal PC computer to perform simple tasks like navigating through the web, writing and 
sending e-mails, playing undemanding videogames and so on. Despite this, so far the most 
powerful tablet can not reach a medium-end computer PC with a dedicated graphics card.  
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The next table shows the tendency of the tablet market since 2000 and it's expected that the 
tablet sector surpasses the PC computer sector. 
 
 
Figure 8: Graphic with the global Annual sales of tables respect of PC. Sources: IDC, Gartner and Google internal data[Goo13].6 
 
 
The application for Android [MDM+11,Mei12] that was developed for the project is called 
ProjectMesh. The name comes of the fact of projecting through the cameras the resulting 
mesh, after executing the complete pipeline, similar to enlighten every camera as a projector 
and creating a holographic structure in 3D. The version of Android OS [And01] for the 
ProjecMesh application is based on the market share, the latest improvements in terms of 
efficiency (focusing on hardware acceleration [Guy11]) and the new added features, as new UI 
interface components. The ProjectMesh application is fully compatible with the Jelly Bean 
version of Android. The Jelly Version has a 40.5 % of share for the running devices and it's the 
most used version on August, this fact benefits the current choice. Consequently, it is the 
option that was chosen to develop the application with the minimum compatible version. It 
was considered to have retro-compatibility with the Gingerbread (33.1%) versions but it was 
more conservative to focus on the latest version and after having a release version of the 
application, to concentrate the forces in adding the said retro-compatibility. As the time goes 
by, the growth of Jellybean-powered devices (48.6 % on October) proves us that it was a good 
choice and it’s guaranteed the compatibility of the Android application to near the 50% of the 
users. 
  
                                                          
6
 Image extracted of the Nexus 7 & Chromecast Press Event - 07/24/2013. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbXeZ16FoCY 
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Segmentation chart of the versions of Android-powered 
devices.7 
 
Version Codename API Distribution 
1.6 Donut 4 0.1% 
2.1 Eclair 7 1.2% 
2.2 Froyo 8 2.5% 
2.3 - 
2.3.2 
Gingerbread 9 0.1% 
2.3.3 - 
2.3.7 
10 33.0% 
3.2 Honeycomb 13 0.1% 
4.0.3 - 
4.0.4 
Ice Cream 
Sandwich 
15 22.5% 
4.1.x Jelly Bean 16 34.0% 
4.2.x 17 6.5% 
 
 
Segmentation chart of the versions of Android-powered 
devices.8 
 
Version Codename API Distribution 
2.2 Froyo 8 2.2% 
2.3.3 - 
2.3.7 
Gingerbread 10 28.5% 
3.2 Honeycomb 13 0.1% 
4.0.3 - 
4.0.4 
Ice Cream 
Sandwich 
15 20.6% 
4.1.x Jelly Bean 16 36.5% 
4.2.x 17 10.6% 
4.3 18 1.5% 
 
 
One of the main drawbacks of this OS is the fragmentation of Android which provokes huge 
diversity of forks of the system. The fragmentation evokes non-uniform UI experience for the 
user too. Important companies like Samsung, LG and Sony have created their own version of 
the operating system. Consequently, the task of fixing existing bugs for those forks depends on 
the provider of the terminals and they tend to forget the oldest ones so developing an 
application that is fully compatible with all the Android-powered devices can be very 
challenging and time-consuming. 
 
Alternatives 
The iOS was considered to develop the current application as well but its closed ecosystem 
was an important drawback, summing up that the license to be a iOS developer costs 99$ per 
year instead of 25$ only for the registration as Android developer and without any yearly tax 
more, resulted in the choice of developing for an Open Source OS. 
                                                          
7
 This Data was collected during a 14-day period ending on August 1, 2013 and any version with less than 0.1% distribution are not 
shown.  
8
 This Data was collected during a 14-day period ending on October 2, 2013 and any version with less than 0.1% distribution are 
not shown. Dashboards in Android developer site. Link: http://developer.android.com/about/dashboards/index.html 
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5.1.2. OpenGL ES 2.0 
 
OpenGL for Embedded Systems (OpenGL ES [Wik19]) is a subset of the OpenGL 3D 
graphics application programming interface (API) designed for embedded systems such 
as mobile phones, PDAs, and video game consoles. There is no corresponding GLUT or GLU for 
the API. OpenGL ES is managed by the not-for-profit technology consortium, the Khronos 
Group, Inc. 
 
OpenGL ES 2.0 was publicly released in March 2007. It is based roughly on OpenGL 2.0, but it 
eliminates most of the fixed-function rendering pipeline in favour of a programmable one in a 
move similar to transition from OpenGL 3.0 to 3.1. Control flow in shaders is generally limited 
to forward branching and to loops where the maximum number of iterations can easily be 
determined at compile time. Almost all rendering features of the transform and lighting stage, 
such as the specification of materials and light parameters formerly specified by the fixed-
function API, are replaced by shaders written by the graphics programmers. As a result, 
OpenGL ES 2.0 is not backward compatible with OpenGL ES 1.1. Some incompatibilities 
between the desktop version of OpenGL and OpenGL ES 2.0 persisted until OpenGL 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 9: Logo of OpenGL ES[Wik19]. 
 
Justification of the choice 
OpenGL ES is a great API to draw 3D and 2D graphics and it's integrated with Android inside its 
framework, although we can choose between two different ways. Using OpenGL ES through 
the Android framework or using it through the Android NDK[Mon11]. Android NDK is a toolset 
that allows implements parts of the application using native-code languages such as C and C++. 
It's stated in the Android developers’ webpage [And04] that this option does not get a better 
performance in most cases and it also adds an extra layer of complexity to the code. On the 
other hand, using Android NDK allows us to use existing libraries in C and C++ and it's 
recommended to use it for CPU-intense operation that does not allocate much memory, such 
as signal processing, physics simulation and so on. In order to reduce the complexity and with 
the mentioned equality on performance using the Android NDK as the Android framework 
functions, we trusted it on the documentation and chose to use the subset of OpenGL ES 
operations. 
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It's highly recommended to use the OpenGL ES when we want to have more control to the 
drawing process, to draw high-end, animated graphics. When the project started, there were 
only the support for the version 1.0 and 2.0 of OpenGL. The main difference is that the 2.0 
uses the new programmable pipeline and the inclusion of the shaders. The version 3.0 was 
released in August 2012 and it was available for a very few devices. Another reason why 
OpenGL ES 2.0 was chosen instead of 3.0 is because there were not support to the 3.0 version 
in Android until the release of Android 4.3.0 API level 18 (July 24, 2013 [Mol13]). The version 
3.0 was not considered at the starting point of the project because of those reasons. 
Consequently, the version 2.0 of OpenGL ES was chosen to develop the Android application 
but a migration to 3.0 will not be so difficult thanks to the backward compatibility with the 
version 2.0. Moreover, the OpenGL ES capabilities can be accelerated by hardware for those 
devices with a GPU compatible with OpenGL ES. 
 
Furthermore, the programmable pipeline of OpenGL ES 2.0 is a good entry point for the 
learning of this API and the projective paradigm. The background of knowledge acquired in the 
lecture Advance Visualization, which is given in the FIB, facilitates the use of the programmable 
pipeline of OpenGL ES and it's the better choice to render 3D models in Android. 
 
Alternatives 
Canvas was also considered but it was discarded because it's set of 2D drawing API functions 
and we needed to render 3D models.  
 
Unity3D for Android is an efficient API to develop 3D or 2D games but it also adds an extra 
layer of complexity to the application when we only want to visualize a 3D model.  
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5.1.3. Canvas 
 
The Android framework API provides a set 2D drawing APIs that allow us to render our own 
custom graphics onto a canvas or to modify existing Views to customize their look and feel. 
There are 4 main classes to perform advancing drawing with Canvas: 
 Canvas (a subclass of android.graphics.Canvas).The canvas has no clear analogy in real-
life materials. We might think of it as a complex easel that can orient, bend, and even 
crumple the paper on which we are drawing, in interesting ways. It maintains the clip 
rectangle, the stencil through which we paint. It can also scale drawings as they are 
drawn, like a photographic enlarger. It can even perform other transformations for 
which material analogues are more difficult to find: mapping colours and drawing text 
along paths. 
 Paint (a subclass of android.graphics.Paint). This is the medium with which we draw. It 
controls the colour, transparency, and brush size for objects painted on the canvas. It 
also controls font, size, and style when drawing text. 
 Bitmap (a subclass of android.graphics.Bitmap). This is considered the paper or 
support where we are drawing on. It holds the actual pixels that we draw.  
 Drawable (likely a subclass of android.graphics.drawable.Drawable). This is the thing 
we want to draw: a rectangle or image. Although not all the things that we draw are 
Drawables (text, for instance, is not), many, especially the more complex ones, have to 
be. 
 
Justification of the choice 
The Android application requested a complex functionality to draw masks (DrawMask) that are 
going to be used to filter resulting model out the noise and outliers. Canvas offers us all the 
necessary to load images and drawing over them without developing a time-consuming 
functionality inside OpenGL ES. Because of that, it was decided to work with Canvas instead of 
OpenGL ES although it can be done with both of them. 
 
Alternatives 
The only alternative to draw 2D graphics is using the OpenGL ES. OpenGL ES required to 
control the framebuffer and working intensively with the fragment buffer to overlap the masks 
which are drawn. 
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5.1.4. Eclipse and ADT 
 
Eclipse is a multi-language IDE written in Java for Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris and Windows to 
develop programs and projects mainly in Java and, Ada, C, C++, COBOL, Fortran, JavaScript, 
Perl, PHP, Python, R, Ruby, Scala, Clojure, Groovy, Scheme and Erlang using plugins. It's an 
extensible and personalization IDE that implies we can add our personal plugins using its 
framework and Java libraries. 
 
ADT is the acronym Android Developer tools. ADT is a plugin of Eclipse that contains de 
Android Software Development Kit (SDK) tools. The Android SDK is used for compiling, testing, 
debugging and deploying Android applications through a device or an Android virtual machine. 
The SDK is independent of the IDE, so we can develop, test, debug and deploy Android 
applications through command line in Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. Separating the SDK from 
the ADT allows the user to use their favourite IDE instead of Eclipse. 
 
Figure 10: Logo of Android Developer Tools[And03]. 
 
 
Justification of the choice 
Even though Eclipse is a heavyweight workspace, the bundle (Eclipse and built-in ADT) which is 
offered in the Android developers’ webpage [And03] is the best option for Android beginner 
programmers and a good, complete starting point. The Eclipse and built-in ADT includes all the 
necessary to start developing Android applications in a few hours.  
 
The main drawback in this workspace environment is the stage of testing using a configured 
Android virtual machine. Setting up an Android Virtual Machine is relatively easy but the 
launch of it takes few minutes. The time-consuming task of launching the Android virtual 
machine does unviable the development. Then, the best option to test the current Android 
application that has been built is using a smartphone or tablet. 
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Alternatives 
One of the alternatives was the change of IDE for another one. This alternative was rejected 
due to automation of all the tasks for compiling, testing, debugging and deploying Android 
applications. 
 
Another alternative was released in the middle of the construction of the ProjectMesh 
application. This alternative is called Android studio. Android Studio is an Android 
development environment based on IntelliJ IDEA[Wik15]. Similar to Eclipse with the ADT 
Plugin, Android Studio provides integrated developer tools for development and debugging. 
The main capabilities which are inherited from IntelliJ are: 
 Gradle-based build support [Wiki22]. 
 Android-specific refactoring and quick fixes. 
 Lint[Wiki23] tools to catch performance, usability, version compatibility and other 
problems. 
 ProGuard and app-signing capabilities. 
 Template-based wizards to create common Android designs and components. 
 A rich layout editor that allows you to drag-and-drop UI components, preview layouts 
on multiple screen configurations, and more. 
 
Figure 11: Logo of Android Studio[And03]. 
This could be an alternative to consider seriously if Android studio has a stable version. The 
Android studio has several features are incomplete or not implemented yet. Moreover, it is 
not tested deeply and we are alerted that we can find bugs. Then, an unfinished product was 
discarded in favour of a finished one with as long used IDE as Eclipse [Ske13]. 
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5.1.5. Bitbucket 
 
Bitbucket is a web-based hosting service for projects that use either 
the Mercurial or Git revision control systems. Bitbucket offers both commercial plans and free 
accounts [Wik06].  
 
 Figure 12: Logo of Bitbuket[Wik06].
 
Justification of the choice 
All the university students have a free unlimited source code hosting9, plus the good web 
application to control and review the code, transforms Bitbucket in the main choice to store 
the code remotely.  
 
Alternatives 
The only alternative version and code management system that was considered was Google 
code. The look and feel of Bitbucket and the information that is shown at glance inclined the 
balance in favour of Bitbucket. 
 
  
                                                          
9
 Free unlimited user source code hosting for university students. Link: http://blog.bitbucket.org/2011/04/01/free-unlimited-user-
source-code-hosting-for-university-students/ 
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5.1.6. Git 
 
Git[Wik12] is a distributed version control and source code management (SCM) system with an 
emphasis on speed. Initially designed and developed by Linus Torvalds for Linux 
kernel development in 2005, Git is reported to have 36% market adoption as of 201310. 
 
Figure 13: Logo of Git[Wik12]. 
Justification of the choice 
One of the main differences respects of the alternative version and source code management 
is that Git can be used offline. Once we have installed Git on our computer, this computer can 
act as its own server and we can commit our code locally and offline. This behaviour allows us 
to sort out the code and keep a close look the changes locally. The flexibility, the quick 
expansion of Git and the free unlimited source code hosting for university students which is 
provided by Bitbucket, makes Git a the best option to backup and maintain the code remotely. 
Git is proposed to be used in Design of Web-based System which is taught in the MTI (Master's 
degree in Information Technology) too. 
 
Alternatives 
The most known alternatives are Concurrent Version System (CVS)[Wik08] and Apache 
Subversion SVN[Wik04]. Bitbucket works with Mercurial or Git version and source code 
management systems, so it was decided to work with Git. 
 
  
                                                          
10
 Eclipse Community Survey Results for 2013 by Ian Skerrett. Link:  http://ianskerrett.wordpress.com/2013/06/12/eclipse-
community-survey-results-for-2013/ 
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5.2. Tools and technologies used to develop the 
web application 
This section describes the technologies that are used to develop the Web application. The web 
application for this project is called WebApp. There are a few technologies that are used for 
the Android application and the Web application as well. These technologies have been 
explained in the section Tools and technologies used to develop the Android application. They 
are: 
 Eclipse 
 Git 
5.2.1. Java Servlets 
The Javas Servlet[Wik16] is a Java programming language class used to extend the capabilities 
of a server. Although servlets can respond to any types of requests, they are commonly used 
to extend the applications hosted by web servers, so they can be thought of as Java 
Applets that run on servers instead of in web browsers.  
 
Justification of the choice 
There are plenty of web technologies to create our web application and run it on a server. 
Nevertheless, Servlets have a fast performance and they are easier to use than traditional 
Common Gateway Interfaces (CGI). One of the main advantages of using servlets is that every 
HTTP request is handled as a separate Java thread within the web server process, omitting 
separate process forking by the web server. Another advantage is that a single instance of a 
Servlet is in charge of answering all the request concurrently, reducing the usage of memory 
and making the management of persistent data easy.   
 
Finally, it's relatively easy to develop a Java Servlet and the web application does not require a 
complex web-based system to deal with all the requests so far. 
Alternatives 
It was not considered other alternatives such as PHP, Perl, Ruby, Python and so on. The 
Android application is written in Java and there were some common tasks that could be 
performed using common libraries. In order to take advantage of this point, it was created a 
Java library to perform common tasks in the ProjectMesh (Android application) and the 
WebApp (web application). For instance, a brand new library exists that has been created 
specifically to load and store PLY models very fast ant its use is shared between the 
ProjectMesh and the WebApp.  Moreover, there are some Google services that can be used 
through specific libraries in Java as well. This fact forces us to find a web application written in 
Java. 
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5.2.2. Apache Tomcat 
Apache Tomcat is an open source web server and servlet container developed by the Apache 
Software Foundation. Tomcat implements the Java Servlet and the JavaServer Pages (JSP) 
specifications from Sun Microsystems, and provides a "pure Java" HTTP web 
server environment for Java code to run in[Wik05]. 
 
Figure 14: Logo of Apache Tomcat[Wik05]. 
Justification of the choice 
The need of server drives us to choose the Apache Tomcat because it's well-known use on any 
kind of environmental, universities or companies, and its native support to Java servlets. In the 
future, the web application can be expanded with more capabilities that are native for Apache 
Tomcat such as authentication, session management, load balancing and so on. 
 
The version of Apache Tomcat used in this project is 7.0.40. 
Alternatives 
It was also considered to use Apache web server but the native support of Java Servlet in 
Tomcat was decisive to choose Tomcat. 
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5.2.3. Apache Ant 
Apache Ant is a software tool for automating software build processes. It is similar to Make but 
is implemented using the Java language, requires the Java platform, and is best suited to 
building Java projects. Ant is an Apache project. It is open source software, and is released 
under the Apache Software License[Wik03]. 
 
Figure 15: Logo of Apache Ant[Wik03]. 
 
The most immediately noticeable difference between Ant and Make is that Ant uses XML to 
describe the build process and its dependencies, whereas Make uses Makefile format. By 
default the XML file is named build.xml. 
 
Justification of the choice 
In order to deploy and perform extra operations, it was considered to use Apache Ant to speed 
up the implementation and testing of the web application. We only needed to create a 
build.xml file for Linux to compile and deploy the web application on Linux. 
The version of Apache used in this project is 1.9.1. 
Alternatives 
The alternatives which could have been used were Makefile or Shellscripts on Linux. As an 
example with Java Servlets was available, it was decided to reuse it to avoid spending more 
time in the creation of Shellscripts or Makefiles. 
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5.3. Tools and methodologies used to write the 
memory 
 
5.3.1. UML 
Unified Modeling Language (UML [Wik20]) is a standardized (ISO/IEC 19501:2005), general-
purpose modeling language in the field of software engineering. The Unified Modeling 
Language includes a set of graphic notation techniques to create visual models of object-
oriented software-intensive systems. 
 
Figure 16: Logo of UML[Wik20]. 
 
Justification of the choice 
This standard is the most used in university and enterprise environments to specify software in 
a comprehending way. The deep background acquired and required in any computer science 
degree justifies this selection.  
 
Alternatives 
Neither alternative was considered to replace UML. 
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5.3.2. Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Word is a word processor developed by Microsoft. It was first released in 1983 
under the name Multi-Tool Word for Xenix systems[Wik17].  
 
Figure 17: Logo of Microsoft Word [Wik17]. 
Justification of the choice 
The knowledge of use of Microsoft Word was the main reason because it was chosen as the 
tool to write the memory of the project. 
It was used Microsoft Word 2007 for the elaboration of the memory. 
 
Alternatives 
Google Drive was considered and tested during a short period of time but the lack of some 
functionalities inclined the balance towards Microsoft Word. Anyway, we keep using Google 
Drive to write some parts of the memory and after that, we export the documents to 
Microsoft Word. 
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5.3.3. Enterprise Architect 
Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect[Wik10] is a visual modeling and design tool based on 
the OMG UML. The platform supports: the design and construction of software systems; 
modeling business processes; and modelling industry based domains. It is used by businesses 
and organizations to not only model the architecture of their systems, but to process the 
implementation of these models across the full application development life-cycle. 
 
Figure 18: Logo of Enterprise Architect[Wik10]. 
Justification of the choice 
Enterprise Architect is a powerful tool used widely in many companies. Its characteristics such 
as inverse engineering of the code, makes it the most suitable for the redaction of the master's 
final project.  
The version of Enterprise Architect used is 7.5. 
 
Alternatives 
Visual paradigm for UML was also considered but the free version lacks of a lot of 
functionalities. Between two programs that have to be paid, we chose the most well-known 
one and the one that we have more background. 
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5.3.4. Google Drive and Dropbox 
Google Drive[Wik13] is a file storage and synchronization service provided by Google, released 
on April 24, 2012, which enables user cloud storage, file sharing and collaborative editing. 
Google Drive is now the home of Google Docs, a suite of productivity applications, which offer 
collaborative editing on documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and more.  Files shared 
publicly on Google Drive can be searched with web search engines. 
 
Figure 19: Logo of Google Drive[Wik13]. 
 
Dropbox[Wik09] is a file hosting service operated by Dropbox, Inc., headquartered in San 
Francisco, California, that offers cloud storage, file synchronization, and client software. 
Dropbox allows users to create a special folder on each of their computers, which Dropbox 
then synchronizes so that it appears to be the same folder (with the same contents) regardless 
of which computer is used to view it. Files placed in this folder also are accessible through a 
website and mobile phone applications. 
 
Figure 20: Logo of Dropbox[Wik09]. 
 
Justification of the choice 
These two services were required to backup the most important, valuable information. We 
considered a good idea to have replicated the information in two different file hosting 
services.  
Alternatives 
Neither alternative was considered to backup any kind of information. 
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6. Architecture of the project 
 
6.1. Main view 
In this section we present the architecture of the whole integrated system that includes the 
ProjectMesh application (mobile application) and the WebApp (web application). Figure 21 
shows a component diagram of the system. The component diagram is particularly useful to 
have a general view and the interaction between the components. It also helps us highlight 
which are the components that can be replaced by other ones.  
Figure 21: Component diagram of the ProjectMesh and WebApp applications. 
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The system is composed by three main components; the mobile application, the web 
application and the third-party component that is the Google Cloud Messaging Servers. We 
describe every one of the three main components and their inclusive components in the next 
sections. 
 
The inherited nature of the component diagram establishes that the components can be 
replaced by other ones. Moreover, it has been considered to test the components separately 
in order to have a more robust and reliable system. Mainly, the OpenGL, the DrawMask and 
the Pipeline component have been tested more intensively than other components.  
 
The internal components for every one of the three main components are explained with more 
detail on the next sections although it’s important to point out that the JAR libraries are 
coloured in green and the external executables that compose the pipeline are coloured in blue. 
Some other external executables have been decided to include them inside components. For 
example, the meshlabserver application that helps us generate the reconstruction of the 
model for a given point set is considered part of the internal and own functionality of the 
Pipeline component. 
 
Furthermore, a more detailed view is given in next sections, mainly for the ProjectMesh and 
WebApp applications, and for those components that are very relevant and critical ones for 
the purpose of the project as well. 
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6.2. ProjectMesh 
The ProjectMesh is the mobile application and it serves as front-end of the system to the 
users. As it was explained on the previous sections, this mobile application helps users create 
projects which will be composed by images, masks and resulting models. The mobile 
application is supported by the implementation of an application to run on Android-powered 
devices from the Jelly Bean version (4.1.X). The main functionalities are: 
 Creation of projects. The project is how the system divides the information of a set of 
images, a set of masks and the resulting models of the both previous collections. The 
projects include attached information to ease the task of identification of projects to 
the users. 
 Addition of images to a project. It’s expected that the user adds a set of images of a 
given scene in the real world (or fictional world). The images have to be related 
among them, this means that a set of images which represents different scenes, the 
system will not return a proper model or it will not generate any mode at all. 
 Creation of mask for an image. The mobile application allows the users to define the 
zone of interest where the model is located.  The masks are used to remove the 
outliers or noise that the pipeline can return when it’s generated the point set of the 
images. 
 Get information of the projects. The user can consult the information of the project 
anytime. Consequently, the user can review the set of images that composes the 
project, the set of masks that are defined for a subset of the images, the resulting 
models and additional information of the project, such as the name, the description, 
the date of creation, and so on. 
 Receive the resulting model. The mobile application is prepared to download the 
resulting model for a request of creation of it. 
 Visualize the resulting model. The mobile application can render the resulting model. 
 Configure the application. Apart from the creations of the projects, the users have 
the chance of configuring their credentials (username, password, etc.) and how the 
application is going to behave, for instance, the upload of images can be only done by 
Wi-Fi connections. 
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Figure 22 shows the part of the component diagram related with the ProjectMesh. 
Figure 22: Component diagram of the ProjectMesh application. 
The ProjectMesh is composed by the following components: 
 Main: this component it’s the entry point of the mobile application and it serves to 
control and delegate the flow of the user’s actions. 
 NewProject: this component is in charge of creating the projects and their default 
initialization. 
 MyProjects: this component deals with the existing projects and the state of them. Its 
responsibility is to show the current set of projects for a given user and the state of 
projects. 
 Project: the user can consult more information about a given project. The Project 
component has to present the complete set of images, the masks are created for the 
images and the resulting models, apart from the data of creation, the data of the last 
modification, the size of the whole project and other information that can be useful. 
 DrawMask: this component has to show the image and establishes a canvas where the 
user can draw over the image. In this way, the user is defining the zone of interest 
where the model is located. 
 OpenGL: this component denotes where the resulting models are rendered using the 
OpenGL API. The initial version of OpenGL ES is the 2.0. Apart of rendering the 
resulting models, this component has to allow the users to rotate and move the 
models in order to show the complete 3D model. We can appreciate in the diagram 
this component has a dependency with the Android-ModelPLY library. The Android-
ModelPLY library allows this component to render the model efficiently and fast. 
 Settings: this component lets user define the configuration that it will be used for the 
mobile application. 
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 SyncProject: to construct the existing model which is represented in the images, the 
mobile application has to synchronize the information it owns and send it to the web 
application. Once, the user has recollected all the images and has defined the masks 
for a few images, the user can upload all the information. 
 Android-ModelPLY[Kel11]: this component is a library that is based on the existing and 
homemade library ModelPLY. This library just differs from ModelPLY on the 
compilation way, that means that the internal code is the same but the particularities 
of the Android application forces us to compile the library for the compatibility of 
Dalvik virtual machine11. 
 ProjectMesh: when the information of the project is complete and the user wants to 
reconstruct the 3D model, this component is responsible of establishing the starting 
point for pipeline of reconstruction which is performed remotely. 
 GCM: this component deals with the messages that the web application sends back. 
These messages are focused exclusively to the result of the pipeline when a model is 
reconstructed remotely. These messages are sent by the Google Cloud Messaging 
servers that provide us a messaging system for the Android-powered devices. 
 
 
  
                                                          
11 Dalvik is the process virtual machine (VM) in Google's Android operating system. It is the software that runs the apps on 
Android devices. Dalvik is thus an integral part of Android, which is typically used on mobile devices such as mobile phones, tablet, 
smart TVs and media streamers. Programs are commonly written in Java and compiled to bytecode. Wikipedia 
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6.3. WebApp 
The WebApp is the key name for the web application that the ProjectMesh is going to interact 
with. The WebApp is a Java application that is based on Servlets and it is prepared to be 
deployed in Apache Tomcat. The three main capabilities of this web application are the 
following one: 
 Register the mobile devices that are using the ProjectMesh application. In order to 
register the mobile devices, we are going to use the Google Cloud Messaging Service. 
This third-party service allows us send messages to the registered devices that are 
using the ProjectMesh mobile application. We are going to extend this information in 
the Google Cloud Messaging Section.  
 Upload the information of the projects ordered by users. The most important 
information of the projects for a given user is stored remotely. This means that the 
images, masks and generated 3D models are stored in the server and the user has 
access to her/his own information although she/he decides to change its mobile 
device. 
 Project the meshes from a set of images. Launch the pipeline to reconstruct the 3D 
models remotely and send the results to the mobile device that requested the 
reconstruction. 
 Return of the resulting model. If everything went well, the model must be send to the 
mobile application that requested its creation plus information about the successful 
respond. Otherwise, the information of the problem is sent back explaining why he 
model was not created for a determined reason. 
 
Here we present the part of web application of the component diagram: 
Figure 23: Component diagram of the WebApp application. 
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The web application components are composed by the following components: 
 Register: this component is related with the Google Cloud Messaging service and it 
stores the identification of the mobile applications, the registration and deregistration 
of the mobile applications. 
 UploadFile: this component stores and organizes the information that is uploaded by 
the mobile application in order to launch the reconstruction later. 
 ProjectMesh: this module starts the process of reconstruction of the model, executing 
the complete pipeline. 
 Pipeline: the Pipeline is where the action is performed. This component processes the 
different stages of the reconstruction of the model. The main processes that the 
Pipeline runs are the following ones: 
o Pre-process the images. This process downscale the images in order to reduce 
the time of construction with the user’s choice downscale factor. 
o Pre-process the masks. Adapts the masks to the width and height of the image 
that belongs to. 
o Launch the Structure From Motion. The component StructureFromMotion is 
invoked with all the information and after the pre-processes of the images and 
the masks. 
o Clean the point set. After the StructureFromMotion has performed its task, 
the component PointSetCleaner is invoked. 
o Build the mesh. The Pipeline component uses an external program execution 
the Poisson algorithm to reconstruct the 3D model from the point set. 
o Send the results. Using the library/component GCM-server, the Pipeline sends 
back the result of the reconstruction of the model. 
 StructureFromMotion: this component is script[Git] that is launched by the Pipeline 
component and it launches the Sift, Bundler, CMVS and PMVS2. 
 Sift: this component establishes the keypoints in the images that will be used later to 
find the position and orientation of the different cameras. The initial version of this 
component was formed by the David Lowe’s Sift program. 
 Bundler: this component takes all the necessary steps to run the Noah Snavely’s 
Bundler process. 
 CMVS: this component deals with the Yasutaka Furukawa’s CMVS program that speeds 
up the reconstruction of the 3D model through running the PMVS reconstruction with 
clusters, taking advantage of the multithreading technologies. 
 PMVS2: this component is composed by the Yasutaka Furukawa’s PMVS2 programs 
that reconstruct the point set with the output information of Bundler. 
 PointSetCleaner: this component cleans the resulting point set that is output by the 
PMVS2 program from the outliers or noise which is added to the reconstruction 
process. 
 ModelPLY: this library is reused by the mobile application and it’s the core of the load 
and store of the 3D models. 
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 JMagick: this library allows us to manipulate images programmatically. The JMagick is 
program interface based on the ImageMagick12 software. The version of JMagick used 
in this project is the 6.2.6 
 GCM-server: this library allows us to communicate to the Google Cloud Messaging 
servers and deliver messages of the resulting 3D model to the registered devices. 
 
 
  
                                                          
12
 ImageMagick is a software suite to create, edit, compose, or convert bitmap images. It can read and write images over 100 
different formats. ImageMagick is used to resize, flip, mirror, rotate, distort, shear and transform images, adjust image colors, 
apply various special effects, or draw text, lines, polygons, ellipses and Bézier curves. 
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6.4. Bundler 
6.4.1. What is Bundler? 
 
Bundler is a structure-from-motion (SfM) system for unordered image collections written in C 
and C++ and it has been written by Noah Snavely. Its main goal is produced the information of 
the position and orientation of the cameras whose photographs were taken. Bundler is 
distributed under the General Public License (GNU) but it is requested to contact with the 
author for commercial purposes. 
 
Bundler takes a set of images, extracts the image features of each image, and matches as 
input, after it produces a 3D reconstruction of camera and sparse and basic scene geometry as 
output. Bundler reconstructs the scene incrementally, a few images at a time, using a modified 
version of the Sparse Bundle Adjustment (SBA) package of Lourakis and Argyros as the 
underlying optimization engine.  
 
Figure 24: Brief example of the use of Bundler[Sna10]. 
 
The Bundler source distribution also contains potentially useful implementations of several 
computer vision algorithms, including: 
 Fundamental matrix or F-matrix estimation 
 Calibrated 5-point relative pose 
 Triangulation of multiple rays 
 
As it was explained Bundler produces sparse point clouds and the information of the cameras 
which compose the scene. For denser points, it’s strongly recommended to use Dr. Yasutaka 
Furukawa software package called PMVS2 for running dense multi-view stereo. A typical 
pipeline is to run Bundler to get camera parameters, use the provided Bundle2PMVS program 
to convert the results into PMVS2 input, and then run PMVS2. Furthermore, the Bundler 
official webpage encourage us to use the  Dr. Furukawa's CMVS view clustering software, 
which is a helpful and optional preprocess before running PMVS2. 
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In the beginning of this project, an earlier version of this SfM system was used in the Photo 
Tourism project13 that it was led by the Engineering Graphics and Imaging Laboratory (GRAIL) 
of the University of Washington with the collaboration of Interactive Visual Media Group in the 
Microsoft Research team. 
 
 
6.4.2. Bundle Adjustment and Sparse Bundle Adjustment 
 
As it’s mentioned previously, Bundler uses SBA algorithm in order to obtain the position and 
information of the cameras. We would not go in deep detail about this complex process but 
we explain the differences between the Bundle Adjustment and Sparse Bundle Adjustment in 
this section. 
 
If it’s assumed that we are given initial estimates of the 3D coordinates corresponding to a set 
of points seen in a series of images, as well as initial estimates for the viewing parameters 
pertaining to each image, the Bundle Adjustment (BA)[Wik07] is a large optimization problem 
involving the simultaneous refinement of the 3D structure and viewing parameters (i.e. 
camera pose and possibly intrinsic calibration and radial distortion), aiming to obtain a 
reconstruction which is optimal under certain assumptions regarding the noise pertaining to 
the observed image features: If the image error is zero-mean Gaussian, then BA is the 
Maximum Likelihood Estimator. Its name refers to the “bundles” of light rays originating from 
each 3D feature and converging on each camera's optical centre, which are adjusted optimally 
with respect to both the structure and viewing parameters. SBA uses a custom implementation 
of the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares algorithm to solve the sparse, large-scale 
optimization problem associated with BA[LA05Faq]. 
 
The meaning of sparse in SBA[LA05] comes of the lack of interaction among parameters for 
different 3D points and cameras, the linear systems that have to be solved during BA contain 
lots of zeroes and are characterized by a sparse block structure. This structure can be exploited 
by avoiding storing and operating on zero elements, thus gaining considerable computational 
benefits. 
 
 
  
                                                          
13 The Photo Tourism project is a system designed for browsing large collections of photographs on Internet and transform them 
in a 3D model. Its approach takes as input large collections of images from either personal photo collections or Internet photo 
sharing sites, and automatically computes each photo's viewpoint and a sparse 3D model of the scene. 
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6.4.3. Running Bundler 
 
The easiest way to start using Bundler is to launch the included bash shell script with the 
source code, RunBundler.sh. The provided script simply execute all the necessary steps in 
order to prepare the proper input to the Bundler binary program and after that, it launches 
Bundler. This script needs to be run in a directory with a set of images in JPEG format, and it 
automatically runs all the steps needed for recovering the reconstruction of the scene. 
 
The Bundler executable is actually the last in a sequence of steps that need to be run to 
reconstruct a scene. The provided script RunBundler.sh takes care of all these steps for us, but 
it's useful to know what's going on. The main initial steps are to generate features and pairwise 
feature matches for the image set. Any type of image features can be used, but Bundler 
assumes the features are in the SIFT format, and so David Lowe's SIFT14 detector is the easiest 
way to get working with Bundler (RunBundler.sh assumes that SIFT is used). A list of images 
containing estimating focal length information also must be created. The four steps to creating 
a reconstruction are therefore: 
1. Create a list of images using the script 'extract_focal.pl' (this extracts focal length 
information, when available, from each image, and stores it in an image list). 
2. Generate features for each image using the SIFT program. 
3. Match features between each pairs of images. The computed feature matches are stored 
in a file called 'matches.init.txt'. 
4. Run 'bundler' with a suitable options file. 
 
Bundler itself is typically invoked as follows: 
./bundler list.txt --options_file options.txt 
 
 
  
                                                          
14 The SIFT keypoint detector is a US-patented software developed by the professor David Lowe in the University of British 
Columbia that uses a set of PGM images as an input, and it generates the keypoints and all information needed for matching them 
to in a simple ASCII-format file. 
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6.4.4. Output of Bundler 
 
So far, we already know that Bundler has as input as set or collection of images which can be 
extracted from the Internet or any devices that can take photographs, and it’s very important 
that those images contain the EXIF15 information about the camera parameters (focal length, 
width of the sensor[Cmo12, Wik14], model of the camera, etc.). In this section we focus on the 
output that Bundler generates. 
 
Bundler produces files typically with the pattern 'bundle_*.out' (they are called "bundle files"). 
With the default commands, Bundler outputs a bundle file called 'bundle_<n>.out' containing 
the current state of the scene after each set of images has been registered where n is the 
number of currently registered cameras). After all possible images have been registered, 
Bundler outputs a final file named 'bundle.out'. In addition, a "ply" file containing the 
reconstructed cameras and points is written after each round. The bundle files, which contain 
the estimated scene and camera geometry, have the following format: 
# Bundle file v0.3 
<num_cameras> <num_points>   [two integers] 
<camera1> 
<camera2> 
... 
<cameraN> 
<point1> 
<point2> 
... 
<pointM> 
 
Camera entry 
Each camera entry contains the estimated camera intrinsics and extrinsics, and has the 
following form: 
<cameraN> 
<f><k1><k2> The focal length, followed by two radial distortion coefficients. 
<R> The 3x3 matrix representing the camera rotation. 
<t> The 3-vector describing the camera translation. 
 
The cameras are specified in the order they appear in the list of images. 
Point entry 
Each point entry has the form: 
<pointN> 
<position> The 3-vector describing the 3D position of the point. 
<color> The 3-vector describing the RGB colour of the point. 
<view list> The list of views the point is visible in. 
                                                          
15
 Exchangeable image file format (Exif, often incorrectly EXIF) is a standard that specifies the formats for images, sound, and 
ancillary tags used by digital cameras (including smartphones), scanners and other systems handling image and sound files 
recorded by digital cameras. Wikipedia. 
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The view list begins with the length of the list (i.e., the number of cameras the point is visible 
in). The list is then given as a list of quadruplets <camera> <key> <x> <y>, where: 
<view list> <num><camera><key><x><y> 
<num> Total of quadruplets for this view list. 
<camera> It’s the camera index. 
<key> the index of the SIFT keypoint where the point 
was detected in that camera. 
<x><y> They are the detected positions of that keypoint. 
 
Both indices are 0-based (e.g., if camera 0 appears in the list, this corresponds to the first 
camera in the scene file and the first image in "list.txt").  
 
The pixel positions are floating point numbers in a coordinate system where the origin is the 
centre of the image, the x-axis increases to the right, and the y-axis increases towards the top 
of the image. Thus, (-w/2, -h/2) is the lower-left corner of the image, and (w/2, h/2) is the top-
right corner, where w and h are the width and height of the image. 
 
Example of a bundler file: 
# Bundle file v0.3  
63 30381 <num_cameras> <num_points> 
2.4644506065e+03 1.3013589394e-01 -3.8686423271e-01 <f><k1><k2> 
3.3909195592e-02 -3.6195609456e-01 -9.3157820502e-01 <R> 
3.4414460143e-01 8.7933868688e-01 -3.2913214226e-01 
9.3830414033e-01 -3.0943700388e-01 1.5438290342e-01 
-2.0941057341e+01 -2.1778910442e+01 -3.0263678751e+01 <t> 
... end cameras 
3.1611474412e+01 4.0250791002e+00 -2.2884623441e+01 <position> 
106 113 116 <color> 
2 31 11300 -58.9200 67.3700 28 5465 -16.6400 82.9200 <view list> 
... end points 
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6.4.5. How to project a 3D point into a camera 
 
Bundler uses a pinhole camera model. The parameters Bundler estimates for each camera are 
a focal length (f), two radial distortion parameters (k1 and k2), a rotation (R), and translation 
(t), as described in the file specification above. The formula for projecting a 3D point X into a 
camera (R, t, f) is: 
Conversion from world to camera coordinates 
        
 
Perspective division 
   
  
   
 
 
Conversion to pixel coordinates 
       ( )    
 
Where P.z is the third (z) coordinate of P. In the last equation, r(p) is a function that computes 
a scaling factor to undo the radial distortion: 
 ( )         ‖ ‖     ‖ ‖   
 
This gives a projection in pixels, where the origin of the image is the centre of the image, the 
positive x-axis points right, and the positive y-axis points up (in addition, in the camera 
coordinate system, the positive z-axis points backwards, so the camera is looking down the 
negative z-axis, as in OpenGL[Ho]). 
 
Figure 25: Coordinates axis of the camera/image[LearnGL]. 
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Finally, the equations above imply that the camera viewing direction is: 
   [    ]  
(i.e., the third row of -R or third column of -R') 
Where ' indicates the transpose of a matrix or vector. 
 
And the 3D position of a camera is: 
        
 
The presented formulas above will be used in order to clean the final point set after the 
Bundler, CMVS (optionally) and PMVS2 have been executed. 
 
6.4.6. Sift 
 
The first version of the “Structure From Motion” pipeline was using the David Lowe’s Sift 
program. This is a good and accurate program to extract the keypoints of the image that it will 
be used to triangulate the positions and orientations of the cameras later. The main drawback 
of this program it’s the limitation of finding keypoints for images whose width or height are 
greater or equal 3200 pixels. Sift does not allow to extract the keypoints for those images. We 
asked David Lowe about getting the source code to eliminate this constraint but he would not 
own the source code. So he recommended us to use the Andrea Vedaldi’s Sift++[Ved13]. The 
output of Andrea Vedaldi’s Sift++ is quite different from the David Lowe’s Sift. After spending 
some hours with the source code of Sift++, we managed to return the David Lowe’s Sift format 
for the Sift++. The results were gratifying. The current version of the pipeline uses the Andrea 
Vedaldi’s Sift which can retrieve more keypoints than the David Lowe’s Sift. 
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6.5. CMVS 
6.5.1. What is CMVS? 
 
Many multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithms do not scale well to a large number of input images 
(lack of computational and memory resources). The Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo 
software (CMVS)[Fur10] takes the output of a structure-from-motion (SfM) software as input, 
then decomposes the input images into a set of image clusters of manageable size. A MVS 
software can be used to process each cluster independently and in parallel, where the union of 
reconstructions from all the clusters should not miss any details that can be otherwise 
obtained from the whole image set. CMVS is recommended to be used in conjunction with the 
SfM system Bundler and the MVS software PMVS2. The CMVS is distributed under GPL. 
 
 
Figure 26: MVS reconstructions from four view-clusters to the union of the four reconstructions[Fur10]. 
 
CMVS was developed when Yasutaka Furukawa was a postdoc at University of Washington 
under the supervision of Professor Brian Curless and Professor Steve Seitz at University of 
Washington, and Richard Szeliski at Microsoft Research. CMVS package usually includes 
PMVS2. 
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Apart from the CMVS program, it’s also included genOption program which takes the output of 
CMVS and then generates the “options.txt” file which will be used for PMVS2. Summarizing, 
the CMVS is composed by two commands, the cmvs itself and the genOption, which generates 
the “options.txt” file that is going to be used by PMVS2. 
 
6.5.2. Input of CMVS 
 
The only input that CMVS needs is the destination of the generated PMVS folder after running 
the Bundler process. 
 
6.5.3. Running CMVS 
 
The first command that has to been launched after Bundler has finished its job, it’s the cmvs 
command. The CMVS command is launched in the following way: 
./cmvs prefix maximage[=100] CPU[=4] 
 prefix: this parameter is the folder where the PMVS folder is set. It must contain the 
hierarchy of folders which will be used by the PMVS2.  
 maximages: this parameter specifies the maximum number of images that a cluster 
will include. We should choose maximage based on the amount of memory in the 
machine where we are going to run CMVS command and PMVS2. 
 CPU:  This parameter should be the number of (virtual) CPUs or cores in the machine 
where we are going to run CMVS.  
Here we present an example of a call to the cmvs program using a maximage=70 and CPU=6 
with the PMVS2 hierarchical folder set in ./pmvs: 
./cmvs ./pmvs/ 70 6 
 
The CMVS command can be expanded with more parameters although the presented above 
are the default ones. If we want more control over the program, we can look into the 
comments inside program/main/cmvs.cc, enable them to our specific purpose, and after that 
we have to recompile the program. 
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The second command that we have to use after running the cmvs command and before 
running the PMVS2 program is the genOption command (it uses the ske.dat generated by the 
cmvs command): 
./genOption prefix level[=1] csize[=2] threshold[=0.7] wsize[=7] 
minImageNum[=3] CPU[=8] 
 prefix: this parameter is the folder where the PMVS folder is set. It must contain the 
hierarchy of folders which will be used by the PMVS2.  
 level: PMVS2 internally builds an image pyramid, and this parameter is used to 
specify the level in the image pyramid that is used for the computation.  
 csize: this parameter controls the density of reconstructions for the PMVS2 
program.  
 threshold: the patch reconstruction inside PMVS2 is accepted as a success and 
kept, if the associated photometric consistency measure is above this threshold.  
 wsize: this parameters specifies the samples wsize x wsize pixel colours from each 
image to compute photometric consistency score when the PMVS2 program is 
launched.  
 minImageNum: this parameter controls the minimum of cameras which a 3D pint has 
to be visible for being reconstructed that will be used in PMVS2. 
 CPU: this parameter controls the number of supports threading that will be used in 
PMVS2. 
 
The parameters level, csize, threshold, wsize, minImageNum and CPU are defined 
inside the file “options.txt” and they are going to be used by PMVS2 when it is launched. For 
more information we can go to the section of Input of PMVS2 inside this document. 
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6.5.4. Output of CMVS 
 
The cmvs command generates four types of outputs: 
1. The file ske.dat  
This file contains the clustering information. It is used hall dataset as an example, which is 
included in the package, to explain the format. Note that since genOption automatically 
generates PMVS2 option-files from ske.dat. An example of this file will be the following 
one: 
Content of the file ske.dat Meaning 
SKE Header 
 
61 4 The first number (61) is the number of images in the dataset 
and the second number (4) is the number of extracted 
clusters. 
13 0 The next 2 lines (included the current one) contain the 
information about the first cluster. 
The first number in the first line (13) is the number of images 
in the cluster and the second number in the first line is always 
0. 
15 18 19 21 22 23 24 25 27 28 30 32 33 The second line is the list of image indexes in the first cluster. 
11 0 Information about the second cluster. 11 images in the 
second cluster. 
1 3 4 5 6 7 10 12 15 18 19 A list of image indexes belonging to the second cluster. 
9 0 Information about the third cluster. 9 images in the third 
cluster. 
49 50 51 53 55 56 58 59 60 
 
A list of image indexes belonging to the third cluster. 
11 0 Information about the fourth cluster. 11 images in the fourth 
cluster. 
32 33 36 37 38 41 42 43 47 49 50 A list of image indexes belonging to the fourth cluster. 
2. The file vis.dat. This file is an optional input data for PMVS2, and contains image 
neighbourhood information. Look at PMVS2 website for the definition of its format. 
3. The files centers-%04d.ply (centers-0000.ply, centers-0001.ply, ...). A file contains a set of 
3D points, where each point represents the camera centre of an image belonging to the 
corresponding cluster. For example, you can visualize camera centres belonging to the first 
cluster by rendering centers-0000.ply. 
4. The file centers-all.ply. This file contains the centres of all the input cameras as 3D points. 
Note that centers-%04d.ply typically overlap with each other at their boundaries 
(otherwise MVS reconstruction accuracy degrades at cluster borders). Also note that the 
union of centers-%04d.ply is typically a subset of centers-all.ply, because CMVS removes 
redundant images that are not necessary for MVS reconstruction. 
The genOption command reads in ske.dat and generates two types of outputs: 
1. The files option-%04d. PMVS2 option files.  
2. The file pmvs.sh. A list of pmvs2 commands to be executed. We can just run this script, or 
if we have multiple machines, we can run each command on a different machine 
independently (and in parallel) to minimize the waiting time. 
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6.6. PMVS2 
6.6.1. What is PMVS2? 
 
Patch-based Multi-view Stereo Software (PMVS2) is a multi-view stereo software that takes a 
set of images and camera parameters, and then reconstructs 3D structure of an object or a 
scene visible in the images. Only rigid structure is reconstructed, in other words, the software 
automatically ignores non-rigid objects such as pedestrians in front of a building or any object 
that is moving. The software outputs a set of oriented points instead of a polygonal (or a 
mesh) model, where both the 3D coordinate and the surface normal are estimated at each 
oriented point. PMVS2 is the second version of PMVS and this software is distributed under 
GPL. The software is 64-bit compatible in order to get better performance. 
 
PMVS2 was developed by Yasutaka Furukawa when he was a graduate student at University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign under the supervision of Professor Jean Ponce, who was affiliated 
with University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Ecole Normale Supérieure. Further 
modifications and enhancements were added when Yasutaka Furukawa was a postdoc at 
University of Washington. The second version has been improved from the first version in 
many aspects: 
 It should run much faster (five to ten times faster, especially if we use threads), and 
reconstruct more complete and accurate 3D points. The basic algorithmic framework is 
the same as the first version described in the publications, but there are many 
algorithmic differences. 
 The software can make use of visibility information (which images see common 
surface points) to speed-up computations. Such visibility information is often available 
from structure-from-motion algorithms, and can be specified through an option file. 
 The software allows more parameters to be tuned, which can be specified with an 
option file. 
 
Finally, it’s worth pointing out that PMVS2 is used for real production purposes by important 
companies such as Industrial Light & Magic, Weta Digital and Google Inc.  
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6.6.2. Input of PMVS2 
The PMVS2 assumes certain directory structures and naming conventions. Each dataset has a 
root directory, and all relevant files are stored under root. There are roughly four types of 
input data to the software: images, camera parameters, segmentation masks, and the rest. The 
first three data types basically follow the same format as the first version except the 
segmentation masks. In the first version, white pixels mean background and black pixels mean 
foreground, but the meanings are flipped in the second version. So, white pixels mean 
foreground. 
 
Images must be in either JPEG or restricted PPM file formats. The PPM files must be in P6 
format (binary colour image), and there should not be any comments. All the image files must 
be under root/visualize/. File names must be in a special format. Given a dataset consists of 3 
images, then image files, for example in JPEG format, must be named 00000000.jpg, 
00000001.jpg and 00000002.jpg. In general, i-th image file must be named following the 
output of the function printf("%08d.jpg", i) or printf("%08d.ppm", i). The PMVS2 first tries to 
read a PPM file. If PPM file is not found, the program next tries to find JPEG file.  For being 
compatible with the first version, image files can also be named with 4 digits, namely, 
printf("%04d.jpg", i) or printf("%04d.ppm", i). The software first checks the 8-digit name then 
the 4-digit one, for each image. 
 
Camera parameter files must be stored under root/txt/. Suppose a dataset consists of 3 images 
again, then camera parameter files must be named 00000000.txt, 00000001.txt and 
00000002.txt. Each camera parameter file must have the following format: 
CONTOUR 
P[0][0] P[0][1] P[0][2] P[0][3] 
P[1][0] P[1][1] P[1][2] P[1][3] 
P[2][0] P[2][1] P[2][2] P[2][3] 
 
The literal "CONTOUR" is just a header. P denotes a 3x4 projection matrix, which is defined as 
follows. Let (x y z 1) denote a homogeneous 3D coordinate of a point, and (u v 1) denote a 
homogeneous 2D coordinate of its image projection, then (x y z 1) and (u v 1) are related by 
the following equation: 
 (
 
 
 
)  ( )(
 
 
 
 
) 
Where d is the depth of the point with respect to the camera. We have to note that the origin 
of the image coordinate system is at the top left corner of an image (strictly speaking, the 
origin lies in the centre of the pixel at the top-left corner of an image). The x-axis points to the 
right and the y-axis points to the bottom. So, the 2D image coordinate of the top left pixel is (0, 
0), and the 2D image coordinate of the bottom right pixel is (w, h), where w and h are the 
image width and height, respectively. 
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Segmentation masks can be optionally given to the program. A segmentation mask must be 
given in PGM file and stored under root/masks/ directory. Their names must be again follow 
the established convention like the cameras; 00000000.pgm, 00000001.pgm, and so on. The 
masks have to be stored in PGM files, these must be in P5 (binary grayscale) format and there 
should be no comments. If the intensity of a pixel is less than 127, the pixel is treated as 
background, and if the intensity is more than 127, the pixel is treated as foreground. 
Intuitively, background should appear black and foreground should appear white. If files do 
not exist in the directory, the program just ignores them. We do not have to place PGM files 
for all the input images. We can, for example, put only 0000001.pgm and 00000002.pgm to 
specify mask images for these 2 images. 
 
The second command argument to the PMVS2 is the name of the option file stored 
immediately under root (i.e., a relative path from root), we are going to call it options.txt. We 
can specify various parameters and flags for the software in the option file. In the option file, 
lines starting with '#' are treated as comments (but we can not start comments in the middle 
of a line). If we do not specify any values for a parameter or a flag in the option file, the default 
value is used. It’s mandatory to specify the following 2 values in the option file: “timages” and 
“oimages”. The next table presents the list of available options and their meanings: 
Name Default 
value 
Explanation 
timages Must 
specify 
timages refers to target images. The PMVS2 tries to reconstruct 3D 
points until image projections of these points cover all the target 
images (only foreground pixels if segmentation masks are given) 
specified in this field (also see an explanation for the parameter 
csize). There are 2 ways to specify such images. 
 
Enumeration: After "timages", a positive integer representing the 
number of target images, followed by actual image indexes. Note 
that an image index starts from 0. For example, "timages 5 1 3 5 7 
9" means that there are 5 target images, and their indexes are "1 3 
5 7 9". 
 
Range specification: After "timages", there should be three 
numbers. The first number must be "-1" to distinguish itself from 
enumeration, and the remaining 2 numbers (a, b) specify the range 
of image indexes [a, b). For example, "timages -1  0 6" means that 
target images are "0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5". Note that "6" is not included. 
oimages Must 
specify 
oimages refers to other images, which also specifies image indexes 
that are used for reconstruction. However, the difference from 
timages is that the software keeps reconstructing points until they 
cover all timages, but not oimages. In other words, oimages are 
simply used to improve accuracy of reconstructions, but not to 
check the completeness of reconstructions. There are two ways to 
specify oimages, which are the same as timages.  
 
Note that if you do not need oimages, just have a line "oimages 0". 
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level 1 The software internally builds an image pyramid, and this 
parameter specifies the level in the image pyramid that is used for 
the computation. When level is 0, original (full) resolution images 
are used. When level is 1, images are halved (or 4 times less pixels). 
When level is 2, images are 4 times smaller (or 16 times less pixels). 
In general, level = 1 is suggested, because cameras typically do not 
have r,g,b censors for each pixel (bayer pattern). 
 
Note that increasing the value of level significantlly speeds-up the 
whole computation, while reconstructions become significantly 
sparse. 
csize 2 csize (cell size) controls the density of reconstructions. The software 
tries to reconstruct at least one patch in every csize x csize pixel 
square region in all the target images specified by timages. 
Therefore, increasing the value of csize leads to sparaser 
reconstructions. 
 
Note that if a segmentation mask is specified for a target image, the 
software tries to reconstruct only foreground pixels in that image 
instead of the whole. 
threshold 0.7 A patch reconstruction is accepted as a success and kept, if its 
associated photometric consistency measure is above this 
threshold. Normalized cross correlation is used as a photometric 
consistency measure, whose value ranges from -1 (bad) to 1 (good). 
The software repeats three iterations of the reconstruction pipeline, 
and this threshold is relaxed (decreased) by 0.05 at the end of each 
iteration. For example, if you specify threshold=0.7, the values of 
the threshold are 0.7, 0.65, and 0.6 for the three iterations of the 
pipeline, respectively. 
wsize 7 The software samples wsize x wsize pixel colours from each image 
to compute photometric consistency score. For example, when 
wsize=7, 7x7=49 pixel colours are sampled in each image. Increasing 
the value leads to more stable reconstructions, but the program 
becomes slower. 
minImageNum 3 Each 3D point must be visible in at least minImageNum images for 
being reconstructed. The value 3 is suggested in general. The 
software works fairly well with minImageNum=2, but you may get 
false 3D points where there are only weak texture information. On 
the other hand, if your images do not have good textures, you may 
want to increase this value to 4 or 5. 
CPU 4 The software supports threading, and we can specify the number of 
(virtual) CPUs in our machine. For example, if we have dual dual-
core Xeon, we should set CPU=4. 
useVisData 0 Sometimes, you know the relations of input images (visibility 
information). For example, if you use Structure-from-Motion 
software to estimate camera parameters, you roughly know which 
images should be used together to reconstruct points. PMVS can 
exploit such an information by creating a file named "vis.dat" under 
root, and set useVisData=1. This can significantly speed-up the 
computation and it is highly recommended to use this information if 
it’s available. The file vis.dat should start with a line "VISDATA". The 
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second line should contain the number of images in the dataset, 
followed by the same number of lines till the end of the file. From 
the third line, a single line contains the visibility information of an 
input image in an increasing order of image indexes. For example, 
the 3rd line contains the information for image 0, 4th line contains 
the information for image 1, etc. 
 
Each line should start with a dummy integer, which is not actually 
used by the software, but we can, for example, put an image index 
to make it easy for us to look at the files. Again this first number in 
each line is not used by the software, and lines contain information 
for images in an increasing order of indexes. This could be very 
confusing. After the dummy integer, there should be another 
integer representing the number of images that will be used 
together in reconstructing points. Then, indexes of such images 
should follow. Image relations specified in vis.dat should be 
symmetric. Lastly, We will use a simple example in the following to 
explain the format. Suppose we have the following vis.dat under 
root: 
VISDATA 
5 
-2342 2 1 2 
3425  3 0 2 3 
232   2 0 1 
-28   2 1 4 
5123  1 3 
 
This vis.dat file specifies the following: 
 
-2342 2 1 2 Image 0 will be used with images 1 and 2 to reconstruct 
points. 
3425 3 0 2 3 Image 1 will be used with images 0, 2 and 3 to reconstruct 
points. 
232 2 0 1  Image 2 will be used with images 0 and 1 to reconstruct 
points. 
-28 2 1 4 Image 3 will be used with images 1 and 4 to reconstruct 
points. 
5123 1 3 Image 4 will be used with image 3 to reconstruct points. 
 
Of course, the first number in each line should not be random, and 
you can, for example, specify an image index with the number to 
make it easy for you to read the file. The following file will contain 
the same information as the example above. 
 
VISDATA 
5 
0 2 1 2 
1 3 0 2 
3 
2 2 0 1 
3 2 1 4 
4 1 3 
 
sequence -1 Sometimes, images are given in a sequence, in which case, we can 
enforce the software to use only images with similar indexes to 
reconstruct a point. The command option sequence gives an upper 
bound on the difference of images indexes that are used in the 
reconstruction. More concretely, if sequence=3, image 5 can be 
used with images 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 to reconstruct points. 
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quad 2.5 The software removes spurious 3D points by looking at its spatial 
consistency. In other words, if 3D oriented points agree with many 
of its neighbouring 3D points, the point is less likely to be filtered 
out. We can control the threshold for this filtering step with quad. 
Increasing the threshold is equivalent with losing the threshold and 
allows more noisy reconstructions. Typically, there is no need to 
tune this parameter. 
maxAngle 10 Stereo algorithms require certain amount of baseline for accurate 
3D reconstructions. The program measures baseline by angles 
between directions of visible cameras from each 3D point. More 
concretely, a 3D point is not reconstructed if the maximum angle 
between directions of 2 visible cameras is below this threshold. The 
unit is not in radian, but in degrees. Decreasing this threshold allows 
more reconstructions for scenes far from cameras, but results tend 
to be pretty noisy at such places. 
 
It’s important to point out that the segmentation masks only eliminate the points which are 
included inside the camera and they are marked as black on the mask. This elimination is local 
to the camera parameters and points that are visible for this camera, so then the noise in the 
reconstruction will prevail for the other cameras.  
 
Here we can see an example of the options.txt file with a few command options which were 
explained above: 
level 1 
csize 2 
threshold 0.7 
wsize 7 
minImageNum 3 
CPU 8 
setEdge 0 
useBound 0 
useVisData 1 
sequence -1 
timages -1 0 55 
oimages -3 
 
6.6.3. Running PMVS2 
 
To execute PMVS2 for a sample dataset in a given directory root we have two different 
options: 
 Default command. 
./pmvs2 /root/ option.txt 
 In case, our machines do not have enough memory, we can run 2 processes in parallel 
configuring different “option” files. 
./pmvs2 /root/ option.txt-0000 
./pmvs2 /root/ option.txt-0001 
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6.6.4. Output of PMVS2 
 
Reconstruction results will be saved under models in 3 different files. Let S denote the name of 
the option file used in the reconstruction. Then, we’d obtain /root/models/S.ply, 
/root/models/S.patch and /root/models/S.pset. 
 S.ply, it contains 3D colored points with the normals for visualization purposes. 
 S.patch, it contains full reconstruction information. The file starts with a header 
"PATCHES" followed by the number N of reconstructed 3D oriented points. The file 
then contains information for N points in the following format. For each point, there 
should be a line "PATCHS". The next two lines contain the 3D location and the 
estimated surface normal, respectively. Note that the 3D location and the normal are 
given in 3D homogeneous coordinates. The following line contains three numbers. The 
first number is the photometric consistency score associated with the point, which is 
the average of the normalized cross correlation score ranging from -1.0 (worse) to 1.0 
(good), while the remaining two numbers are for debugging purposes. The next line 
contains the number of images in which the point is visible and textures agree well, 
followed by actual image indexes. The next line contains the number of images in 
which textures may not agree well but the point should be visible from visibility 
analysis, followed by the actual image indexes. Refer to our papers for more detailed 
explanations of these two different types of visible images. 
 S.pset, it is simply a list of the 3D locations and estimated surface normals for all the 
reconstructed points, which can be used as an input to surface reconstruction 
software. 
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6.7. Poisson Surface Reconstruction16 
 
6.7.1. Overview 
 
Figure 27: Transformation of a point set to a mesh[ASG13]. 
The reconstruction of a point cloud, with oriented points, to generate its mesh is well-studied 
problem that has multiple approaches. The main problems when we have a point set and we 
want to reconstruct the mesh are: 
 The vertices on the point set are not uniformly distributed over the model surface. 
 The position of the vertices and its normals are generally noisy because of the 
inaccuracy of the tools or inherited errors during the scanning. 
 There are parts of the model surface that can be empty of data. Normally, when the 
tool can get that information because it is not accessible. 
One of existing approaches that tries to deal with these difficulties is the Poisson Surface 
Reconstruction[KBH06] which express the surface reconstruction as the solution of a Poisson 
equation. The Poisson Surface Reconstruction also infers the topology of the unknown surface, 
fits the noise on the data accurately and fills the holes that are not holes in the initial model. 
The results of a Poisson Surface Reconstruction tend to be smooth and watertight. In contrast 
of other approaches, the Poisson Surface Reconstruction is a global solution that considers all 
the data at once without using heuristic techniques or blending. 
 
The Poisson Surface reconstruction is based on using an implicit function framework. It 
computes a 3D Indicator function χ, which returns 1 for the points that are inside the model 
and 0 for the points that are outside the model, and then obtains the surface of the model 
extracting an appropriate isosurface18.  
                                                          
16
 This section is based deeply in the slides and the papers of Michael Kazhdan, Matthew Bolitho and Hughes Hoppe related with 
the Poisson Surface Reconstruction. 
18
 The isosurfaces are models within their vertices contain constant value. For instance, they are normally used to see the 
pressure that a model is suffering from an external force or the movement of the liquids inside a container. 
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The key of this approach is that it exists a relation between the normals of the vertices and the 
established indicator function indicator function χ. This relation is based on the gradient of the 
indicator function, which is called Indicator gradient χM, which is zero on almost everywhere 
except from the points that are near the surface of the model, where those points are equal to 
the inward normal. Consequently, the normals of the points that are sampled can be 
considered as samples of the gradient for the Indicator function. 
Figure 28: Example of a oriented point set (first), indicator gradient function (second), indicator function (third) and the surface 
(fourth) [KBH06]. 
Then, the problem is reduced to Indicator function χ whose gradient best approximates a 
vector field  ⃗  defined by the input points, i.e.     ‖    ⃗ ‖. If it’s applied the divergence 
operator, this problem transforms into a standard Poisson problem: compute the scalar 
function χ whose Laplacian (divergence of gradient) is equal to the divergence of the vector 
field  ⃗ . 
            ⃗  
 
 
Figure 29: Point set of a model of “Armadillo Man” (left), visualization of the indicator function χ (middle) and the Poisson surface 
reconstruction of the “Armadillo man” [KBH06]. 
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The output of the scalar function χ, represented in an adaptive octree19, is then isocontoured 
using an adaptive Marching Cubes20 algorithm to obtain the mesh. 
 
Figure 30: Example of subdivision of the space using adaptive octree (left) to a isocontoured surface using Marching Cubes (right) 
[KBH06]. 
 
6.7.2. Considerations 
 
The aim of using the Poisson Surface reconstruction is to generate a triangulation mesh that 
will represent the model we want to extract from the point set. This mesh is directly affected 
by three important parameters of the Poisson Surface Reconstruction: 
 The point set: the input for the process, the attributes of the vertices has a huge 
impact over the other two related parameters presented next. 
 Octree Depth:  tree-depth that is used for the reconstruction. 
 SamplesPerNode: specifies the maximum number of sample points that should fall 
within an octree node. If we have a noise-free point set a good number of [1.0, 5.0]. 
On the other hand, if we have a very noisy data, it will be important smoothing the 
model with a number of [15.0, 20.0]. 
 
  
                                                          
19
 An octree is a tree data structure in which each internal node has exactly eight children. Octrees are most often used to 
partition a three dimensional space by recursively subdividing it into eight octants. Definition extracted from Wikipedia. 
20
 Marching Cubes is a computer graphics algorithm, published in the 1987 SIGGRAPH proceedings by Lorensen and Cline, for 
extracting a polygonal mesh of an isosurface from a three-dimensional scalar field, sometimes called voxels. Definition extracted 
from Wikipedia. 
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The depth of the octree affects the details. For instance, the higher octree depth, the more 
detailed model and vertices in the mesh we will get. In contrast, the lower octree depth, the 
smoother the model will be.  
 
Figure 31: Reconstruction of the dragon model at octree depth 6 (Top-left), 8 (Top-right) and 10 (bottom-centre) [KBH06]. 
 
When the point set has a lot of sparse samples or what is the same, the point set is not dense 
enough, it’s likely that the reconstruction will not get good results for thins sampled features. 
For example: 
 
Figure 32: 50K points sampled on the Neptune trident (left). Point set simplified to 1K points then reconstructed, all input points 
are depicted with normals (right). The thin feature is not reconstructed[ASG13]. 
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When the algorithm finds large holes, it fills them where the data is missing, e.g, due to 
occlusions during acquisitions but it may use coarser triangulation for filling holes. For 
instance, we can appreciate this on the part of the wrist on the next model: 
  
Figure 33: 65K points sampled on a hand with no data captured at the wrist base (right). Reconstructed surface mesh (left). The 
surface is properly closed on the fingers and also closed at the wrist but in a less plausible manner[ASG13]. 
 
The algorithm can also return the model with topological distortion or it can calculate the 
indicator function (whose gradient best matches a set of input normals) incorrectly due to 
wrong oriented normals. For instant, the model of a sphere is presented in the next figure and 
this sphere contains a set of wrong oriented normals: 
 
 
Figure 34: Points sampled on a sphere with a cluster of wrongly oriented normals (left). Reconstructed surface mesh with a 
spurious bump (right) [ASG13]. 
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The noise and the outliers are another weakness to this approach and depending of the 
parameters that are chosen to reconstruct the model can have a lot of topological distortion as 
well. The next example present two point set of the same sphere although the first has more 
vertices which are not on the assumed sphere surface, and the second one has them well set 
over the sphere surface: 
 
Figure 35: Points sampled on a sphere and corrupted with a lot of noise (top-left) and its reconstructed surface mesh (top-right). 
Smoothed point set (bottom-left) and its reconstructed surface mesh (bottom-right) [ASG13]. 
 
Finally, the algorithm may not always recover the sharp creases and corners presented in the 
inferred surface. Here we can see a sharp piece that is smoothed in its creases: 
 
Figure 36: Point set of model that has sharp features (left) and the reconstructed mesh (right) [ASG13]. 
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6.7.3. Meshlab 
 
When the WebApp application has calculated the resulting point set, after the Sift, Bundler, 
CMVS and PMVS programs have been executed, the reconstruction is done using the 
command line application of Meshlab[Haz12]. This command line application is called 
meshlabserver. It’s relatively easy to execute the reconstruction with the resulting point set 
and a defined script[Haz13] that contains the actions will be performed. 
 
Figure 37: Logo of Meshlab[Wiki21]. 
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6.8. GCM Connection Servers 
6.8.1. Overview 
 
The Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) Connection Servers are the dedicated servers to offer 
messaging service for the Android-powered devices. First of all, we proceed to define the GCM 
service and its main features. The GCM for Android is a free service that helps developers send 
data from theirs servers to Android applications and upstream messages from the user's 
device back to the cloud. This could be a lightweight message telling the Android application 
that there is new data to be fetched from the server, or it could be a message containing up to 
4kb of payload. The GCM service handles all aspects of queuing of messages and delivery to 
the target Android application running on the target device. For instance, if the developers’ 
servers send a message to an Android device and this device is unreachable because that is out 
of coverage area or turned off, the GCM Connection Servers will maintain the message and 
when the device will be available again, the message will be delivered as soon as possible. 
These are the primary features of GCM: 
 It allows the developers’ application servers to send messages to their Android 
applications. 
 Using the GCM Cloud Connection Server, the developers’ servers can receive upstream 
messages from the user's device. 
 An Android application on an Android device does not need to be running to receive 
messages. The OS will wake up the Android application via Intent broadcast when the 
message arrives, as long as the application is set up with the proper broadcast receiver 
and permissions. 
 It does not provide any built-in user interface or other handling for message data. GCM 
simply passes raw message data received straight to the Android application, which 
has full control of how to handle it.  
 It requires devices running Android 2.2 or higher that also have the Google Play Store 
application installed, or an emulator running Android 2.2 with Google APIs. However, 
the developers are not limited to deploying their Android applications through Google 
Play Store. 
 It uses an existing connection for Google services. For pre-3.0 devices, this requires 
users to set up their Google account on their mobile devices. A Google account is not a 
requirement on devices running Android 4.0.4 or higher. 
 
 
Figure 38: Logo of Google Cloud Messaging[And03]. 
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6.8.2. Interaction between the components 
 
To deliver and receive messages of the GCM Connection Servers, the mobile application and 
the web application has to follow the architectural constraints to use the GCM services. This 
constraint is based on the interaction on the three main components: 
 The GCM Connection Servers take messages from the App Server and send these 
messages to a GCM-enabled Android application, the App Client running on a device. 
Currently Google provides connection servers for HTTP and XMPP21. 
 The App Server is a component that the developers have to implement to work with 
their chosen GCM connection servers. App Servers send messages to a GCM 
connection servers; the connection server queues and stores the message, and then 
sends it to the device when the device is online. 
 The App Client is a GCM-enabled Android application running on a device. To receive 
GCM messages, this application must register with GCM and get a registration ID. If 
the developer has chosen to use the XMPP (CCS) connection server, the App Client can 
send "upstream" messages back to the GCM connection server.  
 
The following diagram presents the expected interaction between components if the XMPP 
type of connection is chosen to set up a communication between the App Server and the App 
Client: 
 
Figure 39: Schema of a common communication using GCM[And03]. 
  
                                                          
21
 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is a communications protocol for message-oriented middleware based 
on XML. Wikipedia. 
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In contrast of using the architecture explained above, the mobile application is developed 
using the HTTP protocol to communicate the information from the App Client to the App 
Server without passing through the GCM Connection Servers. Consequently, the App Server 
(WebApp) and the App Client (ProjectMesh) are using the HTTP protocol connection to deliver 
messages between them. The diagram of the interaction between the components when the 
HTTP protocol is used is the next one: 
 
 
 
Figure 40: Schema of communication between the ProjectMesh and the WebApp using GCM[And03]. 
 
The main differences are the direction of the arrows from the App Server to the GCM instead 
of a bidirectional one, and a new arrow from the App Client to the App Server is added. For the 
purpose of the project, the steps that are needed when the ProjectMesh perform its own 
registration are: 
1. The ProjectMesh requests to register itself on the GCM Connection Servers. This 
process sends back the registration identifier to the ProjectMesh. 
2. The ProjectMesh informs the WebApp about its registration identifier. This step allows 
us to validate when the reconstruction of the model is requested, the registration 
identifier must be sent as well. If device was not registered, the WebApp would not 
perform any operation. 
 
Once the application ProjectMesh is registered on both servers, the reconstruction of the 3D 
model can be performed if all the conditions for the reconstruction are fulfilled. The steps are 
taken when it’s requested the reconstruction are: 
1. The ProjectMesh sends the WebApp the request for the reconstruction of the model, 
which has been synchronized previously, and the registration identifier. 
2. The WebApp attends the request of the ProjectMesh. If all the conditions to 
reconstruct the model are fulfilled, the WebApp will start reconstructing the model. 
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3. The message with the results is send to GCM Connection Servers by the WebApp to 
the owner of the registration identifier. 
4. The GCM Connection Servers queues the message of the WebApp and when the target 
device of the target, registered ProjectMesh application is available, the GCM sends 
the message of the WebApp. 
5. The ProjectMesh application receives the result for the reconstruction that was 
requested. 
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7. ProjectMesh 
 
7.1. Functional Design 
In this section we present the functional design of the ProjectMesh application. We start 
defining the complete Use Case diagram with all the use cases that are included in the 
ProjectMesh application:  
 
Figure 41: Use case diagram of the ProjectMesh. 
 
For the ProjectMesh application, the main actor who interacts with the application is the User. 
The User interacts with the front-end of the application. It’s also important to point out that 
the ProjectMesh application interacts with another system, in this case the WebApp to register 
the application in the server, request the reconstruction of a given project, and receive the 
results of the reconstruction.  
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In addition to the Use Case Diagram, all the Use cases are defined with more detail in the next 
sections, following the format of this table: 
Name Name of the use case. 
Description General description of the use case. 
Actors Actors that are involved in this use case. 
Trigger Trigger provokes the initiation of this use case. 
Preconditions The use case has to fulfil these preconditions to be invoked. 
Postconditions The use case has to fulfil these postcondition when it ends. 
Workflow The workflow of the use case and its alternative flows. Normally, the dialog 
between the actors and the system is described with the steps that each 
part takes and performs. 
Ext./Inc. If the use case extends or includes another one is defined here.  
 
  
7.1.1. Create project 
 
Name Create project. 
Description The user wants to create an empty project or project for a given set of 
images to work with. 
Actors User. 
Trigger User wants to create a project. 
Preconditions The User has a username. 
Postconditions A project is created for the User. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects to create an empty project 
2. The System presents a form with two fields, one to define the name of 
the project and another one to define the description of the project. 
3. The User fills both fields, the name of the project and the description of 
the project and presses the button to create the project. 
4. The System creates an empty project with the name and description 
defined by the User. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
1a. The User selects to create a project with a given set of images.  
The steps 2a and 3a are equal to the steps 2 and 3 of the main scenario.  
4a. The System creates a project with the name, the description defined by 
the User and the given set of images. 
 
Alternative scenario B 
The initial steps 1b, 2b and 3b are equal to 1, 2 and 3 of the main scenario. 
4b. The System can not create and empty project or a project with the given 
set of images. 
5b. The System shows a message with the error. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Add images to a project” use case. 
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7.1.2. Add images to a project 
 
Name Add images to a project. 
Description The User wants to add a set of images to a project. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User wants to add images to project. 
Preconditions There is at least one project. 
Postconditions The project that is selected for the User contains the set of images. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects to add a set of images to a project. 
2. The System shows all the projects that belong to him/her. 
3. The User selects one of his/her projects to add the set of images. 
4. The System stores the set of images for the chosen project. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
Step 1a is the same that the step 1 of the main scenario. 
2a. If there are no projects, the System present the option of creation of a 
new project for the set of images. 
3a. If the User wants to create a new project with the set of images, the 
flow continues in the use case “Create project”. Otherwise, the current use 
case ends. 
 
Alternative scenario B 
The steps 1b, 2b and 3b are equal to the 1, 2 and 3 of the main scenario. 
4. The System can not store the images for the chosen project and presents 
an error message with cause. 
Ext./Inc. The current use case is extended by “Create project” use case. 
 
7.1.3. Show all user’s projects 
 
Name Show all user’s projects. 
Description The User wants to see her/his projects. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User wants to see her/his projects. 
Preconditions There is at least one project that belongs to the User. 
Postconditions The list of projects that belong to the User is shown. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User request to visualize all her/his projects. 
2. The System presents all the User’s projects with a summary of them. 
Ext./Inc. This use case is extended by the next use cases: 
 Consult project. 
 Delete project. 
 Synchronize project. 
 Reconstruct model of the project. 
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7.1.4. Establish username and password 
 
Name Establish username and password. 
Description The user wants to modify her/his username or password. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The user wants to change her/his username or password, or the User is the 
first time that enters to the application. 
Preconditions There are no preconditions. 
Postconditions The User has defined her/his username and password. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User wants to change her/his username or password, or it’s the first 
time that she/he accesses to the application. 
2. The System shows the form for the username and password. If they are 
already defined, the content for each field is presented. 
3. The User establishes the username or password. 
4. The System stores the User’s username and password. 
Ext./Inc. This use case is included by the “Personalize settings” use case. 
 
7.1.5. Personalize settings 
This use case can vary frequently because of the users’ needs and interest. At present, the 
settings can be modified includes the next list: 
 Username: User’s username. 
 Password: User’s password. 
 Synchronization: if the project can be synchronize using  
 Server: the URL of the server. For example, http://server.example:port. This 
parameters is temporal and it helps us for testing purposes. 
Name Personalize settings. 
Description The User wants to personalize some aspect of the application. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User wants to change some parameters of the configuration. 
Preconditions There are not preconditions. 
Postconditions The changes on the parameters of the application have been 
performed. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User select to change some parameters of the application such 
as: when the project can be synchronized, the username, the 
password, etc. 
2. The System presents all the parameters to be changed. 
3. The User modifies or does not modify the parameters of the 
system. 
4. The System saves the changes for those parameters have been 
modified. 
Ext./Inc. This use case includes the “Establish username and password” use 
case. 
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7.1.6. Register application 
 
Name Register application. 
Description The WebApp registers the System. 
Actors WebApp system. 
Trigger The System is not registered yet. 
Preconditions There are no preconditions. 
Postconditions The System is registered on the WebApp system.  
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The System sends its registration id to the WebApp application. 
2. The WebApp application attends the petition of the System and responds 
back with the confirmation that the operation ended successfully.  
 
Alternative scenario A 
The first steps 1a is the same that the step 1 of the main scenario. 
2a. There’s no response of the WebApp system. 
3a. The System will try to register the application after a few minutes. 
Ext./Inc. There is not any inclusion or extension for this use case. 
 
7.1.7. Consult project 
 
Name Consult project. 
Description The User wants to consult the information of chosen project. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The System has shown all the User’s projects and the User has chosen to 
consult one of them. 
Preconditions The project that is selected exists and it belongs to the User. 
Postconditions The User can consult the chosen project. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects a project for the list of projects that belongs to her/him. 
2. The System accesses to the project with the default screen. The default 
screen presents a selectable list to choose among different options; the 
images that compose the project, the complete information of the project 
and the list of resulting models for the project. The list of image of the 
project is shown by default. The list of images corresponds to extended use 
case “Show images of the project”. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
The steps 1a and 2a are the same as the steps 1 and 2 of the main scenario. 
3a. The User wants to consult all information of the project that he is 
consulting. Then, the User chooses the option of consulting the whole 
information on the list of options. 
4a. The System starts the “Show all the information of the project” use case 
and the current use case ends. 
 
Alternative scenario B 
The steps 1b and 2b are the same as the steps 1 and 2 of the main scenario. 
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3b. The User wants to consult all the images of the project that she/he is 
consulting. Then, the User chooses the option of consulting the images.  
4b. The System starts the “Show images of the project” use case and the 
current use case ends. 
  
Alternative scenario C 
The steps 1c and 2c are the same as the steps 1 and 2 of the main scenario. 
3c. The User wants to consult all the resulting models of the project that 
she/he is consulting. Then, the User chooses the option of consulting the 
models on the list of options.  
4c. The System starts the “Show models of the project” use case and the 
current use case ends. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Show all user’s projects” use case. 
This use case is extended by the next use cases: 
 Show images of the project. 
 Show models of the project. 
 Show all the information of the project. 
 
 
7.1.8. Delete project 
 
Name Delete project. 
Description The User wants to delete a project. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User wants to delete a project. 
Preconditions There are projects, the project belongs to the User and the project that is 
selected to be deleted does not have the state of waiting for the results of a 
reconstruction model. 
Postconditions The chosen project is deleted of the System. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects a project to delete. 
2. The System sends a message to the User alerting that the project will be 
deleted. 
3. If the User confirms deleting the project, the flow continues in this Use 
case. Otherwise, the Use case ends. 
4. The System deletes the project and all its related information. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
The steps 1a, 2a and 3a are the same as the steps 1, 2 and 3 of the main 
scenario. 
4a. The System can delete the project because an error occurred. The 
System presents an error message with the cause. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Show all user’s projects” use case. 
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7.1.9. Show images of the project 
 
Name Show images of the project. 
Description The User wants to consult the images that compose the current project is 
being consulted. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User chooses of the list of options to consult the images of the chosen 
project. 
Preconditions The chosen project exists, it belongs to the User and it has got images. 
Postconditions The images of the project are shown. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects to consult the images of the project. 
2. The System presents all the images that compose the project. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
The steps 1a and 2a are the same as the steps 1 and 2 of the main scenario. 
3a. The User chooses an image of the project to define the correspondent 
mask. 
4a. The System starts the “Set mask to an image” use case and the current 
use case ends. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Consult project” use case. 
This use case is extended by the “Set mask to an image” use case. 
 
 
7.1.10. Set mask to an image 
 
Name Set mask to an image 
Description The User wants to define a mask for an image. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User wants to define a mask for an image. 
Preconditions The image belongs to the project that is being consulted. 
Postconditions A mask is defined for the current image. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The System present the image selected by the user. If there’s already 
defined a mask for the current image, this mask is loaded overlapping the 
image. 
2. The User defines (deleting or adding zones) the zone of interest where 
the model is set and requests to store the current mask. 
3. The System stores the mask for the current image. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Show images of the project” use case. 
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7.1.11. Show models of the project 
 
Name Show models of the project. 
Description The User wants to consult the resulting models of the project. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User chooses of the list of resulting models of the project to consult. 
Preconditions The project has resulting models. 
Postconditions The list of resulting models is shown. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects the option of consulting the models on the list of 
options. 
2. The System loads the list of models of the project. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
The steps 1a and 2a are the same as the steps 1 and 2 of the main scenario. 
3a. The User selects to render the 3D model of a chosen model on the list. 
4a. The System starts the “Render model of the project” use case and the 
current use case ends. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Consult project” use case. 
This use case is extended by “Render model of the project” use case. 
 
 
7.1.12. Render model of the project 
Name Render model of the project. 
Description The User wants to render one 3D resulting model of the project. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User wants to render one 3D model of the project. 
Preconditions The model exists and belongs to the project. 
Postconditions The model is rendered properly. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The System loads and renders the 3D model that is chosen by the User. 
2. The User can rotate, translate, zoom in and zoom out the current model 
in order to inspect it with more detail. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Show models of the project” use case. 
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7.1.13. Show all the information of the project 
The whole information of the project can change during the development or maintenance of 
the project because of the User’s needs. The current information of the project is composed by 
the following fields: 
 Project name: name of the project. 
 Description: description of the project. 
 State: state of the project. 
 Images: number of images. 
 Masks: number of masks. 
 Models: number of models. 
 Size images: the total size of space occupied by the images. 
 Size models: the total size of space occupied by the models. 
 Project (∑): the total size of space occupied by the whole project. 
 Last update: the date of the last modification for the project. 
 Last sync: the date of the last synchronization for the project. 
 
Name Show all the information of the project. 
Description The User wants to review all the information of the project. 
Actors User. 
Trigger The User chooses of the list of options to consult all the information of the 
project. 
Preconditions The project exists and belongs to the User. 
Postconditions The whole information of the project is shown. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User chooses to see all the information of the project, selecting the 
option of the list of options. 
2. The System presents the screen with all the information of the project. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Consult project” use case. 
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7.1.14. Synchronize project 
 
Name Synchronize project. 
Description The User wants to synchronize the information of the project with the 
WebApp. 
Actors User and WebApp system. 
Trigger The User wants to synchronize the information of a project. 
Preconditions The project exists, it has got images and it belongs to the User. 
Postconditions The project is synchronized. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects to synchronize a project with the WebApp system. 
2. The System establishes connection with the WebApp system and it 
synchronizes the information with it. 
3. The WebApp confirms the synchronization. 
4. The System shows a summary with the images and masks that have been 
synchronized. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
The step 1a is the same as the step 1 of the main scenario. 
2a. The System can not establish connection with the WebApp. The System 
shows an error message with this cause. 
 
Alternative scenario B 
The steps 1b and 2b are the same as the steps 1 and 2 of the main scenario. 
3b. The WebApp raises an error. 
4b. The System shows a summary with the images and masks that have 
been synchronized, the images and masks have not and the cause of the 
error. 
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Show all user’s projects” use case. 
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7.1.15. Reconstruct model of the project 
 
Name Reconstruct model of the project. 
Description The User wants to reconstruct a model of the current state of the project. 
Actors User and WebApp. 
Trigger The User wants to reconstruct a model of the current state of the project. 
Preconditions The project exists, it has got images, it has got more than 2 masks and it 
belongs to the User. 
Postconditions The request for the reconstruction of the model is sent and it’s been 
attended by the WebApp. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The User selects to request the reconstruction of a model for a selected 
project. 
2. The System presents a message with the downscale factor to speed up 
the reconstruction of the model. 
3. The User chooses the downscale factor and confirms the reconstruction 
of the model. 
4. The System sends the petition of the reconstruction with the username, 
the identifier of the project, the downscale factor and the registration id of 
the application to the WebApp. 
5. The WebApp attends the request of the System, confirms to the System 
its request and starts reconstructing the model. 
6. The System receives the confirmation of the WebApp. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
The steps 1a, 2a, 3a and 3a are the same as the steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the 
main scenario. 
5a. The WebApp has not been reached and there’s no confirmation sent 
back. 
6a. The System notifies the User with an error message and the cause.  
Ext./Inc. This use case extends from “Show all user’s projects” use case. 
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7.1.16. Add new model to a project 
 
Name Add new model to a project 
Description The WebApp has finished the reconstruction of the model. 
Actors WebApp. 
Trigger The WebApp has finished the reconstruction of the model which had been 
requested by the User. 
Preconditions The project exists for the User who requested the reconstruction of the 
model. 
Postconditions A new model is added to the project which has been requested to 
reconstruct by the User. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The WebApp system has finished the reconstruction of the model which 
was requested for a project. 
2. The System stores the new model for the User’s project that was 
requested for its reconstruction. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
1a. The WebApp can not reconstruct the model and notifies the System 
about the error. 
2a. The System receives the error and notifies the User about the cause of 
it. 
Ext./Inc. There’s no inclusion or extension for this use case. 
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7.2. Technical Design 
7.2.1. Class Diagram: ProjectMesh application 
 
Figure 42: Class diagram of the ProjectMesh. 
Figure 42 shows the class diagram of ProjectMesh. There are some important considerations 
that we have to highlight. First, there is a group of classes inside the rectangle called Utilities 
that are highly coupled with the rest of the classes. We decided not to add these relations in 
order to maintain the readability of the diagram; we will show these relations later on a table 
separately. The Utility classes serve as controllers for the Model-View-Controllers (MVC) 
pattern. These classes perform important tasks non-related with the View part. All these 
classes are static and they can be accessed easily importing them. Secondly, the classes are 
coloured in function of their nature. For instance, the classes that are inherited from 
AsyncTask are coloured in red: 
 
Figure 43: Legend of the Class diagram of the ProjectMesh. 
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PickColorDialogFragment
AsyncTask
LoadMaskTask
AsyncTask
LoadMeshTask
AsyncTask
Sav eMaskTask
PreferenceFragment
SettingsFragment
ListFragment
MyProjectsFragment
ArrayAdapter
MyProjectsArrayAdapter
Fragment
AdapterView.OnItemClickListener
ModelFragment
BaseAdapter
ModelAdapter
MenuOption
ArrayAdapter
MenuArrayAdapter
BaseAdapter
ImageAdapter
Fragment
AdapterView.OnItemClickListener
GalleryFragment
Fragment
DetailsFragment
DialogFragment
EraseProjectDialogFragment
DialogFragment
MessageDialogFragment
DialogFragment
ProjectMeshDialogFragment
DialogFragment
ProjectsChoiceDialogFragment
GCMBaseIntentService
GCMIntentServ ice
IntentService
ProjectMeshServ ice
IntentService
SyncProjectServ ice
Activity
ActionBar.OnNavigationListener
ProjectActiv ity
-copyImagesTask
-copyImagesTask
-mRegisterTask
-mMenuFragment
-mRenderer
-mGLView
-mMesh
-mDrawMaskView
-mPath-mRotation
-mProject
-mRotation
-mListPaths
-mLoadMaskTask
-mSaveMaskTask
-mProjectArrayAdapter
-mProject
-mModelAdapter
-mOptions ~data
-mImageAdapter
-mProject
-mProject
-mProject
 class Legend
Activ ity, Fragment and 
ListFragment
AyncTaskUtility Serv ice Others
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As we can appreciate in the Class Diagram of ProjectMesh, there are a number of classes 
related with the View part of the MVC pattern. This fact is consequence of the Android-related 
classes which control and present the information to the user. Most of the Android-related 
classes are based on existing patterns such as Observer or Adapter. 
 
Besides, the development of a mobile application has intrinsic aspects related with low 
characteristics on hardware of some devices and the consumption of the battery. These two 
limitations alter the point of view when the application is developed. We think it’s important 
to emphasize the good documentation provided in the Android Developers webpage. The 
mobile application has taken advantage of these good practices and recommendations in 
order to obtain better performance and responsibility. In addition to these good practices, the 
mobile application is a multithreading program. The multithreading is a mandatory 
characteristic in order not to slow down the UI thread that has a real impact on the users’ 
usability.   
 
The mobile application supports different languages. The inclusion of the language is done 
through a XML file with pairs of key and content. Thus, adding a new language implies the 
creation of a folder for that language and the inclusion of the XML file for that language.  
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7.2.2. Class Diagram: Main 
 
For the ProjectMesh application, the starting point of the flow in the program will be the 
MainActivity class. The MainActivity class copes with some initial tasks such as: 
 Validate that the user has defined a username. Without username, the application can 
store the different projects. When there’s a change in the username, it’s created a new 
space for that project or it’s recovered the old space if it has already created. 
 Register the application. 
 Receive the set of images from another applications and store to a chosen project. 
 Present the initial screen. The MainActivity is prepared to establish different layout in 
function of the size of the screen of the device. In the main screen, the user can chose 
among different operations: 
o Create a new project. 
o Consult the user’s project. 
o Access to the gallery of images application. 
o Access to the camera application. 
 
 
Figure 44: Class diagram of the main functionalities of the ProjectMesh. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 MainActivity: the starting point of the application and it controls the flow of the 
application when the user chooses among creating a project, reviewing her/his 
project, accessing to the gallery and launching the camera application. 
 class M...
Activity
MainActiv ity
- COPY_IMAGES_TASK:  String = "copyImagesTask" {readOnly}
- copyImagesTask:  CopyImagesTask
- mIsDualPane:  boolean = false
- mMenuFragment:  MenuFragment
- mRegisterTask:  RegisterDeviceOnServerTask
- TAG:  String = "MainActivity" {readOnly}
+ endTask(boolean) : void
+ getContext() : Context
- handleContentSent() : void
- handleSendImage(Intent) : void
- handleSendMultipleImages(Intent) : void
+ launchRegistrationProcess() : void
+ onClickProjectMesh(Project, int) : void
+ onCopyImages(Project, Uri[]) : void
# onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu) : boolean
+ onDestroy() : void
+ onEraseProjectClick(String) : void
+ onOptionSelected(int) : void
+ onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem) : boolean
+ onProjectsChoiceDialogClick(DialogInterface, int, List<Project>, ArrayList<Uri>) : void
+ onProjectSelected(int) : void
+ onResume() : void
# onSaveInstanceState(Bundle) : void
+ onStart() : void
+ onStop() : void
- startService() : void
- stopService() : void
- triggerGallery() : void
+ triggerMyProjects() : void
- triggerNewProject(Bundle) : void
- triggerSettings() : void
AsyncTask
CopyImagesTask
- mImagesFolder:  File
- mIsNewProject:  boolean
- mListener:  OnProgressDialogListener
- mProgressDialog:  ProgressDialog
- mProject:  Project
- mTotalImages:  int
- TAG:  String = "CopyImagesTask" {readOnly}
- THUMBNAIL_HEIGHT:  int = 256 {readOnly}
- THUMBNAIL_WIDTH:  int = 256 {readOnly}
+ CopyImagesTask(OnProgressDialogListener, Project, int, boolean)
# doInBackground(Uri) : Integer
- getAbsolutePaths(Uri[]) : String[]
- getPathWithoutId(Uri) : String
+ invalidateProgress() : void
- isSameUriSource(Uri[]) : boolean
# onPostExecute(Integer) : void
# onPreExecute() : void
# onProgressUpdate(Short) : void
- query(Uri, String, String[]) : Set<String>
- retrieveLastNumber(File[]) : short
- storeThumbnail(String, String) : void
AsyncTask
RegisterDev iceOnServ erTask
- mContext:  WeakReference<Context>
- mRegId:  String
# doInBackground(Void) : Void
# onPostExecute(Void) : void
+ RegisterDeviceOnServerTask(Context, String)
ListFragment
MenuFragment
~ mCallback:  OnMenuOptionSelectedListener
- mOptions:  MenuOption ([]) = {
	new MenuOp... {readOnly}
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onListItemClick(ListView, View, int, long) : void
+ onStart() : void
+ setSelectable(boolean) : void
MenuOption
- idIcon:  int
- title:  int
- tooltip:  int
+ getIdIcon() : int
+ getTitle() : int
+ getTooltip() : int
+ MenuOption(int, int, int)
+ setIdIcon(int) : void
+ setTitle(int) : void
+ setTooltip(int) : void
ArrayAdapter
MenuArrayAdapter
~ context:  Context
~ data:  MenuOption ([]) = null
~ layoutResourceId:  int
+ getView(int, View, ViewGroup) : View
+ MenuArrayAdapter(Context, int, MenuOption[])
DialogFragment
ProjectsChoiceDialogFragment
+ DISMISS_ACTION:  int = 1 {readOnly}
- imageUris:  ArrayList<Uri>
- mListener:  ProjectsChoiceDialogListener
+ NEW_PROJECT:  int = 0 {readOnly}
- projects:  List<Project>
- RESOURCE_ID_TITLE:  String = "resourceIdTitle" {readOnly}
+ TAG:  String = "MultipleChoice... {readOnly}
+ getImageUris() : ArrayList<Uri>
- getNamesOfProjects(List<Project>) : String[]
+ newInstance(int) : ProjectsChoiceDialogFragment
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onCreateDialog(Bundle) : Dialog
+ setImageUris(ArrayList<Uri>) : void
-copyImagesTask
-mRegisterTask
-mMenuFragment
-mOptions ~data
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 MenuFragment: the fragment that contains the construction of the view that is 
shown. 
 MenuOption: the class that is used to store the different options that are shown in the 
MenuFragment. 
 MenuArrayAdapter: adapter to load the list inside the MenuFragment and using the 
MenuOption class. 
 RegisterDeviceOnServerTask: the registration on the server of GCM and the WebApp 
is done in a new thread through this class. 
 CopyImageTask: when the user wants to add some new images to a project, this class 
is instantiated to perform the copy of the images on a new thread.  
 ProjectsChoiceDialogFragment: this dialog is shown when the user wants to add some 
images to the project. This dialog shows all the user’s projects in order to choose a 
destination for the images. 
 
7.2.3. Class Diagram: Creation of a project 
 
The NewProjectActivity and the NewProjectFragment, which is a fragment that can be 
included by the MainActivity or the NewProjectActivity, present the form that the user has to 
fill to create a new project. The project can be empty or with an initial set of images. 
 
Whenever a project is created, we also create a series of folders to store the information and a 
new entry for the general XML where all the projects for the user are stored[Gal13]. The XML 
that is created if it’s the first time that the user creates a new project, it’s called 
“projects_info.xml”. Consequently, there will be as many XML files as users that have created 
at least one project. This XML file helps to improve the performance and efficiency consulting 
the whole or part of the information of the projects. The XML files store information that is 
consulted repeatedly. The content of the XML file “projects_info.xml” is similar to the 
following one: 
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' standalone='yes' ?> 
<projects numprojects="4"> 
 <project idproject="identifier"> 
  <name>Name of the project</name> 
  <description>Description of the project</description> 
  <state>masks</state> 
  <size>63.61 MB</size> 
  <images>24</images> 
  <masks>3</masks> 
  <models>1</models> 
  <lastupdate>1381254161484</lastupdate> 
  <lastsync>1381254163456</lastsync> 
 </project> 
 ... 
</projects> 
 
Every user’s project has an entry <project>…</project> in the “projects_info.xml”. 
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The folders that are created when a new project is added are the following ones: 
 project_mesh_dir/username: root for all the user’s projects. 
 project_mesh_dir/username/idproject: root of the user’s project that is created. 
 project_mesh_dir/username/idproject/models: folder to store the models of the 
project. 
 project_mesh_dir/username/idproject/masks: folder to store the masks of the 
project. 
 project_mesh_dir/username/idproject/images: folder to store the images of the 
project. 
 project_mesh_dir/username/idproject/images/thumbnails: folder to store the 
thumbnails of the images. This folder is created to copy downscaled images to load 
them in the gallery of the ProjectMesh. 
 
It also creates, if appropriate, the “projects_info.xml”: 
 project_mesh_dir/username/projects_info.xml: file with all the user’s projects. 
 
The classes that are involved in the creation of the project are the next ones: 
 
Figure 45: Class diagram of the classes involved to create a new project. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 NewProjectActivity: deals with the copy of the images and the creation of the 
projects. 
 class NewProjectActi...
Activity
activ ity::NewProjectActiv ity
- copyImagesTask:  CopyImagesTask
- TAG:  String = "NewProjectActivity" {readOnly}
+ endTask(boolean) : void
+ getContext() : Context
+ onCopyImages(Project, Uri[]) : void
# onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onStop() : void
+ triggerMyProjects() : void
AsyncTask
asynctask::CopyImagesTask
- mImagesFolder:  File
- mIsNewProject:  boolean
- mListener:  OnProgressDialogListener
- mProgressDialog:  ProgressDialog
- mProject:  Project
- mTotalImages:  int
- TAG:  String = "CopyImagesTask" {readOnly}
- THUMBNAIL_HEIGHT:  int = 256 {readOnly}
- THUMBNAIL_WIDTH:  int = 256 {readOnly}
+ CopyImagesTask(OnProgressDialogListener, Project, int, boolean)
# doInBackground(Uri) : Integer
- getAbsolutePaths(Uri[]) : String[]
- getPathWithoutId(Uri) : String
+ invalidateProgress() : void
- isSameUriSource(Uri[]) : boolean
# onPostExecute(Integer) : void
# onPreExecute() : void
# onProgressUpdate(Short) : void
- query(Uri, String, String[]) : Set<String>
- retrieveLastNumber(File[]) : short
- storeThumbnail(String, String) : void
Fragment
fragment::NewProjectFragment
+ ARG_IMAGE_URIS:  String = "arg_image_uris" {readOnly}
+ CREATE_DISABLED:  String = "create_disabled" {readOnly}
+ DESC_PROJECT:  String = "desc_project" {readOnly}
- MAX_LENGTH_DESC:  int = 140 {readOnly}
- MAX_LENGTH_NAME:  int = 40 {readOnly}
- mImageUris:  Uri ([])
+ NAME_PROJECT:  String = "name_project" {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "NewProjectFragment" {readOnly}
- addingImagesToAddInfo() : void
- copyingImages(Project) : void
- createMessageDialog(int, int) : void
- createProjectExternalStorage() : Project
+ onActivityCreated(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateView(LayoutInflater, ViewGroup, Bundle) : View
+ onSaveInstanceState(Bundle) : void
+ onStart() : void
+ onStop() : void
- validateNewProject() : boolean
DialogFragment
dialog::MessageDialogFragment
- ARG_MESSAGE:  String = "arg_message" {readOnly}
- ARG_TITLE:  String = "arg_title" {readOnly}
+ TAG:  String = "MessageDialogF... {readOnly}
+ newInstance(int, int) : MessageDialogFragment
+ onCreateDialog(Bundle) : Dialog
-copyImagesTask
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 NewProjectFragment: builds the interface, controls the user’s input and creates all the 
necessary to store a project. 
 MessageDialogFragment: dialog to notify the user about the errors that has been 
added to fill the form of the creation of a new project. 
 CopyImagesTask: class dedicated to the copy of the images for the project. 
 
 
7.2.4. Class Diagram: Library of projects 
 
The classes that are responsible of showing the list of the user’s projects are drawn in the next 
Class Diagram: 
 
Figure 46: Class diagram for the library of the user’s projects. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 MyProjectsActivity: it responds to the petitions of consulting a project and erasing a 
project. Apart from that, it’s also responsible of loading the fragment 
MyProjectsFragment which is included in this activity. 
 MyProjectsFragment: deals with the construction of the list of the user’s projects. 
 MyProjectArrayAdapter: adapter that is used by the class MyProjectsFragment to load 
the list of the user’s projects. 
 class MyProjectsActi...
Activity
MyProjectsActiv ity
- TAG:  String = "MyProjectActivity" {readOnly}
+ onClickProjectMesh(Project, int) : void
# onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onEraseProjectClick(String) : void
+ onProjectSelected(int) : void
ListFragment
MyProjectsFragment
- mCallback:  OnProjectSelectedListener
- mProjectArrayAdapter:  MyProjectsArrayAdapter
- TAG:  String = "MyProjectFragment" {readOnly}
- getProjectsFromXML() : List<Project>
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onContextItemSelected(MenuItem) : boolean
+ onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateContextMenu(ContextMenu, View, ContextMenuInfo) : void
+ onListItemClick(ListView, View, int, long) : void
+ onStart() : void
+ refreshListMyProjects() : void
+ setSelectable(boolean) : void
ArrayAdapter
MyProjectsArrayAdapter
- context:  Context
- layoutResourceId:  int
+ getView(int, View, ViewGroup) : View
+ MyProjectsArrayAdapter(Context, int, List<Project>)
DialogFragment
EraseProjectDialogFragment
+ ARG_ID_PROJECT:  String = "id_project" {readOnly}
+ ARG_NAME_PROJECT:  String = "name_project" {readOnly}
- mListener:  EraseProjectDialogListener
+ TAG:  String = "EraseProjectDi... {readOnly}
+ newInstance(String, String) : EraseProjectDialogFragment
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onCreateDialog(Bundle) : Dialog
DialogFragment
ProjectMeshDialogFragment
+ ARG_PROJECT:  String = "arg_projectmes... {readOnly}
- mListener:  ProjectMeshDialogDialogListener
+ TAG:  String = "ProjectMeshDia... {readOnly}
+ newInstance(Project) : ProjectMeshDialogFragment
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onCreateDialog(Bundle) : Dialog
- setMessageTextView(SeekBar, TextView, int) : void
-mProjectArrayAdapter
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 ProjectMeshDialogFragment: this dialog is launched when the user wants to 
reconstruct a model and has to choose a downscale factor.  
 EraseProjectDialogFragment: this dialog is launched when the user wants to delete a 
project. It’s very important the confirmation of this action by the user. 
 
 
7.2.5. Class Diagram: Settings 
 
The parameters of the application that the user can define are shown in the next Class 
Diagram: 
 
Figure 47: Class diagram of the settings. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 SettingActivity: the activity dedicated to load the settings of the application. 
 SettingsFragment: creates the form that the user can modify in order to change the 
settings of the application. 
 
 
  
 class ProjectMe...
Activity
SettingsActiv ity
PreferenceFragment
SettingsFragment
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7.2.6. Class Diagram: Project 
 
When the user chooses a project in order to see the images that compose that project, the 
resulting models that have been generated so far and the complete information of the project, 
the classes that are presented in the next Class Diagram response to those actions: 
 
Figure 48: Class diagram of the classes that presents the images, models and details of a given project. 
 
 class ProjectActiv ...
Serializable
Project
- description:  String
- id:  String
- lastSync:  Calendar
- lastUpdate:  Calendar
- name:  String
- numImages:  short
- numMasks:  short
- numModels:  short
- serialVersionUID:  long = -77892377998367... {readOnly}
- size:  String
- state:  String
+ getDescription() : String
+ getId() : String
+ getLastSync() : Calendar
+ getLastUpdate() : Calendar
+ getName() : String
+ getNumImages() : short
+ getNumMasks() : short
+ getNumModels() : short
+ getSize() : String
+ getState() : String
+ Project(String, String, String, String, String, short, short, short, Calendar, Calendar)
+ Project()
+ setDescription(String) : void
+ setId(String) : void
+ setLastSync(Calendar) : void
+ setLastUpdate(Calendar) : void
+ setName(String) : void
+ setNumImages(short) : void
+ setNumMasks(short) : void
+ setNumModels(short) : void
+ setSize(String) : void
+ setState(String) : void
+ toString() : String
Fragment
AdapterView.OnItemClickListener
ModelFragment
- mImageThumbSize:  int
- mImageThumbSpacing:  int
- mModelAdapter:  ModelAdapter
- mProject:  Project
- TAG:  String = "ModelFragment" {readOnly}
- getPathModels(String, String) : List<String>
+ onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateView(LayoutInflater, ViewGroup, Bundle) : View
+ onDestroy() : void
+ onItemClick(AdapterView<?>, View, int, long) : void
+ onPause() : void
+ onResume() : void
BaseAdapter
ModelAdapter
- mBackground:  Bitmap
- mContext:  Context {readOnly}
- mImageViewLayoutParams:  GridView.LayoutParams
- mItemHeight:  int = 0
- mList:  List<String>
- mMemoryCache:  LruCache<String, Bitmap>
- mNumColumns:  int = 0
+ addBitmapToMemoryCache(String, Bitmap) : void
+ cleanBitmapFromCache(String) : void
+ getBitmapFromMemCache(String) : Bitmap
- getBitmapWorkerTask(ImageView) : BitmapWorkerTask
+ getCount() : int
+ getItem(int) : String
+ getItemId(int) : long
+ getNumColumns() : int
+ getView(int, View, ViewGroup) : View
- initLruCache() : void
+ loadBitmap(String, ImageView) : void
+ ModelAdapter(Context, List<String>)
+ setItemHeight(int) : void
+ setNumColumns(int) : void
BaseAdapter
ImageAdapter
- mBackground:  Bitmap
- mContext:  Context {readOnly}
- mImageViewLayoutParams:  GridView.LayoutParams
- mItemHeight:  int = 0
- mList:  List<String>
- mMask:  Bitmap
- mMemoryCache:  LruCache<String, Bitmap>
- mNumColumns:  int = 0
- TAG:  String = "ImageAdapter" {readOnly}
+ addBitmapToMemoryCache(String, Bitmap) : void
+ cleanBitmapFromCache(String) : void
+ getBitmapFromMemCache(String) : Bitmap
- getBitmapWorkerTask(ImageView) : BitmapWorkerTask
+ getCount() : int
+ getItem(int) : String
+ getItemId(int) : long
+ getNumColumns() : int
+ getView(int, View, ViewGroup) : View
+ ImageAdapter(Context, List<String>)
- initLruCache() : void
+ loadBitmap(String, ImageView) : void
+ setItemHeight(int) : void
+ setNumColumns(int) : void
Fragment
AdapterView.OnItemClickListener
GalleryFragment
- mImageAdapter:  ImageAdapter
- mImageThumbSize:  int
- mImageThumbSpacing:  int
- mProject:  Project
- TAG:  String = "GalleryFragment" {readOnly}
- getImageFromThumbnail(String) : String
- getPathThumbnailImages(String, String) : List<String>
+ onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateView(LayoutInflater, ViewGroup, Bundle) : View
+ onDestroy() : void
+ onItemClick(AdapterView<?>, View, int, long) : void
+ onPause() : void
+ onResume() : void
Fragment
DetailsFragment
- mProject:  Project
- TAG:  String = "DetailsProject... {readOnly}
+ onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateView(LayoutInflater, ViewGroup, Bundle) : View
+ onDestroy() : void
+ onPause() : void
+ onResume() : void
- setTextToTextView(View, int, String) : void
Activity
ActionBar.OnNavigationListener
ProjectActiv ity
+ ARG_PROJECT:  String = "arg_project" {readOnly}
+ ARG_SECTION_NUMBER:  String = "section_number" {readOnly}
- mProject:  Project
- STATE_PROJECT:  String = "state_project" {readOnly}
- STATE_SELECTED_NAVIGATION_ITEM:  String = "selected_navig... {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "ProjectActivity" {readOnly}
# onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu) : boolean
+ onNavigationItemSelected(int, long) : boolean
# onRestoreInstanceState(Bundle) : void
# onSaveInstanceState(Bundle) : void
-mProject
-mModelAdapter
-mProject
-mImageAdapter
-mProject
-mProject
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The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 ProjectActivity: this class deals with the different user’s choices in order to visualize 
the gallery of the images of the project, the resulting models and the complete 
information of the project. It does these tasks controlling the fragment that has to be 
added in function of the user’s input. 
 GalleryFragment: builds the grid list of the images of the project that is shown to the 
user [And02]. 
 ImageAdapter: adapter to load the thumbnails of the images of the project that is 
used by the GalleryFragment class. 
 ModelFragment: builds the interface of list of resulting models of the project. 
 ModelAdapter: adapter to load the resulting models of the project and their 
information. 
 DetailsFragment: this fragment build the interface with all the information of the 
project. 
 Project: this class is used by more classes that are not shown in this Class Diagram but 
they are shown in the Class Diagram of the ProjectMesh. The Project class is the Model 
part of the MVC pattern and it has all the attributes that are stored for the projects in 
the XML file. 
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7.2.7. Class Diagram: Setting mask 
Whenever the user wants to define a zone of interest for a given image, the classes are 
presented below helps her/him creating a mask that will be used to remove the outlier and the 
noise on the point set. This point set is created with the pipeline composed by Bundler, CMVS 
and PMVS2. 
 
Figure 49: Class diagram for setting a mask. 
 class DrawMa...
Activity
DrawMaskActiv ity
+ ARG_PATHFILE:  String = "arg_pathfile" {readOnly}
+ ARG_PROJECT:  String = "arg_project" {readOnly}
- mDrawMaskView:  DrawMaskView
- metrics:  DisplayMetrics
- TAG:  String = "DrawMaskActivity" {readOnly}
# onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu) : boolean
+ onEraseMaskClick() : void
+ onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem) : boolean
# onPause() : void
+ onPickColorClick(int) : void
# onRestart() : void
# onSaveInstanceState(Bundle) : void
# onStop() : void
View
DrawMaskView
- ALPHA:  int = 175 {readOnly}
- mBackgroundImage:  Bitmap
- mBitmap:  Bitmap
- mCanvas:  Canvas
- mClosePath:  boolean
- mColorPencil:  int
- mFinalLineX:  float
- mFinalLineY:  float
- mHistoryPaths:  List<Path>
- mIdProject:  String
- mIniLineX:  float
- mIniLineY:  float
- mIntersectCurrentLine:  boolean
- mLoadMaskTask:  LoadMaskTask
- mModeCreation:  boolean
- mNewPath:  boolean
- mPaintCurrentLine:  Paint
- mPaintPath:  Paint
- mPath:  Path
- mPathfile:  String
- mRotation:  Rotation
- mSaveMaskTask:  SaveMaskTask
- mUsername:  String
- RADIUS:  int = 10 {readOnly}
- RADIUS_3:  double = 30 {readOnly}
- STROKE_WIDTH:  int = 20 {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "DrawMaskView" {readOnly}
- drawAllPaths(Canvas, Bitmap, Paint, int) : void
- drawCurrentPath(Canvas, Paint) : void
+ DrawMaskView(Context, AttributeSet)
+ DrawMaskView(Context, String, String, String)
- endingPathTest() : void
+ eraseMask() : void
- intersectionTests() : void
+ ismModeCreation() : boolean
# onDraw(Canvas) : void
# onSizeChanged(int, int, int, int) : void
+ onTouchEvent(MotionEvent) : boolean
- resetPath() : void
+ saveMask() : void
+ setColourPencil(int) : void
+ setImageAndMask(Bitmap, ListPaths, Rotation) : void
+ stop() : void
- touchDown(float, float) : void
- touchMove(float, float) : void
- touchUp(float, float) : void
+ undo() : void
«property set»
+ setmModeCreation(boolean) : void
Serializable
ListPaths
- mHistoryPaths:  List<Path>
- mOriScreen:  int
- serialVersionUID:  long = -81697816464696... {readOnly}
+ getHistoryPaths() : List<Path>
+ getOriScreen() : int
+ setHistoryPaths(List<Path>) : void
+ setOriScreen(int) : void
Serializable
Path
~ fi l led:  boolean
- path:  List<Float>
- serialVersionUID:  long = -276114199867332248L {readOnly}
+ addPoint(float, float) : void
+ getPoint(int, float[]) : void
+ isFilled() : boolean
+ length() : int
+ Path()
+ removeLastPoint() : void
+ removePoint(int) : void
+ setFilled(boolean) : void
Rotation
- rotation:  int
+ getRotation() : int
+ setRotation(int) : void
DialogFragment
EraseMaskDialogFragment
- mListener:  EraseMaskDialogListener
+ TAG:  String = "EraseMaskDialo... {readOnly}
+ newInstance() : EraseMaskDialogFragment
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onCreateDialog(Bundle) : Dialog
DialogFragment
PickColorDialogFragment
+ COLOURS:  int ([]) = {Color.BLACK, C... {readOnly}
- mListener:  PickColorDialogListener
+ TAG:  String = "PickColorDialo... {readOnly}
+ newInstance() : PickColorDialogFragment
+ onAttach(Activity) : void
+ onCreateDialog(Bundle) : Dialog
AsyncTask
LoadMaskTask
- mContextReference:  WeakReference<Context> {readOnly}
- mDrawMaskViewReference:  WeakReference<DrawMaskView> {readOnly}
- mFolderMasks:  String {readOnly}
~ mHeight:  int
- mListPaths:  ListPaths
- mOriginalFileName:  String {readOnly}
- mProgressDialogRef:  WeakReference<ProgressDialog>
- mRotation:  Rotation
~ mWidth:  int
- TAG:  String = "LoadMaskTask" {readOnly}
+ cancelDialog() : void
# doInBackground(String) : Bitmap
+ LoadMaskTask(Context, DrawMaskView, String, String, String)
# onPostExecute(Bitmap) : void
# onPreExecute() : void
# onProgressUpdate(String) : void
AsyncTask
Sav eMaskTask
- mAllPaths:  List<Path> {readOnly}
- mContextRef:  WeakReference<Context> {readOnly}
- mIdProject:  String {readOnly}
- mOriScreen:  int {readOnly}
- mPathfile:  String {readOnly}
- mProgressDialogRef:  WeakReference<ProgressDialog>
- mUsername:  String {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "SaveMaskTask" {readOnly}
+ cancelDialog() : void
# doInBackground(Bitmap) : Integer
# onPostExecute(Integer) : void
# onPreExecute() : void
# onProgressUpdate(String) : void
+ SaveMaskTask(Context, String, String, String, List<Path>, int)
-mDrawMaskView
-mPath
-mRotation
-mLoadMaskTask
-mRotation
-mListPaths
-mSaveMaskTask
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The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 DrawMaskActivity: this activity deals with the screen that is shown to the user and the 
creation of the view DrawMaskView. 
 DrawMaskView: this view is where the selected image is loaded. If the image has a 
mask defined, this mask is overlapped. This view also copes with the interaction 
between the user and the place where the view is shown. The view normally occupies 
all the screen of the device, in this way, the user has as much space as possible to draw 
over the image the zone of interest. Moreover, the view also is responsible of storing 
and loading the masks that the user has defined. Finally, the view loads the image on 
full screen and in the most convenient way in function of the orientation of the device. 
This means if the image was taken in portrait position (height greater than width), the 
image will be always loaded in portrait position on the device. The other way round is 
also supported, when the image was taken in landscape (width greater than the 
height) position, the image will be always loaded in landscape position.  
 SaveMaskTask: this task performs the storage of the user’s mask in a different thread. 
 LoadMaskTask: this task performs the load of the user’s mask in a different thread. 
 Rotation: this utility class stores a given rotation and it’s used to know if the image has 
been rotated when they are loaded on full screen reducing the scale factor.  
 Path: this utility class store the polygons that the user has defined and if they are holes 
or they are filled polygons.  
 ListPaths: utility class that is used to store the list of polygons. 
 EraseMaskDialogFragment: dialog that is presented to the user when the user wants 
to delete the defined mask. 
 PickColorDialogFragment: dialog that is presented when the user wants to change the 
colour of the polygons that are filled. 
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7.2.8. Class Diagram: Rendering the model 
 
The classes that are presented below serve to render one of the resulting models that have 
been generated. All these classes are supported by the library Android-ModelPLY[Vog13] that 
is used to load the resulting PLY files as fast as possible. 
 
Figure 50: Class diagram for rendering the models of a given project. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 MyGLActivity: this activity presents and initializes the screen that is used to render the 
resulting models of the project. 
 MyGLSurfaceView: it’s the view that controls the interaction of the user. This class 
treats the user’s gestures and renders the results using the class MyGLRenderer. 
 MyGLRenderer: this class is the engine of the MyGLSurfaceView and it’s the object is 
called every time a new render on the MyGLSurfaceView is needed. The OpenGL 
operations and initializations are done inside this class. 
 Mesh: when a model is loaded from a PLY file, it’s needed a new structure to optimize 
the render on OpenGL ES 2.0 using vertex buffer objects (VBO). This class is used for 
that purpose. 
 LoadMeshTask: this task loads the mesh of a PLY file in a different thread. 
 
 class OpenGL
Activity
MyGLActiv ity
+ ARG_MODEL_FILE:  String = "model_file" {readOnly}
- mGLView:  MyGLSurfaceView
- mModel:  ModelPLY = null
- mProgressDialog:  ProgressDialog
- TAG:  String = "MyGLActivity" {readOnly}
- detectOpenGLES20() : boolean
+ dismissProgressDialog() : void
# onCreate(Bundle) : void
+ onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu) : boolean
# onDestroy() : void
+ onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem) : boolean
# onPause() : void
# onResume() : void
# onStart() : void
# onStop() : void
+ publishProgress(Integer) : void
+ renderMesh(ModelPLY) : void
GLSurfaceView.Renderer
MyGLRenderer
+ fi le:  File
- fragmentShaderCode:  String = "precision medi... {readOnly}
+ mAngleX:  volatile float = 0
+ mAngleY:  volatile float = 0
- mBb:  BoundingBox
+ mDX:  volatile float = 0
+ mDY:  volatile float = 0
- mMesh:  Mesh
- mModelMatrix:  float ([]) = new float[16] {readOnly}
- mModelViewMatrix:  float ([]) = new float[16] {readOnly}
- mMVPMatrix:  float ([]) = new float[16] {readOnly}
- mProgram:  int = -1
- mProjMatrix:  float ([]) = new float[16] {readOnly}
- mRotationVectorMatrix:  float ([])
+ mScaleFactor:  volatile float = 1.0f
- mViewMatrix:  float ([]) = new float[16] {readOnly}
- reallocate:  boolean
+ TAG:  String = "MyGLRenderer" {readOnly}
- vertexShaderCode:  String = "uniform mat4 u... {readOnly}
+ checkGlError(String) : void
+ getMesh() : Mesh
+ getRotationVectorMatrix() : float[]
- loadShader(int, String) : int
+ onDrawFrame(GL10) : void
+ onSurfaceChanged(GL10, int, int) : void
+ onSurfaceCreated(GL10, EGLConfig) : void
+ resetTransformations() : void
+ setMesh(float[], int[], BoundingBox) : void
+ setRotationVectorMatrix(float[]) : void
GLSurfaceView
SensorEventListener
MyGLSurfaceView
- INVALID_POINTER_ID:  int = -1 {readOnly}
- isCompassMode:  boolean
- isScalable:  boolean
- mActivePointerId:  int
- mPreviousX:  float
- mPreviousY:  float
- mRenderer:  MyGLRenderer
- mRotationMatrix:  float ([]) = new float[16] {readOnly}
- mRotationVectorSensor:  Sensor
- mScaleDetector:  ScaleGestureDetector {readOnly}
- mSensorManager:  SensorManager
- TOUCH_SCALE_FACTOR:  float = 180.0f / 320 {readOnly}
- TOUCH_TRANSLATE_FACTOR:  float = 100 {readOnly}
+ getCompassMode() : boolean
+ getScaleModel() : boolean
+ MyGLSurfaceView(Context)
+ onAccuracyChanged(Sensor, int) : void
+ onSensorChanged(SensorEvent) : void
+ onStart() : void
+ onStop() : void
+ onTouchEvent(MotionEvent) : boolean
+ renderMesh(float[], int[], BoundingBox) : void
+ reset() : void
+ setCompassMode(boolean) : void
+ setScaleModel(boolean) : void
Mesh
- indBuffer:  int ([])
- mColorHandle:  int
- mMVPMatrixHandle:  int
- mPositionHandle:  int
~ triangleCoords:  float ([])
~ triangleFaces:  int ([])
~ VERTEX_COLOR_SIZE:  int = 3 {readOnly}
~ VERTEX_NORMAL_SIZE:  int = 3 {readOnly}
~ VERTEX_POSITION_SIZE:  int = 3 {readOnly}
- vertexStride:  int = (VERTEX_POSITIO... {readOnly}
+ draw(int, float[]) : void
+ Mesh(float[], int[])
+ reallocateData() : void
+ releaseResources() : void
AsyncTask
LoadMeshTask
- mContext:  Context
- TAG:  String = "LoadMeshTask" {readOnly}
# doInBackground(String) : ModelPLY
+ LoadMeshTask(Context)
# onPostExecute(ModelPLY) : void
# onProgressUpdate(Integer) : void
-mRenderer-mGLView
-mMesh
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7.2.9. Class Diagram: Utilities 
 
The utility classes that appeared in the next Class Diagram are used as controllers and do the 
computations of the ProjectMesh application that are not related with the presentation or 
view part in the MVC pattern, they are related with the Controller part. They are not used like 
other structures to store information such as Path, Rotation and ListPaths utility classes. The 
Path, Rotation and ListPaths are exclusively used for the creation of the mask and they are 
defined in the Class Diagram Setting mask.  
Figure 51: Class diagram of the Utility classes. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 Constant: all the constants that are used in the ProjectMesh application are stored in 
this class.  
 XMLUtility: this class deals with the parsing and storage of the “projects_info.xml” file.  
 ProjectUtility: this class helps to create, update and delete a project. 
 BitmapUtility: this class has methods to work with Bitmaps. 
 Utility: a general class to set common methods such as formatting dates, consult the 
version of android and validation methods. 
 FileUtility: this class contains methods to work with the persistent memory of the 
devices. 
 class Utilities
GeometricTools
- X:  int = 0 {readOnly}
- Y:  int = 1 {readOnly}
+ isIntersection(float[][], float[][]) : boolean
+ orientation2D(float[], float[], float[]) : float
+ rawOrientation2D(float[], float[], float[]) : float
XMLUtility
- ATTR_ID_PROJECT:  String = "idproject" {readOnly}
- ATTR_NUM_PROJECTS:  String = "numprojects" {readOnly}
- ENCODING:  String = "UTF-8" {readOnly}
- NAME_SPACE:  String = "" {readOnly}
- ns:  String = null {readOnly}
- TAG_DESCRIPTION:  String = "description" {readOnly}
- TAG_LAST_SYNC:  String = "lastsync" {readOnly}
- TAG_LAST_UPDATE:  String = "lastupdate" {readOnly}
- TAG_NAME:  String = "name" {readOnly}
- TAG_NUM_IMAGES:  String = "images" {readOnly}
- TAG_NUM_MASKS:  String = "masks" {readOnly}
- TAG_NUM_MODELS:  String = "models" {readOnly}
- TAG_PROJECT:  String = "project" {readOnly}
- TAG_PROJECTS:  String = "projects" {readOnly}
- TAG_SIZE:  String = "size" {readOnly}
- TAG_STATE:  String = "state" {readOnly}
- ZERO:  String = "0" {readOnly}
+ parseProjectsXML(File) : List<Project>
- readDescription(XmlPullParser) : String
- readLastSync(XmlPullParser) : Calendar
- readLastUpdate(XmlPullParser) : Calendar
- readLong(XmlPullParser) : long
- readName(XmlPullParser) : String
- readNumImages(XmlPullParser) : short
- readNumMasks(XmlPullParser) : short
- readNumModels(XmlPullParser) : short
- readProject(XmlPullParser) : Project
- readShort(XmlPullParser) : short
- readSize(XmlPullParser) : String
- readState(XmlPullParser) : String
- readText(XmlPullParser) : String
- skip(XmlPullParser) : void
+ writeXml(File, List<Project>) : void
Utility
+ simpleDateFormat:  SimpleDateFormat = new SimpleDateF...
+ formatToDate(long) : String
+ formatToDate(Calendar) : String
+ hasFroyo() : boolean
+ hasGingerbread() : boolean
+ hasHoneycomb() : boolean
+ hasHoneycombMR1() : boolean
+ hasJellyBean() : boolean
+ isEmptyString(String) : boolean
+ printCompletStakTrace(Exception) : String
ProjectUtility
+ ACTION_ADDED_IMAGES:  String = "added_images" {readOnly}
+ ACTION_ADDED_MASK:  String = "added_mask" {readOnly}
+ ACTION_ADDED_MODEL:  String = "added_model" {readOnly}
+ ACTION_PROJECT_MODEL:  String = "project_model" {readOnly}
+ ACTION_REMOVED_MASK:  String = "removed_mask" {readOnly}
+ ACTION_SYNC_PROJECT:  String = "sync_project" {readOnly}
+ STATE_EMPTY:  String = "empty" {readOnly}
+ STATE_IMAGES:  String = "images" {readOnly}
+ STATE_MASKS:  String = "masks" {readOnly}
+ STATE_NEW_MODEL:  String = "new_model" {readOnly}
+ STATE_SYNCHRONIZED:  String = "synchronized" {readOnly}
+ STATE_WAITING:  String = "waiting" {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "ProjectUtil ity" {readOnly}
- computeCurrentState(Project, String) : void
+ countFiles(File[]) : short
+ deleteProject(Context, String) : void
+ generateIdProject(String) : String
+ getImageState(String) : int
+ getProjectsInfoFile(Context, String) : File
+ getProjectsInfoFile(Context) : File
+ isRepeated(String, List<Project>) : boolean
+ loadProjects(Context) : List<Project>
+ loadProjects(Context, String) : List<Project>
+ updateProjectInfo(Context, String, String) : void
PreferenceUtility
+ getServer(Context) : String
+ getUsername(Context) : String
GCMServ erUtility
- BACKOFF_MILLI_SECONDS:  int = 2000 {readOnly}
- MAX_ATTEMPTS:  int = 5 {readOnly}
- random:  Random = new Random() {readOnly}
+ SENDER_ID:  String = "455551833528" {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "ServerUtil ities" {readOnly}
- post(String, Map<String, String>) : void
+ register(Context, String) : void
+ unregister(Context, String) : void
FileUtility
- BYTE:  long = 1024 {readOnly}
+ JPEG:  String = ".jpeg" {readOnly}
+ JPG:  String = ".jpg" {readOnly}
+ PLY:  String = ".ply" {readOnly}
- SPACE:  String = " " {readOnly}
+ SR:  String = ".sr" {readOnly}
- TAG:  String = "FileUtil ity" {readOnly}
- UNIT_B:  String ([]) = {"B","KB","MB",... {readOnly}
+ acceptJPEG() : FileFilter
+ acceptName(String) : FileFilter
+ acceptPLY() : FileFilter
+ computeSize(File) : long
+ computeSizeHumanFriendly(File) : String
+ copyFile(BufferedInputStream, OutputStream) : void
+ deleteFolderRecursively(File) : void
+ formatSizeHumanFriendly(long) : String
+ isExternalStorageReadable() : boolean
+ isExternalStorageWritable() : boolean
+ storeImage(Bitmap, File) : void
Constant
+ DEFAULT_DOWNSCALE_FACTOR:  int = 75 {readOnly}
+ DOWNLOAD_BUFFER:  int = 8*1024 {readOnly}
+ GCM_ERROR_CODE:  String = "gcm_error_code" {readOnly}
+ GCM_ERROR_INTERNAL:  int = -3 {readOnly}
+ GCM_ERROR_NEGATIVE_RESPONSE_SERVER:  int = -2 {readOnly}
+ GCM_ERROR_NO_NETWORK:  int = -1 {readOnly}
+ GCM_ID_PROJECT:  String = "gcm_id_project" {readOnly}
+ GCM_MODEL:  String = "gcm_model" {readOnly}
+ GCM_RESULT:  String = "gcm_result" {readOnly}
+ GCM_RESULT_KO:  String = "gcm_ko" {readOnly}
+ GCM_RESULT_OK:  String = "gcm_ok" {readOnly}
+ GCM_USERNAME:  String = "gcm_username" {readOnly}
+ MIN_MASKS:  int = 3 {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_IMAGES:  String = "images" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_MASKS:  String = "masks" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_MODELS:  String = "models" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_THUMBNAILS:  String = "thumbnails" {readOnly}
+ PROJECTMESH_DOWNSCALE:  String = "projectmesh_do... {readOnly}
+ PROJECTMESH_PROJECT:  String = "projectmesh_pr... {readOnly}
+ PROJECTMESH_USERNAME:  String = "projectmesh_us... {readOnly}
+ PROJECTS_INFO_XML:  String = "projects_info.xml" {readOnly}
+ REFRESH_DOWNLOADING_MODEL_TIME:  long = 1200 {readOnly}
+ SCHEME_CONTENT:  String = "content" {readOnly}
+ SCHEME_FILE:  String = "fi le" {readOnly}
+ SLASH:  String = "/" {readOnly}
+ SPACE:  String = " " {readOnly}
+ SYNC_ID_PROJECT:  String = "idproject_param" {readOnly}
+ SYNC_USERNAME:  String = "username_param" {readOnly}
BitmapUtility
- TAG:  String = "BitmapUtil ities" {readOnly}
+ calculateInSampleSize(BitmapFactory.Options, int, int) : int
+ createThumbnailFromFile(String, int, int) : Bitmap
+ createThumbnailFromStream(InputStream, int, int) : Bitmap
+ decodeFullScreenBitmapFromFile(String, int, int, Rotation) : Bitmap
+ decodeSampledBitmapFromFile(String, int, int) : Bitmap
+ decodeSampledBitmapFromResource(Resources, int, int, int) : Bitmap
+ decodeSampledBitmapFromStream(InputStream, int, int) : Bitmap
+ getBitmapOptionsFromFile(String) : Options
+ getBitmapOptionsFromResource(Resources, int) : Options
+ getBitmapOptionsFromStream(InputStream) : Options
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 GCMServerUtility: utility to work with the Google Cloud Messaging service. 
 PreferenceUtility: this class recovers the preferences that the user has defined for the 
setting of the ProjectMesh application. 
 GeometricTools: this class is exclusively used by the DrawMaskView and it’s used to 
compute the intersection tests when the user is drawing polygons in order to set the 
mask for the image. 
 
Here we present the classes that reference the Utility classes explained above: 
Class Is referenced by 
Constant MainActivity, MyProjectsActivity, CopyImageTask, LoadMaskTask, 
SaveMaskTask, DrawMaskView, DetailsFragment, GalleryFragment, 
ImageAdapter, ModelFragment, MyProjectsFragment, 
NewProjectFragment, ProjectMeshDialogFragment, GCMIntentService, 
ProjectMeshService, SyncProjectService and ProjectUtility. 
XMLUtility MyProjectsFragment, NewProjectFragment and ProjectUtility. 
ProjecUtility MainActivity, MyProjectsActivity, CopyImageTask, SaveMaskTask, 
DrawMaskView, MyProjectsArrayAdapter, MyProjectsFragment, 
NewProjectFragment, ProjectsChoiceDialogFragment, ProjectMeshService 
and SyncProjectService. 
BitmapUtility CopyImageTask, LoadMaskTask and ImageAdapter. 
FileUtility CopyImageTask, LoadMaskTask, SaveMaskTask, DrawMaskView, 
DetailsFragment, GalleryFragment, ModelFragment, NewProjectFragment, 
SyncProjectService and ProjectUtility. 
GCMServerUtility MainActivity, RegisterDeviceOnServerTask and GCMIntentService. 
PreferenceUtility MainActivity, MyProjectsActivity, CopyImageTask, DrawMaskActivity, 
DetailsFragment, GalleryFragment, ModelFragment, MyProjectsFragment, 
NewProjectFragment, GCMIntentService, ProjectMeshService, 
SyncProjectService, GCMServerUtility and ProjectUtility. 
GeometricTools DrawMaskView. 
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7.2.10. Class Diagram: Services 
 
The services are suitable to execute long-running operations. The Class Diagram for the 
Services is the next one: 
Figure 52: Class diagram of the services. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 ProjectMeshService: this service extends from the IntentService class so it uses a 
different thread for all the petitions that are sent to this class. This allows us to send 
multiple petitions to request the reconstruction of the models of every project[Hof13]. 
These petitions are queued and attended by first in first out order (FIFO). 
 SyncProjectService: this service also extends from the IntentService class. This service 
synchronizes the information of the projects that the user requested[SF92, SFM96]. 
 MyBroadcastReceiver: this class inherits from BroadcastReceiver. This class has 
associated a filter and this filter is used to determine which application has to attend 
the GCM message. The technical reason for this inheritance is that when we want to 
attend a GCM message and we want to invoke a GCMIntent that is out the default 
package, we have to redo the behaviour to support the invocation of an Intent out the 
default package.   
 class Serv ic...
IntentService
SyncProjectServ ice
- boundary:  String = "*****" {readOnly}
- l ineEnd:  String = "\r\n" {readOnly}
- mHits:  int
- mIdProjectHash:  int
- mMisses:  int
- mNM:  NotificationManager
- mTotalFiles:  int
- mTotalImages:  int
- mTotalMasks:  int
- TAG:  String = "SyncProjectService" {readOnly}
- twoHyphens:  String = "--" {readOnly}
- createNotification() : Notification
- getImagesToUpload(String, String, String) : File[]
+ onCreate() : void
+ onDestroy() : void
# onHandleIntent(Intent) : void
+ onStartCommand(Intent, int, int) : int
+ SyncProjectService()
- updateFinalNotification() : void
- updateNotification(String) : void
- uploadFile(String, String, String, File) : void
- uploadFiles(String, String, String, File[]) : void
IntentService
ProjectMeshServ ice
- mIdProjectHash:  int
- mNM:  NotificationManager
- TAG:  String = "ProjectMeshService" {readOnly}
- createFinalNotification(boolean, int, Project) : void
+ onCreate() : void
+ onDestroy() : void
# onHandleIntent(Intent) : void
+ onStartCommand(Intent, int, int) : int
+ ProjectMeshService()
- sendProjectMeshRequest(String, Project, int, String) : void
GCMBaseIntentService
GCMIntentServ ice
- TAG:  String = "GCMIntentService" {readOnly}
- createInboxStyleProjectInfo(String, String, String) : Notification.InboxStyle
- createsPendingIntent() : PendingIntent
- downloadModel(String, String, String) : void
+ GCMIntentService()
- getIdError(int) : int
- notifyModelDownload(String, String, String, int) : void
- notifyModelDownloaded(String, String, String) : void
- notifyModelError(String, String, int, String) : void
# onDeletedMessages(Context, int) : void
+ onError(Context, String) : void
# onMessage(Context, Intent) : void
# onRecoverableError(Context, String) : boolean
# onRegistered(Context, String) : void
# onUnregistered(Context, String) : void
GCMBroadcastReceiver
MyGCMBroadcastReceiv er
# getGCMIntentServiceClassName(Context) : String
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 GCMIntentService: this service is used to attend the GCM messages that have as 
destination our application and in function of the results in the reconstruction, it will 
start downloading the resulting model or notify the user about the error in the 
reconstruction. 
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7.3. Technical and Functional Information 
 
7.3.1. Activity 
 
Every Android application that provides a screen with which the users can interact to do 
something needs to define its activity. This means we have to define our own activities that 
extend from the Activity class. The Activity class is included in the Android libraries and it’s 
mandatory to use to render information on the screen. Some definitions are extracted from 
the Android developers webpage. Please see [And03] for further information on Activity class. 
 
An Android application usually consists of multiple activities that are loosely bound to each 
other. Each activity can then start another activity in order to perform different actions. Each 
time a new activity starts, the previous activity is stopped, but the operating system preserves 
the activity in a stack, this is called the Back Stack. When a new activity starts, it is pushed 
onto the Back Stack and takes user focus. The Back Stack abides to the basic last in, first out 
(LIFO) stack mechanism, so, when the user is done with the current activity and presses the 
Back button, it is popped from the back stack (destroyed) and the previous activity resumes 
(the activity that launched the destroyed activity). 
 
Whenever an activity is stopped because a new activity starts, it is notified of this change in 
state through the lifecycle call-back methods of the Activity class. There are several call-back 
methods that an activity might receive, due to a change in its state: whether the system is 
creating it, stopping it, resuming it, or destroying it. Each call-back provides us the opportunity 
to perform specific work that's appropriate to that state change. For instance, when stopped, 
any activity should release any large objects, such as network or database connections. When 
the activity resumes, the activity can reacquire the necessary resources and resume actions 
that were interrupted. These state transitions are all part of the activity lifecycle. 
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Figure 53: Lifecycle of an Activity[And03]. 
The image above illustrates these loops and the paths an activity might take between states. 
The rectangles represent the callback methods that are called and the developers can override 
these methods in order to perform operations with transitions between states. 
 
Apart from working with Activities, the ProjectMesh application also uses Fragment classes to 
present part of the information inside the activities.  
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7.3.2. Fragment 
 
A Fragment represents behaviour or a portion of user interface in an Activity. The developers 
can combine multiple fragments in a single activity to build a multi-pane UI and reuse a 
fragment in multiple activities. We can think that a Fragment as a sub activity of the activity, 
with its own lifecycle, its own input events that are performed and it can be added or remove 
dynamically inside the activity that the Fragment belongs to. 
Figure 54: Example of an application that is using Fragments in a tablet (left) and a handset (right)[Nur12]. 
 
As it was explained, a fragment is always embedded in an activity and the fragment's lifecycle 
is directly affected by the host activity's lifecycle where it resides. For example, when the 
activity is paused, so are all fragments in it, and when the activity is destroyed, so are all 
fragments. The Fragments are also included in the treatment of the Back Stack. Then, when 
the user is navigating among different fragments inside an Activity, whenever the user presses 
the Back button, the Fragment are restored following the LIFO order. The next diagram 
presents the lifecycle of the Fragments: 
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Figure 55: Lifecycle of a Fragment[And03]. 
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7.3.3. Vertex Buffer Objects 
 
For displaying 3D models or 3D scenarios, we can choose between two different techniques in 
OpenGL ES 2.0: Vertex Arrays and Vertex Buffer Objects[MGS08]. We provide some definitions 
that support our election at the time of choosing the best structure to get the best 
performance. A few definitions and explanations are extracted from the book OpenGL ES 2.0 
Programming Guide. For more information about the book, please consult the bibliography.  
 
Before stating the two main techniques to render scenarios or models, we have to give some 
pieces of information about how the OpenGL applications run on an operating system. Firstly, 
the application uses specific functions that are provided by the OpenGL framework or API to 
fulfil the graphic needs of the application[Shr09, SHS+10]. Secondly, the OpenGL framework 
uses the installed OpenGL driver to communicate the operations and data to the Graphics 
Hardware. Then, the Graphics Hardware receives the operations and processes the geometric 
calculations as fast as possible using its specialized circuitry and the GPU. The layered 
architecture defines two distinct zones, the OpenGL client space and the OpenGL server space. 
The layered architecture allows us to separate the graphic, dedicated part of the circuitry from 
the high-level programming part. A good example of this separation is a common personal 
computer. The personal computer normally have a dedicated graphic card that can be 
removed or replace by another one. With this architecture, when a change on the graphic card 
is done, the user only has to install the drivers to the new graphic card and all the applications 
will continue working properly. The next diagram illustrates the two main spaces in OpenGL 
and the flow of the operations: 
 
Figure 56: Internal behaviour of an application that uses the OpenGL API [Shr09]. 
Vertex array 
Vertex arrays specify attribute data per vertex and are buffers stored in the application’s address space, 
what OpenGL ES calls the client space. This data has to be copied from client memory to graphics 
memory, server space, whenever a call to glDrawArrays or glDrawElements is made. Vertex arrays 
provide an efficient and flexible way for specifying vertex attribute data.  
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Vertex Buffer Objects 
As it’s done for the Vertex array technique, it would be much better to avoid copying the vertex data on 
every draw call and instead, cache the data in server space (graphics memory). This can significantly 
improve the rendering performance and additionally reduce the memory bandwidth and power 
consumption requirements, both of which are quite important for handheld devices. Vertex buffer 
objects allow OpenGL ES 2.0 applications to allocate and cache vertex data in high-performance graphics 
memory, which is called server space, and render from this memory, thus avoiding resending data every 
time a primitive is drawn. Not only the vertex data, but even the element indices that describe the 
vertex indices of the primitive and are passed as an argument to glDrawElements can also be cached. 
 
There are two types of buffer objects supported by OpenGL ES: array buffer objects and element array 
buffer objects. The array buffer objects specified by the GL_ARRAY_BUFFER token are used to create 
buffer objects that will store vertex data. The element array buffer objects specified by the 
GL_ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER token are used to create buffer objects that will store indices of a 
primitive. 
 
One of the main drawbacks of using the buffer objects is when the vertex attributes change. When there 
are some vertices that change their attributes, the OpenGL ES application has to send again the 
complete, up-to-date buffer object. In order to reduce the impact of sending again the whole 
information again, it’s also recommended to separate the changing part of the vertex attributes in a new 
separate buffer object. This separation helps us reduce the bandwidth of information that is send to the 
server space even though we are losing the benefit of reading the data sequentially for an efficient 
memory access pattern. For the ProjectMesh application, we do not have to worry about this drawback 
because our 3D models are static and do not change once they have been generated. 
 
In conclusion, it is deeply recommended to use vertex buffer objects for storing vertex attribute data 
and element indices whenever is possible, to get the best performance and reduce the consumption. 
Thus, this is the approach that is contemplated for the ProjectMesh application. Furthermore, the 
ProjectMesh application use only two buffer object (1 vertex buffer object and 1 buffer object with the 
indices of the triangles), as the following diagrams: 
 
 
 
Figure 57: The two Buffer Objects that are used in the ProjectMesh application. 
 
Vertex Buffer Object 
Vertex N-1 ... Vertex 1 Vertex 0 (x,y,z,nx,ny,nz,r,g,b,a) 
Triangle Buffer Object 
Triangle M-1 ... Triangle 1 Triangle 0 (e.g. index vertex 0, 1, 2) 
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7.3.4. Drawing masks 
 
For the task of drawing masks over the images, we studied two different approaches to 
present to the user[Pow10]. One of them is to allow the user to draw over the image with 
her/his finger as if the image was a canvas, we called this option “Finger draw”. This approach 
lets the user define the zone of interest by touching the screen. Whatever the user’s fingers 
touch on the screen will be part of the final mask. The main advantages of the “fingers” 
approach is that once the user has finished of drawing, we can store the canvas where he/she 
has defined the mask and when the user wants to recover it, we have to put the mask over the 
image. So the information that can be stored is an image as a mask. The problem was that if 
the user makes an error, he has to erase that error or we have to implement a system that 
stores the different traces that have been drawn in order to undo the changes. To store the 
traces we would have had to create a stack of pairs (x,y) coordinates where the user had slide 
the finger. There would have been much information that can be repeated, for instance, when 
the user’s finger draws over the same coordinate. Furthermore, the user has to spend time 
filling the zone of interest if the zone occupies most of the images. 
 
Figure 58: Example of “finger draw”. 
Another approach, which we called “Polygon draw”, is to let the user define the vertices of the 
polygons enclosing the zone of interest is, taking into account when a polygon has to be 
“filled” and when the polygon is a gap or hole for the existing polygons that contain it. This 
approach let us define a simple stack of polygons that the user is drawing and it’s relatively 
easy to undo the changes. When the user makes a mistake, we only have to undo the last 
vertex that was added. If the last vertex that was added is the last vertex of the polygon, we 
can delete that polygon. The simplicity of this approach favours the possibility of storing the 
complete history of creation of the masks, because we only have to store a list of polygons in 
the order that they were drawn. Apart from storing the polygons, we have to know if the 
polygon that is being drawn is a gap. If the current polygon is gap, all the polygons that are 
under the current one and intersect it will add a hole or alter their boundaries. The main 
problem when the user draws gaps for the polygons is that the gap is undone if another 
“filled” polygon drawn over the gap. The user will decide and has to be responsible about 
drawing in the proper way. 
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Figure 59: Example of “Polygon draw”. 
 
For the ProjectMesh application we decided to use the second approach, the “Polygon draw” 
approach. Before implementing this functionality, we established a mechanism to know when 
the polygon was finished. While the user is drawing, the polygon is being formed as the picture 
that was presented below. If the user intersects one of the edges of the polygon that does not 
share any vertex with the current line that is being drawn (only the initial vertex of the current 
edge), the current line is coloured in red. The user can notice that this polygon is intersecting 
itself and it is not allowed to draw that line. On the other hand, if the current line is ending on 
the initial point of the polygon, the line will be drawn in yellow and when the user ups her/his 
finger, the polygon will be complete. The next images illustrate the behaviour when the user is 
defining a mask inside the DrawMaskActivity with a wrong intersection and the ending edge of 
the polygon: 
   
Figure 60: Example of an invalid polygon (left) and a valid polygon (right). 
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Finally, we only have to reach how to perform the intersection test. To solve this problem, we 
decided to use the signed area of the triangle (or orientation test) to know if there’s 
intersection or not between two segments [Sil13]. The calculation of the signed area of the 
triangle is efficient and numerically robust but we have to deal with the collinear segments as 
well. 
 
The signed area of the Δpqr 
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We only have to know the sign of the area, so we will not do the division by 2 in order to 
reduce operation cost: 
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The algorithm to compute if there is intersection between two segments, the segment s, which 
is formed by the coordinates s0 and s1, and t, which is formed by the coordinates t0 and t1,  is 
the following one: 
Function intersection?(s0:coordinate, s1:coordinate, t0:coordinate, t1:coordinate): bool 
{Pre: s0 is one vertex of the segment s and s1 is the other vertex of the segment s and t0 is one 
vertex of the segment t} 
 
Var area_s_t0:float, area_s_t1:float, area_t_s0:float, area_t_s1:float, intersection: bool, 
intersection_x: bool, intersection_y: bool  
End var 
 
area_s_t0 := SignArea(s0,s1,t0); 
area_s_t1 := SignArea(s0,s1,t1); 
area_t_s0 := SignArea(t0,t1,s0); 
area_t_s1 := SignArea(t0,t1,s1); 
 
if (((area_s_t0 > 0 && area_s_t1 < 0) || (area_s_t0 < 0 && area_s_t1 > 0))  
  && ((area_t_s0 > 0 && area_t_s1 < 0) || (area_t_s0 < 0 && area_t_s1 > 0))) { 
  intersection := true; 
} else if ((area_s_t0 != 0 && area_s_t1 == 0) || (area_s_t0 == 0 && area_s_t1 != 0)) { 
  if (area_s_t0 == 0) { Vertex t0 is over the line of the segment s 
    if (((s0.X <= t0.X && t0.X <= s1.X) || (s0.X >= t0.X && t0.X >= s1.X)) 
 && ((s0.Y <= t0.Y && t0.Y <= s1.Y) || (s0.Y >= t0.Y && t0.Y >= s1.Y))) { 
 
 intersection := true; 
    } 
  } else { Vertex t1 is over the line of the segment s (area_s_t1 == 0) 
    if (((s0.X <= t1.X && t1.X <= s1.X) || (s0.X >= t1.X && t1.X >= s1.X)) 
      && ((s0.Y <= t1.Y && t1.Y <= s1.Y) || (s0.Y >= t1.Y && t1.Y >= s1.Y))) { 
      
      intersection := true; 
    } 
  } 
} else if ((area_t_s0 != 0 && area_t_s1 == 0) || (area_t_s0 == 0 && area_t_s1 != 0)) { 
  if (area_t_s0 == 0) { 
    if (((t0.X <= s0.X && s0.X <= t1.X) || (t0.X >= s0.X && s0.X >= t1.X)) 
      && ((t0.Y <= s0.Y && s0.Y <= t1.Y) || (t0.Y >= s0.Y && s0.Y >= t1.Y))) { 
      intersection := true; 
    } 
  } else { // area_t_s1 == 0 
    if (((t0.X <= s1.X && s1.X <= t1.X) || (t0.X >= s1.X && s1.X >= t1.X)) 
      && ((t0.Y <= s1.Y && s1.Y <= t1.Y) || (t0.Y >= s1.Y && s1.Y >= t1.Y))) { 
 
      intersection := true; 
 } 
    } 
} else if (area_s_t0 == 0 && area_s_t1 == 0 && area_t_s0 == 0 && area_t_s1 == 0) {  
 
Conditional for parallel lines 
  intersection_x := (s0.X <= t0.X && t0.X <= s1.X) || (s0.X <= t1.X && t1.X <= s1.X) 
    || (t0.X <= s0.X && s0.X <= t1.X) || (t0.X <= s1.X && s1.X <= t1.X) 
    || (s0.X >= t0.X && t0.X >= s1.X) || (s0.X >= t1.X && t1.X >= s1.X) 
    || (t0.X >= s0.X && s0.X >= t1.X) || (t0.X >= s1.X && s1.X >= t1.X); 
 
  intersection_y = (s0.Y <= t0.Y && t0.Y <= s1.Y) || (s0.Y <= t1.Y && t1.Y <= s1.Y) 
    || (t0.Y <= s0.Y && s0.Y <= t1.Y) || (t0.Y <= s1.Y && s1.Y <= t1.Y) 
    || (s0.Y >= t0.Y && t0.Y >= s1.Y) || (s0.Y >= t1.Y && t1.Y >= s1.Y) 
    || (t0.Y >= s0.Y && s0.Y >= t1.Y) || (t0.Y >= s1.Y && s1.Y >= t1.Y); 
 
  if (intersection_x && intersection_y) { Intersection in x-axis and y-axis and z-axis 
    intersection := true; 
  } else if (s0.X == s1.X && intersection_y) { Parallel to the y-axis 
    intersection = true; 
  } else if (s0.Y == s1.Y && intersection_x) { Parallel to the x-axis 
    intersection := true; 
  } 
} 
{Post: the function returns if there’s intersection between the two segments.} 
End function 
 
Knowing when a segment intersects with another, we can already compute if a new edge of 
the polygon intersects with other edges, without considering the edge is adjacent to the new 
one because the new edge and the adjacent are already intersected because of the common 
joint or vertex that is shared.  
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7.3.5. States of the project 
 
Since a project is created until is deleted, it goes through a different states. This states help 
user know the steps are left to reconstruct the model, what is needed to go to another state or 
to know the last action was performed. The next diagram illustrates the different states which 
the project can go through: 
 
Figure 61: Activity diagram of the states of the project. 
When a project is created, it has the Empty state and this state indicates the user that there 
are not images or masks at all, which are the necessary assets to reconstruct the model. When 
the user starts adding new images, the state of the project will pass to the “Images” state.  
 
 act States of the project
Empty
Images
Masks
Synchronized
Waiting
Is the project synchronized?
Model
Are there enough masks?
Has the request been attended?
Is the model
reconstructed
properly?
Initial
Final
[Delete mask,
set mask or
add image]
[Set mask]
[Add image]
[Sync]
[Delete mask,
set mask or
add image]
[Delete mask,
set mask or
add image]
[Reconstruct model]
[End reconstruction]
[Add image]
[No]
[Create]
[Delete]
[No]
[Yes]
[Yes]
[No]
[Yes]
[No]
[Yes]
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Moreover, the user can keep adding images, although when the project has the minimum 
mandatory number of masks, it will automatically pass to the “Masks” state. In addition to it, 
the user can only synchronize the information for the “Images” and “Masks” states. The 
“Images” and “Masks” states mean that the user does not have the project synchronized 
because there has been modification or it has not ever been synchronized. Once the project is 
synchronized, which means the project has the minimum number of masks required and as 
consequence, the minimum number of images required, it’s available the option of 
reconstructing the model (with the downscale factor) and the current state of the project is 
“Synchronized”. Then, if the reconstruction starts properly, the state of the project will go to 
“Waiting” state. The “Waiting” state blocks all the possible actions over the project until the 
response will be sent back. Finally, if the reconstruction went as it was expected, the state of 
the project will go to the “Model” state. The “Model” state indicates that the reconstruction 
has been performed successfully and there is a new resulting model. 
 
In order to give a visual representation to the six states, we decided to add icons for each 
state, so the user can see the current state of a project fast. These six states have been 
illustrated inside the ProjectMesh with the next icons: 
Icon Meaning 
 
Empty state 
The project has just been created and it 
contains neither imager nor masks. 
 
Images state 
The project contains images but it does 
not contain enough masks to reconstruct 
the model. 
 
Masks state 
The project contains enough images and 
masks to reconstruct the model. 
 
Synchronized state 
The project is synchronized and the 
reconstruction of the model can be 
performed. 
 
Waiting state 
The user started the process of 
reconstructing the model and the 
ProjectMesh is waiting the result. 
 
Model state 
The result of the reconstruction is 
successful, and a new model is added for 
the project.  
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8. WebApp 
 
8.1. Functional Design 
In this section, we present the functional design of the WebApp application. In contrast of the 
ProjectMesh application, the WebApp is composed by fewer Use cases than the ProjectMesh. 
The Use Case diagram of the WebApp is the next one:  
 
Figure 62: Use case diagram of the WebApp application. 
The only actor that appears is the ProjectMesh application. The ProjectMesh application 
interacts actively with the WebApp.  The format to present the use cases is the same as it’s 
used for the ProjectMesh application. For more detail about the tables and its descriptions 
that are used to describe the use cases separately, please review the Functional Design of the 
ProjectMesh section. 
 
  
 uc WebApp
WebApp
ProjectMesh
(from Actors)
Register mobile 
application
Synchronize project 
remotely
Reconstruct model of a 
project remotely
Consult synchronized 
resource of a project
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8.1.1. Register mobile application 
 
Name Register mobile application. 
Description The ProjectMesh application notifies the registration identifier. 
Actors ProjectMesh. 
Trigger The ProjectMesh application has not registered in the System. 
Preconditions There are not preconditions. 
Postconditions The ProjectMesh application is registered in the WebApp. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The ProjectMesh sends its registration identifier to the WebApp. 
2. The WebApp stores the registration identifier. 
Ext./Inc. This use case does not have any inclusion or extension. 
  
 
8.1.2. Synchronize project remotely 
 
Name Synchronize project remotely. 
Description The ProjectMesh requests the synchronization of a project. 
Actors ProjectMesh. 
Trigger The ProjectMesh requests the storage of the images and masks of the 
project. 
Preconditions The project is composed by a set of images and a set of mask for some 
images. 
Postconditions The masks and the images are stored remotely on the WebApp for the 
username and identifier of the project. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The ProjectMesh requests the synchronization of a project, sending a set 
of images, a set of masks for some images, the username and the identifier 
of the project. 
2. The System stores the two sets of images and masks for the username 
and the identifier of the project passed with the request. When the 
WebApp finishes storing the images and masks, it will send back a 
successful message. 
3. The ProjecMesh application receives the message of success. 
 
Alternative scenario A 
Step 1a is the same that the step 1 of the main scenario. 
2a. If there is any error during the synchronization of the project, the 
System will send back an error to the ProjectMesh. 
3a. The ProjectMesh receives the message error. 
Ext./Inc. This use case does not have any inclusion or extension. 
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8.1.3. Reconstruct model of a project remotely 
 
Name Reconstruct model of a project remotely 
Description The model of a project is reconstructed remotely. 
Actors ProjectMesh. 
Trigger The ProjectMesh requests the reconstruction of a model for a given project 
that belongs to a user. 
Preconditions The project exists, it has been synchronized, and it has images and more 
than 2 masks. 
Postconditions The reconstruction of a model is performed. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The ProjectMesh requests the reconstruction of a model for a given 
identifier of project and username. 
2. The System starts the reconstruction of the model. If a new model is 
created, the System will send back the direction of the model. Otherwise, 
an error is sent back to the ProjectMesh. 
3. The ProjectMesh receives the results of the reconstruction, the direction 
of the model or the error that was sent back if something went wrong. 
Ext./Inc. This use case does not have any inclusion or extension. 
 
 
8.1.4. Consult synchronized resource of a project 
The resources that are available for an existing username and identifier of project are the next 
ones: 
 Images 
 Masks 
 Models 
Name Consult synchronized resource of a project. 
Description The ProjectMesh requests to consult the synchronized resource. 
Actors ProjectMesh. 
Trigger The ProjectMesh system requests to consult the synchronized resource for 
a given username and name of project. 
Preconditions The username and the identifier of the project exist and there has been at 
least synchronization for that project. 
Postconditions It’s returned the requested resource. 
Workflow Main scenario 
1. The ProjectMesh request the information that has been synchronized for 
the identifier of project and the username.  
2. The System returns the synchronized resource. 
Ext./Inc. This use case does not have any inclusion or extension. 
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8.2. Technical Design 
8.2.1. Class Diagram: WebApp Application 
 
The WebApp application is the web-based application that has to respond the requests of the 
ProjectMesh application. The complete Class Diagram of the application is: 
 
Figure 63: Class diagram of the WebApp application. 
 
Every class is coloured in function of its usefulness. The Servlets are coloured in green, the 
utility classes that serve to encapsulate common methods are in blue, the classes that are in 
charge of performing the reconstruction of the model are coloured in red, the listener is 
coloured in yellow and the DataStore is coloured in beige. The next legend illustrates the last 
explanation: 
 
Figure 64: Legend of the Class diagram of the WebApp application. 
 
 class WebApp
HttpServlet
CommonServ let
RegisterServ let UnregisterServ let
ServletContextListener
ApiKeyInitializer
Datastore
ProjectMeshServ let UploadFileServ let
Constant
FileUtility
Utility
Runnable
Pipeline
PointsetCleaner
 class Legend
UtilityServ let Pipeline Listener DataStore
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8.2.2. Class Diagram: Servlets and Listener 
 
The WebApp is based on Java Servlets that help us to extend the capabilities of the server. We 
define a CommonServlet that has the common methods and initializations for the rest of Java 
Servlets of the WebApp.  Apart from the Servlets, there is also a Servlet Listener, the 
ApiKeyInitializer. The ApiKeyInitializer serves to initialize the key identification of the project 
that we are using with the Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) before the first request can be 
attended. Finally, the Datastore could be replaced by other persistent data storage such a 
Database or files. 
 
Figure 65: Class diagram of the Servlets and Listeners. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 CommonServlet: the servlet that is used as a base for the rest of the servlets. The 
common servlet-related methods and the Log4j initialization are located in this class. 
 RegisterServlet: servlet to attend the users’ registrations and store them in the class 
Datastore. 
 UnregisterServlet: servlet to attend the users’ deregistration and delete them from 
the class DataStore. 
 DataStore: class used to store the registration of the users. 
 ProjectMeshServlet: servlet used to respond the request of reconstructions of the 
models. 
 ApiKeyInitializer: listener to add the key of the project that is used by the Google 
Cloud Messaging Service (GCM). This key and the registration identifier are the two 
only identifiers that we need to send messages to the users. 
 UploadFileServlet: servlet dedicated to the synchronization of the images and masks 
for a given username and project. 
 
 class Serv lets and Listen...
ProjectMeshServ let
- serialVersionUID:  long = -21829749506698... {readOnly}
# doGet(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
# doPost(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
+ getServletInfo() : String
- isValidProject(String, String, HttpServletResponse) : boolean
# processRequest(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
Datastore
- logger:  Logger = Logger.getLogge... {readOnly}
- regIds:  List<String> = new ArrayList<S... {readOnly}
- Datastore()
+ getDevices() : List<String>
+ register(String) : void
+ unregister(String) : void
+ updateRegistration(String, String) : void
ServletContextListener
ApiKeyInitializer
+ ATTRIBUTE_ACCESS_KEY:  String = "apiKey" {readOnly}
- logger:  Logger = Logger.getLogge... {readOnly}
- PATH:  String = "/api.key" {readOnly}
+ contextDestroyed(ServletContextEvent) : void
+ contextInitialized(ServletContextEvent) : void
# getKey() : String
UnregisterServ let
- PARAMETER_REG_ID:  String = "regId" {readOnly}
# doPost(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
RegisterServ let
- PARAMETER_REG_ID:  String = "regId" {readOnly}
# doPost(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
HttpServlet
CommonServ let
~ DEBUG:  boolean = true {readOnly}
# logger:  Logger = Logger.getLogge... {readOnly}
- serialVersionUID:  long = -88367629602025... {readOnly}
# doGet(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
# getConfigLog4j() : String
# getFilepathConfigLog4j() : String
# getParameter(HttpServletRequest, String) : String
# getParameter(HttpServletRequest, String, String) : String
+ init() : void
# isEmptyOrNull(String) : boolean
# setSuccess(HttpServletResponse) : void
# setSuccess(HttpServletResponse, int) : void
UploadFileServ let
- serialVersionUID:  long = -75510482275790... {readOnly}
# doGet(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
# doPost(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
- generateFolders(String, String, String) : File
- getFileName(Part) : String
+ getServletInfo() : String
# processRequest(HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse) : void
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8.2.3. Class Diagram: Pipeline 
 
Whenever the user wants to reconstruct a model and the request fulfils the conditions to do it, 
the WebApp uses the two classes on the next Diagram, what we call the Pipeline:  
 
Figure 66: Class diagram of the Pipeline. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 Pipeline: the process of reconstruction of the model is done thanks to this class. The 
Pipeline class executes the different stages of the process in a separated thread in 
order to not block the response of the server a lot of time. That’s the reason why this 
class implements the methods of the Runnable interface. The different stages of the 
pipeline are the next ones: 
o Pre-process of the images. 
o Pre-process of the masks. 
o Launch the Structure From Motion (it’s composed by Sift, Bundler, CMVS and 
PMVS2). 
o Clean the resulting point set with the dedicated class PointSetCleaner. 
o Building the mesh. 
o Sending the results to the user. 
 PointSetCleaner: this class takes the information of the position and orientation of the 
cameras and the mask to clean the noise or outliers of the Structure From Motion 
stage in the pipeline. 
 
 class Pipeline
PointsetCleaner
- cameras:  List<Camera>
# logger:  Logger = Logger.getLogge... {readOnly}
- mModelPLY:  ModelPLY
- mProjectWorkspace:  String
- convertArrayFloat(List<Float>) : float[]
+ executeClean() : boolean
+ getRelationCameraToPMVSCamera(String) : Map<String, String>
- loadingCameras() : void
- loadingModelPLY() : void
- parseBundleOut(String[], String[]) : void
+ PointsetCleaner(String, String)
- projectCameraModel(Camera, ModelPLY) : void
- projectCameras() : void
- r(SimpleMatrix, double, double) : double
- readCamera(String, String, BufferedReader) : Camera
- validateModelPLY(ModelPLY) : void
Runnable
Pipeline
# logger:  Logger = Logger.getLogge... {readOnly}
- mDownscaleFactor:  int
- mFilepathLog4j:  String
- mIdProject:  String
- mProjectWorkspace:  String
- mRegId:  String
- mResultingModel:  String
- mSender:  Sender
- mUsername:  String
- buildMesh() : void
- cleanPointset() : void
- launchSFM() : void
+ Pipeline(String, String, int, String, Sender, String)
- preProcessImages() : void
- preProcessMasks() : void
+ run() : void
- sendingMessageGCM() : void
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8.2.4. Class Diagram: Utilities 
 
The same as the ProjectMesh, the WebApp also has its own utility classes. The class diagram is 
the next one: 
 
Figure 67: Class diagram of the Utility classes. 
 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 FileUtility: class that stores the method in common to manipulate files on the hard 
disk. 
 Utility: general class to store some general utilities. 
 Constant: class to store all the constants that are used inside the WebApp. 
 
 
  
 class Utilities
Utility
+ buildError(int) : String
+ completeStackTrace(Exception) : String
+ computeCurrentInterval(long) : String
+ contains(String[], String) : boolean
+ getDateFormat() : String
+ renameMaskPGM(String) : String
FileUtility
- BYTE:  long = 1024 {readOnly}
+ JPEG:  String = ".jpeg" {readOnly}
+ JPG:  String = ".jpg" {readOnly}
+ PGM:  String = ".pgm" {readOnly}
+ PLY:  String = ".ply" {readOnly}
- SPACE:  String = " " {readOnly}
+ SR:  String = ".sr" {readOnly}
- UNIT_B:  String ([]) = {"B","KB","MB",... {readOnly}
+ acceptEndJPG() : FilenameFilter
+ acceptJPEG() : FileFilter
+ acceptJPG() : FileFilter
+ acceptName(String) : FileFilter
+ acceptPLY() : FileFilter
+ computeSize(File) : long
+ computeSizeHumanFriendly(File) : String
+ copyFile(BufferedInputStream, OutputStream) : void
+ deleteFolderRecursively(File) : void
+ formatSizeHumanFriendly(long) : String
+ listFilesAlphabeticalOrder(File, FilenameFilter) : String[]
Constant
+ ASCII_SUFFIX:  String = ".ASCII" {readOnly}
+ COMA:  String = ", " {readOnly}
+ COMMAND_CONVERT_PLY:  String = "/home/javi/rpl... {readOnly}
+ DATE_FORMAT:  DateFormat = new SimpleDateF... {readOnly}
+ DESTINATION:  String = "destination" {readOnly}
+ DOWNSCALE_FACTOR:  String = "downscalefactor" {readOnly}
+ EMPTY:  String = "" {readOnly}
+ ERROR:  String = "Error" {readOnly}
+ ERROR_INVALID_PROJECT:  int = -1 {readOnly}
+ ERROR_INVALID_PROJECT_STR:  String = "There's no pro... {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NO_CONNECTION:  int = -1 {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NOT_ENOUGH_MASKS:  int = -4 {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NOT_ENOUGH_MASKS_STR:  String = "There must be ... {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NOT_IMAGES:  int = -2 {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NOT_IMAGES_STR:  String = "There aren't a... {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NOT_MASK_STR:  String = "There arent't ... {readOnly}
+ ERROR_NOT_MASKS:  int = -3 {readOnly}
+ FILE:  String = "fi le" {readOnly}
+ FLAG_CMVS:  String = "cmvs" {readOnly}
+ FLAG_NO_CMVS:  String = "no-cmvs" {readOnly}
+ GCM_ERROR_MESSAGE:  String = "gcm_error_message" {readOnly}
+ GCM_ID_PROJECT:  String = "gcm_id_project" {readOnly}
+ GCM_MODEL:  String = "gcm_model" {readOnly}
+ GCM_RESULT:  String = "gcm_result" {readOnly}
+ GCM_RESULT_KO:  String = "gcm_ko" {readOnly}
+ GCM_RESULT_OK:  String = "gcm_ok" {readOnly}
+ GCM_USERNAME:  String = "gcm_username" {readOnly}
+ ID_PROJECT:  String = "idproject" {readOnly}
+ MINIMUM_MASKS:  int = 2 {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FILE_BUNDLE_OUT:  String = "bundle.out" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FILE_PMVS_PLY:  String = "pmvs_options.t... {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FILE_POINTSET_CLEAN:  String = "pointset_clean.ply" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FILE_REL_CAMERAS:  String = "relation_camer... {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_BUNDLE:  String = "bundle" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_BUNDLER:  String = "bundler" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_IMAGES:  String = "images" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_MASKS:  String = "masks" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_MODELS:  String = "models" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_ORIGINAL:  String = "original" {readOnly}
+ PROJECT_FOLDER_PMVS:  String = "pmvs" {readOnly}
+ REG_ID:  String = "regid" {readOnly}
+ SCRIPT_MESHLABSERVER:  String = "/home/javi/bui... {readOnly}
+ SCRIPT_PREPROCESS_IMAGES:  String = "/home/javi/pre... {readOnly}
+ SCRIPT_SFM:  String = "/home/javi/sfm.sh" {readOnly}
+ SPACE:  String = " " {readOnly}
+ SPACED_EQUAL:  String = " = " {readOnly}
+ USERNAME:  String = "username" {readOnly}
+ WEBAPP_DIR:  String = "/apache-tomcat... {readOnly}
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8.2.5. Class Diagram: ModelPLY library 
 
The ModelPLY library is used to load any supported PLY file and it’s used for the WebApp when 
the cleaning of the point set is done, and it also has its own Android version library, which in 
fact is the same code but it’s compiled for the Davilk machine, to load the models on the 
ProjectMesh. The PLY files are known as Polygon File Format or Stanford Traingle Fromat. The 
main use for the PLY files was to store 3D data from 3D scanners. Its format is relatively easy to 
understand and parse, and it’s very flexible at the time of defining our own attributes. The 
codification of the PLY files can be on ASCII text or binary.  An example of ASCII PLY file will be: 
ply 
format ascii 1.0 
comment Comment 
element vertex 99732 
property float x 
property float y 
property float z 
property float nx 
property float ny 
property float nz 
property uchar red 
property uchar green 
property uchar blue 
property uchar alpha 
element face 199464 
property list uchar int vertex_indices 
end_header 
0.160254 0.399202 -5.49138 -0.893327 0.406899 -0.190788 104 99 76 255  
… (99731 vertices more) 
3 2802 2804 2803 
… (199463 faces more) 
 
The loader that we’ve developed is ready to deal with any new attribute that can be added. In 
addition to that, the ModelPLY has varied a lot from its initial version. Firstly, we did not take 
into account the time of loading the model and it only supported a kind of PLY file with vertices 
that have only the 3D coordinates, and faces. The first test in the mobile application were 
frustrating, the model has an average of 20 seconds to load a model with around 80,000 
triangles when there were other mobile applications that take 3 or 4 seconds. Secondly, we 
started to reduce the consumption of memory trying to avoid the sentences like “new 
Object()”, which is known in Java it takes time to set a block in the non-persistent memory to 
work with[Rus99]. We also changed to a BufferedReader object and this change improved the 
time of loading the model to the 15 seconds but it was not enough for the mobile 
application[Shi03]. Finally, we considered to use another feature of Java (and other 
programming languages), the Serialization22. With the Serialization, we can load the model in 
12 or 15 seconds as usual but if we store the ModelPLY object that has been loaded, we can 
deserialize the model in 2 or 3 seconds. This improvement allows us to keep investigating 
about reduction of the initial load. In order to hide this fact to the user, when the object has 
been downloaded in the ProjectMesh application, it serialize as well. Then, the user will always 
see that the model is loaded in less than 3 seconds with models around 80,000 triangles. 
                                                          
22
 Serialization is the process of translating data structures or object state into a format that can be stored (for example, in a file or 
memory buffer, or transmitted across a network connection link) and resurrected later in the same or another computer 
environment. Wikipedia. 
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The Class Diagram of the ModelPLY library is the next one: 
 
Figure 68: Class diagram of the ModelPLY library. 
The classes that form the diagram are the following ones: 
 ModelPLY: this class represents the object that the user can work with to load PLY files 
and parse them. It’s also available the storage and load of the Serialized object of the 
same class. 
 BoundingBox: every object of the class ModelPLY has an object of the BoundinBox 
associated to it. The bounding box is calculated when the PLY file is being parsed. 
 
  
 class ModelPLY
Serializable
ModelPLY
- ASCII:  String = "ascii" {readOnly}
- bb:  BoundingBox
- BLUE:  String = "blue" {readOnly}
- COMMENT:  String = "comment" {readOnly}
- DIFFUSE_BLUE:  String = "diffuse_blue" {readOnly}
- DIFFUSE_GREEN:  String = "diffuse_green" {readOnly}
- DIFFUSE_RED:  String = "diffuse_red" {readOnly}
- ELEMENT:  String = "element" {readOnly}
- END_HEADER:  String = "end_header" {readOnly}
- END_LINE:  String = "\n" {readOnly}
- FACE:  String = "face" {readOnly}
- faces:  int ([])
- FLOAT:  String = "float" {readOnly}
- FORMAT:  String = "format" {readOnly}
- GREEN:  String = "green" {readOnly}
- INT:  String = "int" {readOnly}
- LIST:  String = "l ist" {readOnly}
~ numFaces:  int
~ numVertices:  int
- NX:  String = "nx" {readOnly}
- NY:  String = "ny" {readOnly}
- NZ:  String = "nz" {readOnly}
- PLY:  String = "ply" {readOnly}
- PROPERTY:  String = "property" {readOnly}
- propFaces:  List<PropertyPLY>
- propVertices:  List<PropertyPLY>
- RED:  String = "red" {readOnly}
- serialVersionUID:  long = -71533737047986... {readOnly}
- SPACE:  String = " " {readOnly}
- UCHAR:  String = "uchar" {readOnly}
- VERTEX:  String = "vertex" {readOnly}
- vertices:  float ([])
+ X:  String = "x" {readOnly}
+ Y:  String = "y" {readOnly}
+ Z:  String = "z" {readOnly}
- countValidVertexProperties() : int
+ deserializeModelPLY(String) : ModelPLY
+ getBb() : BoundingBox
+ getFaces() : int[]
+ getNumFaces() : int
+ getNumVertices() : int
- getPropertiesElement(BufferedReader, List<PropertyPLY>) : String
+ getPropFaces() : List<PropertyPLY>
+ getPropVertices() : List<PropertyPLY>
+ getVertices() : float[]
- isAllowedVertexProperty(String) : boolean
- isColorProperty(String) : boolean
+ ModelPLY(File)
+ printInfo() : String
+ printProperties(List<PropertyPLY>, StringBuilder) : void
+ serializeModelPLY(ModelPLY, String) : void
+ setBb(BoundingBox) : void
+ setFaces(int[]) : void
+ setNumFaces(int) : void
+ setNumVertices(int) : void
+ setPropFaces(List<PropertyPLY>) : void
+ setPropVertices(List<PropertyPLY>) : void
+ setVertices(float[]) : void
+ store(String) : void
Serializable
BoundingBox
- max:  float ([])
- min:  float ([])
- serialVersionUID:  long = -67332958160143... {readOnly}
+ X:  byte = 0 {readOnly}
+ Y:  byte = 1 {readOnly}
+ Z:  byte = 2 {readOnly}
+ BoundingBox()
+ getMax() : float[]
+ getMin() : float[]
+ update(byte, float) : void
-bb
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8.3. Technical and Functional Information 
 
8.3.1. Pipeline 
 
The Pipeline is where the action is performed. The Pipeline class is composed by stages that 
are executed orderly and in a separated thread. We are going to describe and expand every 
stage with more details about the internal operations that are performed inside this class and 
how they are done. However, we firstly proceed to explain how the information is stored in 
the WebApp: 
 /webapp_dir/username/id_project/images/original: in this folder is where the 
original images are stored. The images are numbered by nnn on n is a digit from 0 to 9.  
 /webapp_dir/username/id_project/images: this folder contains the downscaled 
images and the Sift’s keys for every image. 
 /webapp_dir/username/id_project/masks: this folder store the masks that are used 
to clean the point set and the downscale mask on PGM file. The relation with the 
images over which they were drawn is stated by the name of the file. For instance, if a 
mask is named 001.jpg, it is the mask of the image 001.jpg that is stored on the folder 
/webapp_dir/username/id_project/images/original. 
 /webapp_dir/username/id_project/bundler: this folder contains the output of the 
process of Bundler. 
 /webapp_dir/username/id_project/bundler/pmvs: this folder contains the output of 
the process of PMVS2. 
 /webapp_dir/username/id_project/models: this folder is where the resulting models 
of the project are stored. 
 
 
1. Pre-process the images 
The pre-process of the images is composed by the downscale of the images from the original 
ones. This process is done by the script “preProcessImages.sh” that realizes the next 
operations: 
1. Remove all the Sift’s keys and images of the last execution of the Pipeline, if they exist. 
2. Remove all the images that were used for the last execution of the Pipeline, if they exist. 
3. All the original images are copy from /webapp_dir/username/id_project/images/original 
to /webapp_dir/username/id_project/images. 
4. If the User chooses a downscale factor less than the 100% of the original images, the 
image will be downscaled with the ImageMagick command line convert. Otherwise, the 
copied images will maintain their current state. 
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2. Pre-process the masks 
This pre-process copes with the downscale factor and change the format of the masks that are 
used to clean the point set. Besides, the mask can have different sizes respect to the original 
images because they are defined in function of the size of the screen available of the handheld 
devices. Then, we always have to adapt the size of the masks to the size of the images. The 
steps that are done for this pre-process are the next ones: 
1. For every mask, we have to consult the size of its related image and downscale it. 
2. For every mask, we have to change the format to the PGM file. 
3. Store all the treated images in the folder /webapp_dir/username/id_project/masks. 
 
 
3. Launch Structure From Motion 
The chain of the third-party programs to reconstruct the model, Sift, Bundler, CMVS and PMVS 
are launched with the script “sfm.sh”. The three parameters that we have to provide to the 
script are the source of the images, the destination of the results and the flag cmvs or no-cmvs, 
if we want to use the CMVS program. An example of a typical call to this script will be the:  
sfm.sh /folder_images /results cmvs (or no-cmvs if we do not want to use it) 
 
This script performs the next tasks: 
1. It validates that the number of parameters passed to the script are valid and the third 
parameter is the flag cmvs or no-cmvs.  
2. It launches the script “RunBundler.sh” that is responsible of executing the Sift program, 
extract information of the cameras that were used to take the images and running the 
Bundler program to obtain the orientation and position of the cameras (and a preliminary 
sparse point set). 
3. The results of the output of Bundler are not directly compatible with the PMVS program, 
so the script also launches the Bundle2PMVS program to adapt the information for the 
PMVS program. 
4. The cameras or images contain radial distortions that have to be fixed using the command 
RadialUndisort. 
5. Bundler discards some images because they do not share any enough features among the 
images. At the same time renumbered all the images again without counting the discarded 
ones. We need to know which is the new relation between the original images/cameras 
and the final ones. To do this, it’s added inside the script a loop that creates a file 
/webapp_dir/username/id_project/bundler/relation_camera.txt. The 
“relation_camera.txt” contains the relation that will be used to perform the clean of the 
point set. 
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6. The creation of the vis.dat for the PMVS, which is a needed input of PMVS, is done thanks 
to the command Bundle2Vis. 
7. It launches the CMVS if the flag was set to “cmvs” or this step is skipped if the flag was set 
to “no-cmvs”. 
8. Finally, the command PMVS2 is launched to reconstruct the model and it will return us the 
resulting point set.  
 
 
4. Clean point set 
In order to clean the point set, it was developed the PointsetCleaner class that only needs the 
path to the current project. When the PointsetCleaner is executing, it takes the next steps: 
1. Loading the model. The class uses the ModelPLY library to load the model and store it on 
an internal attribute called mModelPLY. 
 
2. Loading the cameras. All the path of the cameras (or images) and masks are loaded. Then, 
the class opens the Bundler file that has the information of all the selected cameras that 
are used to reconstruct the scene or model. The file that contains this information is 
located in /webapp_dir/username/id_project/bundler/bundle/bundle.out.  
 
We have to stress that the file “bundle.out” only contains the cameras that have been 
selected and it exists the chance that some images have been discarded by Bundler. In 
order to solve this misfit, the class loads an auxiliary map with the relation between the 
original cameras and the cameras have been used for the PMVS2, this relation was stored 
in the file “relation_camera.txt” when it was launched the Structure From Motion script. 
The auxiliary map has as key with the name of the original camera and the content is the 
related camera, if there is. Otherwise, a null is returned from the map, indicating that the 
original image has not been used to reconstruct the scene or model. 
 
Continuing with the load of the cameras, the class executes a loop where it’s validated 
every camera that has mask and it has been used for the PMVS2. If these two conditions 
are fulfilled, the class stores the name of the camera (file), the relation with the camera 
that was used for PMVS2, focal length, the k1 and k2 (radial distortion coefficients), the 
rotation 3x3 matrix and the 3-vector of the translation of the current camera in an internal 
class named Camera. This subset of cameras is stored in another internal attribute of the 
class that is named mCameras. 
 
3. Project the cameras. This step performs a projective texture mapping using as a texture 
the mask, so all the points that are coloured in black by the mask are deleted and the 
points that are coloured in white are kept. The class applies the projective texture mapping 
for every camera, deleting the black points.  
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Consequently, we had to develop the projection of the mask over the point set to delete 
the vertices that were coloured in black and maintain the vertices coloured in white. As it 
was explained in the section of How to project a 3D point into a camera inside the chapter 
of Bundler in the Architecture of the project, we use the following formulas to do the 
conversion from world coordinates to pixel coordinates of the image: 
Conversion from world to camera 
coordinates 
        
Perspective division 
   
  
   
 
Scaling factor to undo the radial 
distortion 
 ( )         ‖ ‖     ‖ ‖  
Conversion to pixel coordinates        ( )    
 
Finally, we developed the method projectCameraModel which deletes all the vertices that 
are coloured in black (red, green, blue ≤ 50) and update the current model with only the 
vertices that are coloured in white using the formulas above. This method controls the 
vertices that are outside the image, deleting them as well. The algorithm to clean the 
model using a camera and the model is the next one: 
private void projectCameraModel(Camera camera, ModelPLY model) throws Exception { 
 
// Validation of the model 
validateModelPLY(model); 
double focalLength = camera.getFocalLength(); // Focal length 
double k1 = camera.getK1(), k2 = camera.getK2();// k1 and k2 distortion coef. 
double[][] rotationMatrix = camera.getRotationMatrix(); // Rotation matrix  
double[][] translationMatrix = camera.getTranslationMatrix();// Translation matrix 
SimpleMatrix rotation = new SimpleMatrix(rotationMatrix); 
SimpleMatrix translation = new SimpleMatrix(translationMatrix); 
 
String fileMaskPGM = FileUtility.renameMaskPGM(camera.name); 
ImageInfo maskInfo = new ImageInfo(fileMaskPGM); // Mask 
MagickImage maskMagick = new MagickImage(maskInfo); 
int widthImage = (int)maskMagick.getDimension().getWidth(); 
int heightImage = (int) maskMagick.getDimension().getHeight(); 
 
float vertices[] = model.getVertices();// The vertices 
int totalPropVertex = model.getPropVertices().size(); // Properties of each vertex  
List<Float> resultVertices = new ArrayList<Float>(); 
 
// The array of vertices contains all the attributes of the verxtex 
for (int i = 0; i < vertices.length-totalPropVertex+1; i=i+totalPropVertex) { 
 
  double[][] positionMatrix = new double[][]{{vertices[i]}, {vertices[i+1]}, 
{vertices[i+2]}}; 
 
  // Change coordinate without the optical distortion to avoid errors 
  SimpleMatrix position = new SimpleMatrix(positionMatrix); 
  SimpleMatrix P = rotation.mult(position).plus(translation); 
  P = P.divide(P.get(2, 0)); 
  SimpleMatrix p = P.negative(); 
  SimpleMatrix p2 = new SimpleMatrix(p); 
  p2.set(0, 0, focalLength * p.get(0, 0)); 
  p2.set(1, 0, focalLength * p.get(1, 0)); 
  double x = p2.get(0, 0); 
  double y = p2.get(1, 0); 
 
  if (Math.abs(x) <= (widthImage/2)-1 && (Math.abs(y) <= (heightImage/2)-1)) { 
    // Change coordinates with the optical distortion 
    Double result = focalLength * r(p, k1, k2); 
    p2 = new SimpleMatrix(p); 
    p2.set(0, 0, result * p.get(0, 0)); 
    p2.set(1, 0, result * p.get(1, 0)); 
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    x = p2.get(0, 0); 
    y = p2.get(1, 0); 
    double xC = x + (widthImage/2); 
    double yC = -y + (heightImage/2); 
    PixelPacket pixelPacket = maskMagick.getOnePixel((int)xC, (int)yC); 
 
    if (xC < widthImage-1 && 1 <= xC && yC < heightImage-1 && 1 <= yC && 
pixelPacket.getGreen() > 50 && pixelPacket.getBlue() > 50 && pixelPacket.getRed() > 
50)) { 
 
      // It's in the white zone 
      for (int j=0; j < totalPropVertex; j++) { 
        resultVertices.add(vertices[i+j]); 
      } 
    } 
  } 
float[] convertedVertices = convertArrayFloat(resultVertices); 
model.setVertices(convertedVertices); 
model.setNumVertices(convertedVertices.length / model.getPropVertices().size()); 
} 
  
 
5. Build the mesh 
Once the point set has been cleaned from the outliers and noise, the class Pipeline reconstruct 
the mesh using the command line meshlabserver that is included with the Meshlab 
application. The meshlabserver program needs a script which collects all the actions are going 
to be applied to the input mesh and the result will be stored in the output mesh. The 
meshlabserver is run with the next command: 
 meshlabserver –s script.mlx –om vc vn –i input_mesh –o output_mesh 
o vc means that the colours are transferred to the output_mesh 
o vn means that the normals are transferred to the output_mesh 
 
The main problem of the meshlabserver is that we do not have enough parameters to 
configure the type of output that we need. Then, after executing the meshlabserver to 
reconstruct the point set using the Poisson Surface Reconstruction algorithm, the resulting 
model is saved on a binary PLY file. To convert the binary PLY file to ASCII PLY file, the Pipeline 
also uses implemented library called RPly by Diego Nehab[Neh13]. This library allows us to 
convert the binary PLY files to ASCII PLY files fast. To do the conversion, the command line is: 
 convert –a input_binary_ply output_ascii_ply 
 
6. Send the results to the ProjectMesh application 
If the model has been reconstructed successfully, the link with the direction of the resulting 
model is sent to the ProjectMesh. The ProjectMesh will download the resulting model when it 
will receive the message from the Google Cloud Messaging. 
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9. Results 
 
First of all, we can assure that all the goals of the project are fulfilled thanks to the 
development of the ProjectMesh and WebApp applications, as we have seen on the previous 
sections. Consequently, the essential requirements have been reached and reviewed as well. 
 
Testing both applications we have detected that the pipeline (Sift, Bundler, CMVS and PMVS2) 
of the WebApp is strongly affected by the computer is running it. Some of the examples 
presented on the following sections have been generated from a personal computer instead of 
the laptop that was used to develop the applications. This fact happens because the PMVS2 
process crashed when it is running out of memory, so we had to use a more powerful 
computer to deal with those reconstructions (normally reconstructions with images of more 
than 5 Megapixels). Consequently, the reconstructions are based on images that have been 
taken with the camera Canon EOS 500D, have been reconstructed using a personal computer 
instead of the laptop.  
 
Performing the test we have detected that the sparser point set tends to have more white 
zones over the surface of the model than the point set that are denser. This drawback could be 
solved using some post-process to detect those white zones and colour them in function of the 
vertices of the neighbourhood. 
 
Furthermore, we have obtained better models using the Canon EOS 500D than the images that 
were taken from the handheld devices. The quality of the lenses and maybe the algorithm to 
encode the images as JPEG files seem to be better in reflexes cameras.  
 
Analysing the time it took to reconstruct the models of Desconsol and Marc, we notice that the 
most time-consuming part is related with the “Structure From Motion” pipeline. We present 
the graphic of the different downscale factors for both models (Figure 69). As we know the 
“Structure From Motion” pipeline is the part that takes more time, we have decided to divide 
it by its sub-tasks. Typically, the steps for the complete pipeline are the pre-process of the 
images, the pre-process of the masks, the launch of SFM (step has been divided by 
Sift+Bundler, CMVS and PMVS2), the clean of the point set and the build of the mesh. 
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 Figure 69: Graphic with the times it took for every step for the test that used the reflex camera. 
On the graphic above, we can see that that the part it takes more time is the extraction of the 
keypoints of the images and the Bundler process. The other two models, which are the rabbit 
and volley ball, even they are using a camera with lower resolution than the reflex camera, we 
appreciate the same tendency (Figure 70). 
 
 Figure 70: Graphic with the times it took for every step for the test that used the smart phone camera. 
 
Finally, dealing with the performance factor, we find critical to use multithreading 
techniques[Deb10] or other machines to perform some tasks that are not related among them. 
For instance, the extraction of the keypoints inside the images could be done in separate 
threads to reduce the time-consuming tasks of find the keypoints. We think it’s also 
mandatory to use more intensively the CMVS defining a set of clusters to run the PMVS2 in 
different machines or different threads to reduce the time of reconstruction.  
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9.1. Desconsol - Landscape 
This replicated sculpture is named “Desconsol” and it was made by Josep LLimona in 1903.  It 
can be found on the Parc de la Ciutadella (Barcelona). This test has been performed using a 
personal computer instead of the laptop because the crashes of the adopted pipeline on low 
memory conditions. 
 
Figure 71: Collage of some images that has been used to reconstruct the sculpture Desconsol. 
An example of point set generated when the downscale is 75% is presented in the next image: 
 
Figure 72: Point set of the sculpture Desconsol with a downscale factor of 75%. 
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9.1.1. Desconsol – Landscape – 75% 
 
Model  
Name Desconsol Downscale factor 0.75 
Total images 52 Total images used 52 
Total masks 3 Total masks used 3 
Original images width 4752 Original images height 3168 
Images width 3564 Images height 2376 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 3.74 MB 
Number triangles 245,430 Size model 12.9 MB 
Camera 
Name Canon EOS 500D CCD Width 22.71 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 2 min 12 s  
Pre-process Masks 5 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 5 h 17 min 56 s  
CMVS 3s  
PMVS2 1 h 8 min  
Total SFM 6 h 26 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 17 s  
Loading cameras 135 ms 
Project cameras 11 s  
Total Clean 33 s  
Build mesh 17 s  
Total 6 h 29 min  
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Figure 73: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the sculpture Desconsol 
with a downscale factor of 75%. 
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9.1.2. Desconsol – Landscape –50% 
 
Model  
Name Desconsol Downscale factor 0.5 
Total images 52 Total images used 52 
Total masks 3 Total masks used 3 
Original images width 4752 Original images height 3168 
Images width 2376 Images height 1584 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 1.85 MB 
Number triangles 134,008 Size model 6.97 MB 
Camera 
Name Canon EOS 500D CCD Width 22.71 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 1 min 42 s  
Pre-process Masks 2 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 3h 9 min  
CMVS 2s  
PMVS2 23 min 12 s  
Total SFM 3h 32 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 2 s 
Loading cameras 6 ms 
Project cameras 5 s 
Total Clean 7 s 
Build mesh 20 s 
Total 3 h 35 min  
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Figure 74: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the sculpture Desconsol 
with a downscale factor of 50%. 
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9.1.3. Desconsol – Landscape – 25% 
 
Model  
Name Desconsol Downscale factor 0.25 
Total images 52 Total images used 52 
Total masks 3 Total masks used 3 
Original images width 4752 Original images height 3168 
Images width 1118 Images height 792 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 588.47 KB 
Number triangles 41,636 Size model 2.12 MB 
Camera 
Name Canon EOS 500D CCD Width 22.71 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 1 min 21 s  
Pre-process Masks 1 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 54 min 9 s  
CMVS 948 ms 
PMVS2 7 min 14 s  
Total SFM 1h 1 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 865 ms 
Loading cameras 7 ms 
Project cameras 2 s  
Total Clean 2 s 
Build mesh 7 s  
Total 1h 2 min 
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Figure 75: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the sculpture Desconsol 
with a downscale factor of 25%. 
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9.1.4. Comparison models 
 
Downscale 75% Downscale 50% Downscale 25% 
   
   
   
 
We can appreciate that the best reconstruction of the Desconsol sculpture is using a 
downscale factor of 75%. The main drawback is the time-consuming tasks of reconstruction for 
the model with the 75% downscale factor that took 6 hours and a half. Besides, the lower is 
the factor, the hands of the sculpture keep disappearing and the woman is absorbed by her 
stand. Even though the masks are not properly defined for this model, they serve to delete a 
big part of the outliers and noise that is presented around the model. This can be seen over 
the woman’s back where some points of the background of the images are considered to be 
near the woman’s back. The noise that is over the woman’s back, coloured her back. The 
masks were used to the three models did not have holes, which means that it has not zones 
coloured in black inside the white zone. Although, there were not holes or gaps in the masks, 
we can appreciate that two models have a hole, for the raised view, the models of the 
downscale factor 75% and 50%. 
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9.2. Marc - Landscape 
This sculpture is named Marc and it has been made by Robert Llimós. We can find it on the 
Villa Olímpica (Barcelona). 
 
Figure 76: Collage of some image that have been used to reconstruct the sculpture Marc. 
An example of point set (with a lot of noise and outliers) generated when the downscale factor 
is 75% is presented in the next image: 
 
Figure 77: Example of the resulting point set of the sculpture Marc with a downscale factor of 75%. 
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9.2.1. Marc – Landscape – 75% 
 
Model  
Name Marc Downscale factor 0.75 
Total images 38 Total images used 38 
Total masks 4 Total masks used 4 
Original images width 4752 Original images height 3168 
Images width 3564 Images height 2376 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 3.72 MB 
Number triangles 292,964 Size model 15.2 MB 
Camera 
Name Canon EOS 500D CCD Width 22.71 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 1 min 48 s  
Pre-process Masks 6 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 3h 23min  
CMVS 2 s  
PMVS2 39 min 11 s  
Total SFM 4 h 2 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 10 s  
Loading cameras 100 ms 
Project cameras 9 s  
Total Clean 19 s  
Build mesh 32 s  
Total 4 h 5 min  
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Figure 78: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the sculpture Marc with 
a downscale factor of 75%. 
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9.2.2. Marc – Landscape – 50% 
 
Model  
Name Marc Downscale factor 0.5 
Total images 38 Total images used 38 
Total masks 4 Total masks used 4 
Original images width 4752 Original images height 3168 
Images width 2376 Images height 1584 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 1.86 MB 
Number triangles 92,608 Size model 4.68 MB 
Camera 
Name Canon EOS 500D CCD Width 22.71 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 1 min 12 s  
Pre-process Masks 4 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 1 h 37 min  
CMVS 1 s  
PMVS2 22 min 23 s  
Total SFM 1 h 59 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 1 s  
Loading cameras 15 ms 
Project cameras 4 s  
Total Clean 5 s 
Build mesh 16 s  
Total 2 h 1 min  
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Figure 79: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the sculpture Marc with 
a downscale factor of 50%. 
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9.2.3. Marc – Landscape – 25% 
 
Model  
Name Marc Downscale factor 0.25 
Total images 38 Total images used 38 
Total masks 4 Total masks used 4 
Original images width 4752 Original images height 3168 
Images width 1188 Images height 792 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 591.05 KB 
Number triangles 11144 Size model 550 KB 
Camera 
Name Canon EOS 500D CCD Width 22.71 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 56 s  
Pre-process Masks 3 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 24 min 48 s  
CMVS 320 ms 
PMVS2 5 min 49 s  
Total SFM 30 min 38 s  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 582 ms 
Loading cameras 5 ms 
Project cameras 1 s  
Total Clean 2 s  
Build mesh 3 s  
Total 31 min 43 s 
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Figure 80: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the sculpture Marc with 
a downscale factor of 25%. 
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9.2.4. Comparison models 
Marc 75% Marc 50% Marc 25% 
   
   
   
 
Comparing the three models, we can notice the level of detail for the reconstruction of the 
sculpture Marc with the downscale factor of 75% is far greater than the 50% and 25% 
downscaled factor. We can also see the fingers on the cross view for the model with the 
downscale factor of 75%, while in the other models the fingers of the hand have disappeared. 
It’s also important to see that the quantity of vertices is enough to reduce the zones where 
there is a lack of colour for the downscale factor of 75%. Apart from that, we reached a poor 
level of detail when the downscale factor is below or equal to the 25% of downscale factor. 
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9.3. Rabbit - Portrait 
 
Figure 81: Collage of some images that have been used to reconstruct the toy Rabbit. 
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9.3.1. Rabbit – Portrait – 100% 
 
Model  
Name Rabbit Scale factor 1 
Total images 49 Total images used 49 
Total masks 4 Total masks used 4 
Original images width 2448 Original images height 3264 
Images width 2448 Images height 3264 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 1.64 MB 
Number triangles 284,246 Size model 14.6 MB 
Camera 
Name LGE Nexus 4 CCD Width 3.6 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 23 s  
Pre-process Masks 8 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 17 min 7 s  
CMVS 356 ms 
PMVS2 10 min 5 s  
Total SFM 27 min 12 s  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 4 s  
Loading cameras 2 ms 
Project cameras 26 s  
Total Clean 31 s  
Build mesh 21 s  
Total 24 min 34 s 
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Figure 82: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the toy Rabbit with a 
scale factor of 100%. 
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9.3.2. Rabbit – Portrait – 90% 
 
Model  
Name Rabbit Downscale factor 0.9 
Total images 49 Total images used 49 
Total masks 4 Total masks used 4 
Original images width 2448 Original images height 3264 
Images width 2203 Images height 2938 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 1.32 MB 
Number triangles 259,992 Size model 13.3 MB 
Camera 
Name LGE Nexus 4 CCD Width 3.6 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 25 s  
Pre-process Masks 995 ms 
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 14 min 57s  
CMVS 151 ms 
PMVS2 8 min 12 s 
Total SFM 23 min 9 s  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 86 ms 
Loading cameras 23 ms 
Project cameras 6 s 
Total Clean 6 s 
Build mesh 20 s 
Total 24 min 2 s 
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Figure 83: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the toy Rabbit with a 
downscale factor of 90%. 
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9.3.3. Rabbit – Portrait – 80% 
 
Model  
Name Rabbit Downscale factor 0.8 
Total images 49 Total images used 49 
Total masks 4 Total masks used 4 
Original images width 2448 Original images height 3264 
Images width 1958 Images height 2611 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 1.12 MB 
Number triangles 191,522 Size model 9.7 MB 
Camera 
Name LGE Nexus 4 CCD Width 3.6 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 33 s 
Pre-process Masks 985 ms 
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 13 min 40 s  
CMVS 222 ms 
PMVS2 6 min 16 s  
Total SFM 19 min 56 s 
Clean Point Set Loading point set 1 s 
Loading cameras 3 ms 
Project cameras 7 s  
Total Clean 8 s 
Build mesh 12 s 
Total 20 min 51 s 
 
For this model, the masks have deleted part of the model because the lack of precision when 
the images and the masks are downscaled. With a downscale factor under 75%, the model is 
not reconstructed by the lack of information. 
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Figure 84: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the toy Rabbit with a 
downscale factor of 80%. 
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9.3.4. Comparison models 
 
Scale factor 100% Downscale 90% Downscale 80% 
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Comparing these models that are lack of some information by the behind part, we can 
appreciate that the greater is the image, the more vertices are added to the model and as a 
consequence, the model will have more triangles. Secondly, the reduction of vertices provokes 
that it’s easier to transfer the colours of the point set to the Poisson surface reconstruction. 
We can see this effect comparing the scale factor 100% and downscale 90%, which the model 
of the downscale 90% has less zones in white. Finally, the model of the downscale 80% has 
suffered the inconvenience of the downscaled masks to adapt them to the images. As it was 
said, from a downscale factor of 75% and below, the pipeline can not return a point set with 
enough vertices to build the resulting mesh. 
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9.4. Volley ball - Portrait 
 
We also tested the reconstruction with an object that is spherical. In this case we have chosen 
a Volley ball. 
 
Figure 85: The Volley ball that has been used to this test. 
 
An example of the resulting point set with the scale factor is 100% is the next one: 
 
Figure 86: The resulting point set for the test of the Volley ball with a scale factor of 100%. 
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9.4.1. Volley ball – Portrait – 100% 
 
Model  
Name Volley ball Scale factor 1 
Total images 62 Total images used 62 
Total masks 5 Total masks used 5 
Original images width 2448 Original images height 3264 
Images width 2448 Images height 3264 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 2.03 MB 
Number triangles 414,626 Size model 21.7 MB 
Camera 
Name LGE Nexus 4 CCD Width 3.6 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 340 ms 
Pre-process Masks 4 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 2 h 8 min  
CMVS 836 ms 
PMVS2 1 h 18 min  
Total SFM 3 h 26 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 12 s  
Loading cameras 71 ms 
Project cameras 23 s  
Total Clean 35 s  
Build mesh 1 min 11 s  
Total 3 h 28 min  
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Figure 87: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the Volley ball with a 
scale factor of 100%. 
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9.4.2. Volley ball – Portrait – 75% 
 
Model  
Name Volley ball Downscale factor 0.75 
Total images 62 Total images used 62 
Total masks 5 Total masks used 5 
Original images width 2448 Original images height 3264 
Images width 1836 Images height 2448 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 1.19 MB 
Number triangles 354,678 Size model 18.5 MB 
Camera 
Name LGE Nexus 4 CCD Width 3.6 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 47 s  
Pre-process Masks 1 s  
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 51 min 1 s  
CMVS 1 s  
PMVS2 18 min 19 s  
Total SFM 1 h 9 min  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 1 s  
Loading cameras 186 ms 
Project cameras 16 s  
Total Clean 18 s  
Build mesh 27 s  
Total 1 h 10 min  
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Figure 88: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the Volley ball with a 
downscale factor of 75%. 
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9.4.3. Volley ball – Portrait – 50% 
 
Model  
Name Volley ball Downscale factor 0.5 
Total images 62 Total images used 62 
Total masks 5 Total masks used 5 
Original images width 2448 Original images height 3264 
Images width 1224 Images height 1632 
CMVS Yes Avg. Downscale Image 569.75 KB 
Number triangles 170,062 Size model 8.67 MB 
Camera 
Name LGE Nexus 4 CCD Width 3.6 mm 
Timing 
Pre-process Images 27 s  
Pre-process Masks 544 ms 
Launch SFM Sift + Bundler 38 min 9 s  
CMVS 469 ms 
PMVS2 6 min 20 s  
Total SFM 44 min 30 s  
Clean Point Set Loading point set 792 ms 
Loading cameras 3 ms 
Project cameras 5 s  
Total Clean 6 s  
Build mesh 13 s  
Total 45 min 17 s  
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Figure 89: Front view (up left), cross view (up right), raised view (down left) and free view (down right) of the Volley ball with a 
downscale factor of 50%. 
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9.4.4. Comparison models 
 
Scale factor 100% Downscale 75% Downscale 50% 
   
   
   
 
For the reconstruction of this model, we can see that the masks, which were used for the scale 
factor of 100%, were not accurate enough so there are a lot of noise and outliers that has been 
reconstructed as well. For the rest of the tests (75% and 50%), the masks were defined again. 
Apart from that, we can again appreciate the greater the images are, the more accurate is the 
form of the object but the transfer of the colour works worst. The main reason of this fact is 
due to the sparser point set that is resulting from the images. Comparing the model of the 
downscale factor of 50%, which have the vertices closer among them, and the scale factor of 
100%, we can see that it’s more coloured the model of the 50% downscale factor.   
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10. Conclusion 
 
10.1. Future work 
 
10.1.1. ProjectMesh 
 
The ProjectMesh could be improved with the following points: 
 OpenGL ES 3.0. Theoretically, the OpenGL ES 3.0 is backward compatible with the OpenGL 
ES 2.0. It will be an improvement to adapt the ProjectMesh application to those new 
devices that can support the 3.0 version and this will not consume a lot of time. The main 
problem is that nowadays there are not lots of devices that support the OpenGL ES 3.0. 
 User interface evaluation. We could realize a study of usability of the application to detect 
which are the users’ patterns and behaviours. It will also be interesting to get the feedback 
of the users and try to solve the weaknesses and improve the strengths. 
 Change the UI. The principles guide that is posted on the Android developers’ web page 
establishes some considerations in the UI for the applications. For instance, it will be a 
good idea to use drawers for the main menu of the application. The drawer is a sliding 
menu on the left part of the screen that appears when the user slides the finger from the 
left of the screen to the centre. This component is starting to be used broadly among the 
new applications. We consider it’s a functional menu and it serves to keep on the 
application up-to-date. We could also take into consideration the feedback obtained for 
the previous point. 
 Extract model from video. There are exiting applications that reconstruct the scene from 
videos. Practically, it will be easy to extract a set of images from a given video and process 
those images with the current pipeline. The user could even choose the times of the video 
that she/he wants to use as images or those images could be taken from a given number 
as an input and dividing the time of the video, so from each segment to take an image 
between the initial time and the final time of the segment.  
 Export the model to other formats. It will be interesting to allow the user to export the 
model to other formats. Thus, the user will have more flexibility to work with the 
reconstructed model. 
 Expand the viewer of models to support other formats. Consequently, the exportation to 
other formats will have to allow the user to visualize them as well.  
 Button share for the models. The share button is commonly used by almost the most 
important applications. This button allows the user to export some kind of information 
that she/he is visualizing. The ProjectMesh could incorporate the share button to share 
models with other applications (for instance to share models via email), images, 
information of a given project, on social networks and so on. 
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 Add new functionalities managing projects. There are some functionalities that can be 
added and it would help the user have more flexibility at the time of work with projects. 
For instance, to delete some images, sort images, delete models. 
 Retrieve the point set to compare with the resulting model. It could be useful to return 
the original point set to have an idea of what is being deleted or chosen to reconstruct the 
model. 
 Choose the reconstruction algorithm for the mesh. There has been a huge effort to find 
very good algorithms that can be used to reconstruct meshes, the Poisson surface 
reconstructions is one of them. The ProjectMesh could be extended with a list of 
reconstructions algorithms at the time of launching the reconstruction. Then, if the user 
knows the pros and cons of a given algorithm and it wants to try another one, the 
ProjectMesh and the WebApp should be prepared to support these choices for the 
reconstruction. 
 Clean the point set before applying the masks or without using the masks. An alternative 
to define the masks where the model is located will be to retrieve the resulting point set 
and delete the vertices of the point set manually from the mobile application. The user 
could orientate and translate the camera wherever she/he needed in order to select a set 
of vertices to be deleted.  Once the user would have trimmed the model from the outliers 
and noise, the trimmed point set would be sent to the server to finalize the 
reconstructions of the model using the mask or without using the masks, and applying the 
algorithm to reconstruct the mesh. 
 Colour for some zones new areas of the resulting mesh. We have noticed on the results 
that when the Poisson surface reconstruction is applied, the colours of the original point 
set are transferred to the mask, although there are zones where the surface has been 
inferred and there is not information about the colour. In order to solve these zones with 
lack of colour, we could build an algorithm that finds the vertices without colour and 
interpolate them with respect to the colour of the neighbours. This algorithm should start 
for those new vertices that have more neighbours with colours. 
 Changing the masks and not launch the SFM. Once the resulting model is sent back, the 
user can notice that there is some noise or outlier that has been added to the resulting 
model. If the downscale factor and the images are preserved for the next reconstruction, 
the pipeline can avoid running the “Struture From Motion” pipeline and performing the 
cleaning of the mesh with the previous resulting point set, since the cameras maintain the 
same position and orientation. We performed this task manually and it only takes a few 
seconds to establish the clean as it has been showed in the results of the project. 
 Optimization of the synchronization. The main idea of the synchronization was to consult 
the information that was stored on the server and after that, deciding which images and 
masks had to be uploaded. Another idea was if for any reason the message of the resulting 
reconstruction could not be returned back, the synchronization could download the 
models that were finished without waiting to an answer by the server. 
 Add background to the images. From the same way that the model is reconstructed, it 
could be reconstructed part of the background and present it with the resulting model. 
The user could choose this possibility and if it’s chosen, she/he will have to define the 
masks for the background. 
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 Updating the GCM Messaging. It has been released a new library for the Android version 
that is called play-services and this library contains different methods to register the 
devices on the server easier. 
 
 
10.1.2. WebApp 
 
The WebApp could be improved with the next points: 
 Multithreading. The pre-processes for the images could be done using multithreading 
techniques because every image is treated separately and we do not need to process them 
orderly. The same occurs for the pre-process of the masks, after the pre-process of the 
images has finished, we can pre-process every mask in a different thread. Other steps that 
can be improved are the extraction of keypoints from the images, which is the first step of 
the “Structure From Motion” pipeline and taking advantage of CMVS to reconstruct by 
clusters. 
 Web application. The WebApp could include a web interface in order to manage the 
projects via web. It will be relatively easy to develop a simple UI where the user can 
perform the same operations that are done by the ProjectMesh application. Moreover, 
there are already some simple HTML pages included in the WebApp for debugging 
purposes. 
 Bundler initial pair. Bundler allows us to specify the two initial images that have to be used 
to find the rest of the cameras. This configuration that bundler offers us can improve the 
reconstruction and start the reconstruction for the zone of interest. 
 CMVS with other machines or using multithreading. We can speed up the reconstruction 
using different machines or different threads for the reconstruction of the model. It will be 
important to study which will be the best solution to run the PMVS2 process with the 
clusters that have been generated by CMVS.  
 Improve the ModelPLY-library. It is left to improve the load of the PLY models. Maybe it 
would take less time if we used regular expressions to improve the reads of the vertices 
and faces. 
 Send the serialized model. A model that is serialized normally occupies less space on the 
disk and the ProjectMesh application could avoid loading and serializing the model in 
background.  
 Simplification of the mesh. Another typical technique to reduce the size of the resulting 
model will be to simplify the mesh. It will be an ideal solution because the handheld 
devices have low resolutions on their screen and there is no need of sending meshes with 
a large number of triangles. There are a lot of algorithms that reduce the quantity of 
triangles: vertex removal, face removal, edge collapse, vertex cluster and so on. So it will 
be interesting to offer the kind of simplification that the user would want to perform. 
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10.2. Personal evaluation 
After balancing all work that has been done this year, I deeply feel that I grew as engineer and 
learnt a lot of things related with mobile technologies, web technologies, geometry, computer 
graphics and planning of projects. When my tutor and I were talking about the project, I was 
actually sure this is the future of the digital image. The next step will be to store a 3D 
reconstruction of the places that we visit or reconstruct some structures in order to plan and 
prepare an action over it. Similar to other solutions such as spherical images, this integration 
with the upcoming stereo vision devices opens a door to a new world of possibilities and uses. 
 
I have to point out that I used solutions, algorithms, methodologies, theory notes, practises, 
and other works that I learnt or read from the time I spent at the university. Besides, the 
different people I met during the degree have helped me have new different points of view 
and approaches. The last semesters I had the fortune to spend some time with people who 
was very exigent with themselves and they always try to get more. I missed this feeling of 
working in group with people who share interests and the desires of doing the things properly 
and learn more about them. By contrast, my work experience has shown me that there are 
some people who tend to work their eight hours and then forget about job. This does not 
mean that the university is exempt of this stagnation. There are also students who enrol some 
lectures to pass the time or let other people do their work.  
 
The project has been the excuse to introduce me on the fantastic and time-consuming world 
of the development of mobile applications. It has been the first time I developed a mobile 
application for a mobile device and I can assure that is very fast changing world. During this 
last year there have been two major updates to the Android operating system in order to get 
better performance and focus on introducing the operating system inside the low-cost mobile 
market. These changes oblige the developer to keep her/him on the top of the wave crest, 
refactoring the code to the new good practises to save memory and battery, and changing the 
UI to keep the mobile application usable, attractive and modern for the user. As I highlighted 
in some previous section, one of the webpages that has been added to the bookmarks of my 
browser has been the Android developers’ webpage. This page is the first reference that has to 
be looked at when we want to develop an Android application, and there is a huge quantity of 
recommendations and good practices to obtain better performance and usability as main 
goals. So this site is a good entry point for the people who want to start. On the other hand, 
there are some explanations or sections that are not properly presented. For instance, the 
explanation of the Google Cloud Messaging service is mixed between the two last ways of 
receiving messages from the three different, existing ways of doing it. Concerning with the UI, 
Android developers present design principles for the interaction and presentation of the 
Android-powered mobile applications. The main problem I noticed is that these additions on 
the design principles make the UI of the ProjectMesh old-fashioned. Moreover, I feel that the 
applications which depend on the Google Services are strictly linked to them. Logically, these 
services that are offered by Google save us time to develop the mobile application by paying 
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the cost of depending of them. Apart from the services that Google provides to us, I could also 
spend time working with OpenGL ES which uses a programmable pipeline. The lecture 
Advanced Visualisation (VA) and Interactive Graphic Systems (SGI), which I attended, also save 
me a lot of time related with working with 3D models, the projective paradigm and the 
calculation between different coordinate systems, understanding the algorithms that are used 
for the Poisson surface reconstructions of the mesh, understanding the pipeline of OpenGL, 
the shaders of OpenGL, how the vertex attributes can be stored and so on. Last but not least, I 
enjoyed working with a multithread application and it helps me at the time of developing the 
WebApp. Where I work, we are not allowed to use multithreading and the people who 
establish these restrictions are based on the maintainability and control of the code. I see that 
point but I do not share it. As times goes by, the computers have more CPU cores to work with 
and this is an important fact that we have to empower to provide the fastest application to 
compete with others. I’m also conscious that it’s a big investment in time, but I think it’s 
reasonable to improve the responsibility. 
 
Once the ProjectMesh was developed, I focused on automatizing the reconstruction of the 
model using the complete pipeline, and the synchronization of the images and masks from the 
ProjectMesh. The background I got from the job helped me develop the web application 
WebApp faster than I expected but the most time-consuming part was the pipeline. The 
pipeline is composed by the pre-process of the images, the pre-process of the masks, the 
launch of the “Structure From Motion” pipeline (which sometimes I called the third-party 
pipeline), the clean of the point set, the reconstruction of the mesh and finally, the return of 
the model or the error message. Besides, I discovered what you can feel when you have been 
working during a month and after finishing the task, testing that the gears start rolling and 
getting good results. Nevertheless, I would call these tests as “breathless” tests because they 
were a mix of expectation and nervousness. Anyway, I’m really sure that the pipeline can be 
improved using more options that are offered by the programs or taking advantage of the 
multithreading technologies. For instance, The CMVS is prepared for dividing the 
reconstruction of the models by clusters and doing the reconstructions in separate threads or 
even machines. Thus, I consider that this project can last more time and extended with more 
options. One of these options will be to choose the algorithm for the surface reconstruction as 
it was explained briefly in the section of Future work. 
 
Furthermore, I reviewed my old knowledge working with Linux and compiling/modifying C++ 
programs. The creation of scripts to perform some important tasks such as creating the 
structure for the PMVS folder, or the brand-new script to execute the “Structure From Motion” 
pipeline have been relatively easy to do, thanks to the scripting language of Linux. The 
accumulated knowledge at FIB for the command line programs and the scripts that I’ve done 
was important to get the scripts done fast as well. I consider the project has been 
multiplatform in its development because I’ve working with Windows 7, Ubuntu and Android 
although the project only requires two platforms Android and Linux to work. 
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Even though, I would have liked to spend more time on the project, and I tried to extend as 
much as possible the project, it has also been a challenge to combine the job and the degree 
because of the limited time. Apart from that, I think the results surpass my expectations and all 
the adversities have been solved as soon as possible. Personally, I think that this project and 
the master’s degree have been an inflexion point in my life, and I’m really excited about the 
future.  
 
Finally, I want to thank my tutor, Carlos Andújar Gran, by his countless contributions and ideas 
to this project. It was an honour and a privilege to spend time with Carlos in his lectures and 
for the lifecycle of this project. I also want to thank my family, Ana, Alfonso and Sergio, by its 
support and its patience along the years we’ve spent together. I’d like to thank the students 
who I shared lectures along the master’s degree and they have to put up with me: Elías 
Pereiras, Sergi Sisó, Michał Sima, Fernando Mora, Daria Mayorova and Andrew Kuroedov. 
After that I’d want to mention the co-workers that have been interested in the project and the 
friends who I did not see much along the last semesters whose support has had an important 
value for me.  
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Annex A – Installation of the 
dependencies of the pipeline 
To install the Structure From Motion pipeline, we can use package management application 
that is provided with the Linux installation (for Ubuntu it’s named Ubuntu Software Center) for 
installing the libraries and applications or use the command line “apt-get” to install them 
manually. In this annex is chosen to present the additional libraries and programs using the 
command line “apt-get”. They are not repeated the libraries and programs that were required 
to install the previous program. 
 
A.1. Bundler 
The web page to download Bundler and get useful information is the following one: 
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/~snavely/bundler/. The version for windows is also 
available[ML12]. 
Dependencies and software required: 
 Ia32 shared libraries (sudo apt-get install ia32-lib) 
 Imagemagik (sudo apt-get install imagemagick) 
 Imagemagik++ for developers (sudo apt-get install libmagick++-dev) 
 Jhead: it’s necessay because it’s already included in Bundler but we have to balance if we 
want to use a newer versión. (sudo apt-get install jhead) 
 G++ (sudo apt-get install g++)  
 Sift: it has to be included in the directory of Bundler bundler/bin. The web page to 
download the David Lowe’s Sift is the following one:  
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~lowe/keypoints/. 
 Gfortran (sudo apt-get install gfortran) 
 Zlib (sudo apt-get install libghc-zlib-dev or sudo apt-get install libghc-zlib-dev) 
 Blas & LAPACK libaries: it’s recommended to follow the manual of installation that is 
included in the distributions. The webpages to download the libraries are: 
http://www.netlib.org/lapack/ and http://www.netlib.org/blas/ (no cblas). 
 Jpglib (sudo apt-get install libjpg-dev) 
 
 
Finally, we have to include the library ANN_char.so that is included with bundler: 
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=\$HOME/bundler-v0.4-source/lib 
 
It could happen that when we are compiling Bundler, it’s returned an error in the line 630 of 
the BundlerApp.cpp file. We only have to delete the class identificator “BundlerApp::” and it 
will compile. 
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Whenever we want to support the images that are generated with a new camera, we have to 
include an entry with the name of the camera that is used in the EXIF information and the 
width of the CCD sensor[Dpreview]. The file to set this information is 
bundler/bin/extract_focal.pl. 
 
The shared library dependencies are the following one: 
ldd bundler  
linux-vdso.so.1 =>  (0x00007ffff4f30000) 
libz.so.1 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libz.so.1 (0x00007f51adae1000) 
libjpeg.so.8 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libjpeg.so.8 (0x00007f51ad891000) 
libANN_char.so => not found (it was include the folder to the ) 
libgfortran.so.3 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libgfortran.so.3 (0x00007f51ad579000) 
libstdc++.so.6 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libstdc++.so.6 (0x00007f51ad279000) 
libm.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libm.so.6 (0x00007f51acf7c000) 
libgcc_s.so.1 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libgcc_s.so.1 (0x00007f51acd66000) 
libc.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6 (0x00007f51ac9a7000) 
libquadmath.so.0 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libquadmath.so.0 (0x00007f51ac770000) 
/lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so.2 (0x00007f51add14000) 
 
 
A.2. PMVS2 
The web page to download PMVS2 and get useful information is the following one: 
http://www.di.ens.fr/pmvs/.  
 
The package includes several shared libraries under "program/main/", but in case the program 
does not run or generate expected results, you may need to install libgsl 
(http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/), blas (http://www.netlib.org/blas/) and lapack 
(http://www.netlib.org/lapack/) by ourselves or using the existing ones configuring the 
Makefile inside pmvs-2/program/main.  
 
The libraries that we have to install are: 
 Boost C++ libraries (sudo apt-get install libboost-dev) 
 GNU Scientific Library (sudo apt-get install libgsl0-dev) 
 CLapack (we can download it from the web page: http://www.netlib.org/clapack/) 
 
We have decided to use the same libraries that have been used for Bundler, so we have to 
modify some files: 
 Modification pmvs-2/program/base/numeric/MyLapack.cc 
extern "C" { 
#include <f2c.h> 
#include <clapack.h> 
}; 
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 Modification pmvs-2/program/main/Makefile (we are using the existing lapack and blas 
libraries that are outside the folder of pmvs-2) 
YOURINCLUDEPATH = -I/usr/include -I../../../CLAPACK-3.2.1/INCLUDE -I../../../lapack-
3.4.2/lapacke/include 
 
YOURLDLIBPATH = -L/usr/lib -L../../../CLAPACK-3.2.1 -L../../../lapack-3.4.2 
 
CXXFLAGS = -O2 -Wall -Wno-deprecated ${YOURINCLUDEPATH} 
LDFLAGS = ${YOURLDLIBPATH} -lXext -lX11 -ljpeg -lm -lpthread \ 
   -llapack -lgsl -lgslcblas -lblas -lgfortran 
 
 
Finally, we can already generate one of the libraries that is used by PMVS typing “make f2clib” 
and compiling the PMVS, typing “make” inside folder pvmv-2/program/main. 
 
 
The shared library dependencies are the following one: 
ldd pmvs2 
libXext.so.6 => /usr/lib64/libXext.so.6 (0x0000003d5ea00000) 
libX11.so.6 => /usr/lib64/libX11.so.6 (0x0000003d5be00000) 
libjpeg.so.62 => /usr/lib64/libjpeg.so.62 (0x0000003d5f200000) 
libpthread.so.0 => /lib64/libpthread.so.0 (0x0000003d5a600000) 
liblapack.so.3 => /usr/lib64/liblapack.so.3 (0x00002b90ca58d000) 
libgsl.so.0 => /usr/lib64/libgsl.so.0 (0x00002b90cac7a000) 
libgslcblas.so.0 => /usr/lib64/libgslcblas.so.0 (0x00002b90cb055000) 
libm.so.6 => /lib64/libm.so.6 (0x0000003d59e00000) 
libstdc++.so.6 => /usr/lib64/libstdc++.so.6 (0x0000003d5d200000) 
libgcc_s.so.1 => /lib64/libgcc_s.so.1 (0x0000003d5b600000) 
libc.so.6 => /lib64/libc.so.6 (0x0000003d59a00000) 
libXau.so.6 => /usr/lib64/libXau.so.6 (0x0000003d5c200000) 
libXdmcp.so.6 => /usr/lib64/libXdmcp.so.6 (0x0000003d5c600000) 
libdl.so.2 => /lib64/libdl.so.2 (0x0000003d5a200000) 
/lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so.2 (0x0000003d59200000) 
libblas.so.3 => /usr/lib64/libblas.so.3 (0x00002b90cb289000) 
libgfortran.so.1 => /usr/lib64/libgfortran.so.1 (0x00002b90cb4da000) 
 
 
A.3. CMVS 
The web page to download CMVS and get useful information is the following one: 
http://www.di.ens.fr/cmvs/. The CMVS program uses the library Graclus that can be found in 
the next link: http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/dml/Software/graclus.html. 
 
We have to modify the following files: 
 /pmvs-2/program/base/cmvs/bundle.cc 
#include <numeric> 
 /pmvs-2/program/main/genOption.cc 
#include <stdlib.h> 
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The shared library dependencies are the following one: 
ldd cmvs 
linux-vdso.so.1 =>  (0x00007fffea6bb000) 
libjpeg.so.8 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libjpeg.so.8 (0x00007f276b617000) 
libm.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libm.so.6 (0x00007f276b31b000) 
libpthread.so.0 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libpthread.so.0 (0x00007f276b0fd000) 
libstdc++.so.6 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libstdc++.so.6 (0x00007f276adfd000) 
libgomp.so.1 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libgomp.so.1 (0x00007f276abef000) 
libgcc_s.so.1 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libgcc_s.so.1 (0x00007f276a9d8000) 
libc.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6 (0x00007f276a619000) 
 /lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so.2 (0x00007f276b883000) 
librt.so.1 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/librt.so.1 (0x00007f276a411000) 
 
A.4. JMagick 
JMagick is the Java library to work with ImageMagick inside a Java program. 
Dependencies and software required: 
 JMagick library (sudo apt-get install libjmagick6-java) 
 JNI of JMagick (sudo apt-get install libjmagick6-jni) 
 Documentation of JMagick(sudo apt-get install jmagick6-docs) 
 
After that we modify the properties of Tomcat (file catalina.sh) adding the JAVA_OPTS and 
including the path to the folder which contains the library .so of JMagick (JNI). In this case we 
have to add the following line to the catalina.sh: 
JAVA_OPTS=”JAVA_OPTS -Djava.library.path=’/usr/lib/jni’” 
 
 
A.5. RPLY 
The web page to download RPLY and get useful information is the following one: 
http://w3.impa.br/~diego/software/rply/. 
 
To build the converter for passing the binary PLY files to ASCII, we only have to execute the 
next lines: 
gcc -c rply.c convert.c 
gcc -o convert convert.o rply.o 
 
The shared library dependencies are the following one: 
ldd convert 
linux-vdso.so.1 =>  (0x00007fff0e5ff000) 
libc.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6 (0x00007f2fe2e2b000) 
 /lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so.2 (0x00007f2fe3206000) 
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A.6. Sift++ 
The web page to download Sift++ and get useful information is the following one: 
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vedaldi/code/siftpp.html. 
 
We only have to type “make” to compile and build the distribution of the program in function 
of the properties of the operating system. 
 
The shared library dependencies are the following one: 
ldd sift 
linux-vdso.so.1 =>  (0x00007fff1b7ff000) 
libstdc++.so.6 => /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libstdc++.so.6 (0x00007f99d953f000) 
libm.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libm.so.6 (0x00007f99d9243000) 
libgcc_s.so.1 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libgcc_s.so.1 (0x00007f99d902c000) 
libc.so.6 => /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6 (0x00007f99d8c6d000) 
 /lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so.2 (0x00007f99d985b000) 
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Annex B – Bundler command line options 
Bundler has a number of internal parameters, so there are a large number of command-line 
options. That said, we've found that a common set of parameters works well for most image 
collections we've tried, so it is probably safe to start with the recommended options (used by 
the RunBundler.sh script). One very useful option is '--options_file <file>', which tells Bundler 
to read a list of options from a file. The default options file created by RunBundler.sh includes 
the following options: 
 
Option Meaning 
--match_table matches.init.txt It specifies the file where the match files are stored. 
--output bundle.out It specifies the name of the final output reconstruction. 
--output_all bundle_ It specifies that all intermediate reconstructions should be 
output to files with prefix "bundle_". 
--output_dir bundle The directory all output files should be written to, typically 
called "bundle". 
--variable_focal_length It directs bundler to optimize for an independent focal 
length for each image. 
--use_focal_estimate It directs bundler to use the estimated focal lengths 
obtained from the Exif tags for each image. 
--constrain_focal Constrain the focal length of each camera to be close to 
the initial focal length estimate (from Exif tags).  This 
option adds penalty terms to the bundle adjustment 
objective function. 
--constrain_focal_weight 0.0001 Weight on the penalty terms for the focal length 
constraints (a small weight is typically sufficient). 
--estimate_distortion It directs bundler to estimate radial distortion parameters 
for each image. 
--run_bundle Run structure from motion (as opposed to other 
operations on existing reconstructions) 
--init_pair1 <image_idx1> 
--init_pair2 <image_idx2> 
Specifies which images to use as the initial pair.  Very 
useful when the automatically chosen pair results in a bad 
reconstruction. 
--sift_binary <sift> The location of the SIFT binary on your installation, e.g., 
'/usr/bin/sift' or '/cygdrive/c/usr/bin/siftWin32.exe'. 
--add_images <add_list> Given an existing reconstruction specified with the –
bundle option, attempts to add the images listed in the file 
<add_list> to the reconstruction, writing the results to the 
file 'bundle.added.out'.  The new list of images is written 
to 'list.added.txt'.  Use the 'extract_focal.pl' script to 
generate the file <add_list> from a directory of JPEGs, but 
note that the correct path to these images must be 
included -- which may require editing the add list file.  Do 
not include the '--run_bundle' option when adding new 
images.  If the SIFT key files have not yet been generated 
for the new images, bundler will try to extract features, 
but this requires that the --sift_binary option be set. 
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--options_file <options_file> Read in a list of options from the specified file. 
--help Print out the complete list of command-line options. 
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Annex C – User’s manual 
In this section we are going to describe the main screen of the application and the actions that 
are offered for the user. 
Screen Description 
 
Main screen 
This is the initial screen of the ProjectMesh application. Here the 
user can decide among the different actions (pressing it): 
 New project: to create a new empty project. 
 My projects: to work with the existing projects of the 
user. 
 Gallery: to access to the Gallery of Android. 
 Camera: to start the camera application of Android. 
 Settings: to configure the settings of the application. 
 
New project screen 
Once the project has pressed the “New project” option on the 
Main screen, she/he can define a new empty project to work with 
it.  
 
After typing the name and description of the project, and 
validating the properties of the project, the ProjectMesh creates a 
new empty project. 
 
Settings screen 
If the user chooses “Settings” option on the main screen to 
configure the settings of the application, the ProjectMesh 
initializes the screen of settings. 
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My projects screen 
If the user chooses the option “My projects” on the main screen, 
she/he will see her/his own projects. Every project is identified by 
its name, a little summary of the content of the project and the 
current state of it. 
 
On the screen, the user can access to the information of the 
project pressing the project that she/he wants to consult. The 
user can also perform an action over the whole project if she/he 
keeps pressed the project.  
 
Dialog menu with the option “Synchronize project” 
An example of the contextual menu when the user keeps presses 
a project is with a state that allows the user to synchronize (or 
erase the project), it’s this. 
 
Dialog menu with the option “Project mesh remotely” 
An example of the contextual menu when the user keeps presses 
a project is with a state that allows the user to project the mesh 
remotely, it’s this. 
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Project screen 
If the user has pressed a project on the “My projects” screen, it’s 
presented the internal gallery of the ProjectMesh with all the 
images that composes the selected project. 
 
It’s also important to point out the icon that is drawn over the 
image of the first column and the second row. The icon of the 
mask over that image indicates that this image has already 
associated a mask. When the user presses over any image the 
“DrawMask” screen is launched. 
 
Moreover, if the user presses over the Images on the upper bar, a 
list is shown allowing the user to navigate to the Models 
 
DrawMask screen 
On this screen the user can define the mask that will be associated 
to the current image. If the image already contains a defined 
mask, this is loaded.  
 
When the user is drawing, he can undo the last vertices with the 
icon  or establish if the current polygon is a hole clicking the 
icon , and this icon will change to the following one . So the 
icon of the pencil indicates if the polygon is filled or it’s a hole. 
 
The user can change the colour of the pencil that is used to draw, 
save the current mask or erase the current mask.  
 
 
Dialog menu with the available colours 
If the current colour of the pencil is already used in the image, it 
can be difficult to see where the polygons are. Because of that, 
the user can choose to change the colour from the “DrawMask” 
screen, and it presents the following dialog. 
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Example of drawing a hole over a polygon 
This screen present a masks that was already defined and the user 
has drawn a hole over it. 
 
Models of the project screen 
When the user selects to consult the existing models of the 
current project through the list of the “Project” screen, 
ProjectMesh presents a list with the name of the models that 
have been reconstructed. If the user presses one model of the list, 
the “Model” screen is launched. 
 
Every name of the model contains the date and time when they 
were reconstructed. 
 
Model screen 
On this screen the user can: 
 Rotate the model with one finger over the screen. 
 Get closer or far the model. With two fingers going on 
opposite directions over an imaginary line to get closer or get 
far, sliding two finger from two different positions over the 
centre of the imaginary segment that the two fingers 
compose. The user can disable this action with the icon . 
 The user can also move the model moving two fingers on the 
same direction and keeping the distance between the two 
fingers. 
 The user can restart the camera with the icon . 
 The user can orientate the model with respect the internal 
compass of the handheld. 
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Details of the project screen 
If the user chooses to see the details of the project on the 
“Project” screen, the ProjectMesh application loads all the 
available information of the project. 
 
